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i. INTRODUCTION
I.i Purpose - The purpose of this plan is to define the
AAP integrated module development and qualification test pro-
grams for which MSFC has prime responsibility. This plan will be
used as the basic planning document when preparing subsequent
test implementation documentation for the tests outlined in this
plan.
1.2 _- This plan describes the development and quali-
fication test programs for those integrated modules for which
MSFC has prime responsibility. In addition, this plan describes
those intercarrier verification tests required to demonstrate
the compatibility of all launch and orbit experiment module con-
figurations. This plan does not describe the subsystem develop-
ment and qualification test programs or the flight article test
program. The support subsystem development and qualification
test program is described in Volume II, and the flight article
integration and prelaunch test program is described in Volume
IV of this document.
1.3 Flishts AAP i/2/3/4 Test Prosram Summary - The Com-
bined Mission, Flights AAP i/2/3/4 Test Program is designed to
develop and qualify the integ_:ated experiment modules utilized
during the mission and to verify their compatibility in the
various launch and orbit configurations.
This test program has been divided into three main test
categories: development testing, qualification testing, and
intercarrier verification testing. Test articles involved in
this program are at the carrier and integrated experiment
module level.
1.3.1 Development Tests - The present Apollo spacecraft
is not adequate to attain the objectives of the Combined Mission
flights. New modules and modifications to existing modules
will have to be developed to conduct the experiment program
associated with this mission. Specific module development tasks
include:
a. Lunar Mapping and Scientific Survey (LM&SS)
development
b. Airlock Module (AM) development
c. Orbital Module development
d. Multiple Docking Adapter (MDA) development
e. Resupply Module (RM) development
f. Lunar Module/Apollo Telescope Mount (LM/ATM)
d eve io pmen t
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Included in the integrated experiment module development
test program are tests to verify man-machine co,npatibi[ity, ex-
periment integration and integrated experiment module compati-
bility under ambient and selected environ,neutal conditions.
1.3.2 qualification Tests Tile qualification test pro-
gram for the Combined Mission, Flights AAP I/2/3/4, will demon-
strate the performance of all new hardware and modified hardw._re
when operated in a mission sequence under ambient and environ-
mental conditions. Existing carriers, i.e., S-IVB, Spacecraft
LM Adapter (SLA), and Instrument Unit (IU), will be tested for
modifications only, with maximum utilization being made of pre-
vious ground and flight test data during formulation of the
ground test program, and when substituting analysis for test.
New carriers, i.e., LM_SS Rack, MDA, RM and ATM/R_ck, will
be tested for performance evaluation within the full spectrum
of storage, transportation, launch and orbit environments, and
life cycle requirements.
The module development and qualification test programs
will be closely coordinated to obtain maximum data with tile
minimum number of tests.
All qualification testing will be performed of flight con-
figured modules that contain flight type hardware.
1.3.3 Intercarrier Verification Tests - Intercarrier veri-
fication tests will be performed on the various launch and or-
bital cluster configurations to verify the electrical, electronic,
mechanical, fluid, data, and physical compatibility between the
integrated experiment modules. (Two orbital configurations are
shown in Figures 1 and 2.) The integrated experiment modules
will be capable of performing all operations possible within
the constraint of the ground environment, to demonstrate the
cluster system compatibility and experiment module interfaces.
This test program is designed to verify that the following
mission objectives can be accomplished utilizing the Flights AAP
1/2/3/4 integrated experiment modules.
a. Conduct a low altitude, low inclination earth
orbital mission w: th a crew of three men, using a
spent S-IVB stage as an Orbital Workshop (OWS).
b. Provide for the reactivation and reuse of the
Orbital Workshop during subsequent missions.
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c. Conduct inflight experiments in the areas of
science, applications, technology and engineering.
d. Qualify men, evaluate their support requirements
and determine human task performance capability on
long duration manned space flight missions.
e. Evaluate feasibility of space station resupply.
f. Conduct stellar observations with the ATM/Rack
and evaluate capability of space station attitude
control.
1.4 General Considerations - The considerations and ground
rules contained in this section deal only with the integrated
carrier development and qualification test program. Description
of the total test program consideration and ground rules, not
unique to this volume, are discussed in Volume I of this plan.
The following considerations and ground rules were used in the
formulation of the Combined Mission, Flights AAP 1/2/3/4
development and qualification test program.
1.4.1 General
a. No on-orbit operation will be performed during
the mission that has not been verified by ground
checkout.
b. Life test qualification requirements will be
satisfied at the component level. Subsystem and
integrated experiment module qualification tests
shall include more real time sequences than flight
article tests, but will not be constrained to
real time qualification for inactive mission seg-
ments.
c. When commercial test equipment or prototype
tools are used in place of nonavailable GSE, the
methods of test will adhere, as close as possible,
to the proposed methods and sequences to which the
GSE has been designed.
d. Carrier, support subsystem, and experiment hard-
ware shall be designed to accommodate ground test
and checkout requirements.
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1.4.2
e. Test requirements placed against one hardware
configuration can he satisfied through tests per-
formed on lower configuration levels when it is
expeditious to do so and when test validity is not
affected.
f. No testing will be planned exclusJvely for
reliability demonstration.
g. Maximum utilization of qualification data from
previous test programs and flight tests wi]l be
made. Similarly, maximum effort will be made to
utilize analysis and/or similarity in place of
testing.
h. Structural load qualification tests will be
held to an absolute minimum by the general philoso-
phy of utilizing conservative design margins of
safety.
i. All cluster configurations, experiment modules,
components and experiments will be subjected to
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) tests. The EMI
test program will implement specifications re-
quirements of MIL-E-6051C_ MIL-I-6181D, and MIL-B-
5087D.
j. Cluster configuration, integrated experiment
module, and experiment checkout will be conducted
utilizing on-orbit mission sequences, while mini-
mizing real time checkout.
k. Where practical, during integrated experiment
module and cluster configuration tests, the erectable
structures shall be deployed to confirm interexperi-
ment and inter carriercompatibility.
i. Qualification requirements are imposed against
the integrated experiment module, critical com-
ponents and experiments (contract end items).
Cluster Confisurations
a. The cluster configuration test program involving
Flights AAP I, 2, 3 and 4 is an MSFC responsibility.
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1.4.3
b. Testing in the cluster configuration is not
qualification requirement, but a system design
verification requirement.
c. Interface compatibility testing of the-CSM and
LM&SS (Flight AAP i) will be the responsibility of
MSC.
do The ground support equipment required £or tile
cluster configuration test program will be as
austere as possible and still allow a simulated
mission operation to be performed. In addition,
this equipment will be required to perform a check-
out of the individual carriers to verify their pro-
per operation prior to their use in the cluster test
program. Only those systems required to verify
cluster system compatibility and carrier interfaces
will be required to operate during the cluster test
program.
e. No environmental testing (EMC excepted) will
be performed on any full scale cluster configura-
tion.
f. EMC testing will be required on all on-orbit
cluster configurations.
g. Verification testing of the orbit configurations
of Flights AAP 1,2,3 and 4 will be complete prior
to launch of Flight AAP i. This test is _equired to
verify all Flight AAP 2 hardware interfaces.
Integrated Experiment Modules
a. At least one prototype of each carrier, with
experiments, will be built for development/quali-
fication testing.
b. Development and qualification of the AM, SLA_
CSM, IaM_SS & LM carriers are not considered to be
under MSFC responsibility_and are not included in
the test program.
c. Thermal vacuum qualification testing will not
be performed on flight articles.
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1.4.4
d. GSE will be utilized to the fullest extent pos-
sible during the carrier devel¢)pment and qunliflc_-
t ion test program, depe_ident on its fabrlcation and
acceptance schedule.
e. The complete integrated experiment modules will
not be subjected to centrifuge tests.
f. The ATM package is a separate end item and will
require a qualification program at this level.
Experiments
a. All experiments will be qualified by the experi-
ment contractor.
b. Experiments to be used for integrated experiment
module qualification testing and for the cluster
configuration design verification tests will be
capable of operation under specified environments.
These environments to be determined by the specific
carrier test program.
c. The experiment hardware contractor and/or Prin-
cipal Investigator will furnish the GSE and special
test equipment necessary to support test, checkout,
and handling of his individual experiment.
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2. DEVELOP>ENT XEST PROGRAM
2.1 General - New or modified hardware will have to be developed
for the Mission AAP i through 4 flight program to attain the ob-
jectives of the mission. Existing modules and hardware will be
utilized to the maximum extent possible and modified as required
to meet these objectives. When existing modules and hardware
cannot be utilized, new hardware will be developed.
The Mission AAP 1 through 4 development test program will in-
clude the following tasks.
a. LM&SS development
b. Orbital workshop development
c. Airlock module development
d. Multiple docking adapter development
eo Resupply module development
f. Lunar Module/Apollo telescope mount (LM/ATM) development
g. Man-machine compatibility
h. Integration of experiment into carriers
i. Compatibility testing of the integrated experiment
modules
The integrated experiment module development test program
is designed to confirm the subsystem and system design, to
verify theft the integrated ex'periment module will satisfy the
compatibility and performance requirements of launch and orbital
operations, and to verify readiness of the integrated experiment
module to progress into the qualification test program. In addi-
tion to these basic objectives, this test progr_im will provide
basic system operation criteria to assist in later test and
operations analysis, provide additional data for system relia-
bility evaluation, and verify electrical and mechanical GSE
compatibility. Maximum use of the data derived from the tests
performed in this phase shall be made to satisfy formal quali-
fication requirements.
The development test articles will be subjected to specific
functional and margin of safety test requirements which will be
used for early evaluation of production hardware capabilities.
]hese conditions will be more severe than the anticipated orbit
conditions in order to provide more assurance of fault isola-
tion. The tests will not exceed reasonable safety margins or
excite unrealistic modes of failure.
Scale model or full-scale thermal model tests will be per-
formed on any carrier where analysis cannot be substituted for
test. The tests will be conducted to obtain actual thermal data
to substantiate analysis and provide design and experiment cri-
teria. This data will also provide information to conduct the
qualification or flig|_t article thermal vacuum test.
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The instrumentation required for the development test pro-
gram will include sufficient measurements of the test facility
and test article to analyze system operation during each test.
Additional measurements will be provided as necessary to accom-
plish design evaluation and evaluation of inflight instrumenta-
tion.
In addition to the development test articles, nonfunction-
al experiment module mockups will be fabricated to verify space
allocation, equipment distribution and location, cable routing,
accessibility and interface location between the various car-
rier segments. These mockups will be full scale but will not
simulate weight and mass distribution.
2.2 Nonfunctionsl Mockups - N_nfunctional mockups will
be required of _ii integrated experiment modules involved in
Combined Mission, Flights AAP I/2/3/4. These mockups will be
full scale with the size_ sh_ipe _ind interfaces of ;ill compon-
ents, experiments and experimellt _odules _ceur_itely simulated.
These n_ockups will be assembled into the various launch
and orbit configurations to accomplish the following objectives.
a. Experiment configuration grouping studies
b. Determination of preliminary experiment, support
subsystem, and carrier inl:erfaces
c. Experiment module configuration verification
d. Mechanical (size, shape, volume) modification
kit development
e. Studies of man-machine relationships (i.e.,
lighting requirements, mobility and locations, etc.)
f. Evaluation of handling and transport fixtures
g. Evaluation of expe::iment and subsystem access
for calibration, servicing, etc.
h. Evaluation of docking clearances
i. Evaluation of L,mbilical locations
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The mockups of Flights AAP 1 and 2 will be assembled first,
with concentration on the S-IVB and AM combination, due to the
large amount of interfaces between these two modules when the
OWS is activated.
The remaining modules of Mission AAP 1 through 4 will
be assembled into the orbit configurations indicated in figure
2.
The nonfunctional mockup test program is depicted in the
following test flow diagram (figure 3) and the accompanying
test descriptions (T_ble I).
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Test Descriptions for Figure 3
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TEST NUMBER
Mockup Development Tests 3.1
TEST OBJECTIVE
Perform configuration development tests on the individual car-
riers and verify interface compatibility between carriers in
the cluster configurations.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Cluster carrier nonfunctional mockups: S-IVB, IU, AM, MDA,
SLA, I/q&SS, CSM, RM, LM, AIM/Rack.
TE ST DE SCRIPTION
PREPARATION
Nonfunctional mockups will be constructed of each carrier that
will have the carrier interfaces to the latest configuration
and will contain nonfunctional mockups of all experiments and
subsystem elements. These mockups will be mounted on fixtures
that will allow horlzontsl _ssemb!y of the c!ustcr configurations.
O PE RA TION
Two basic levels of nonfunctional testing will be performed:
configuration development of the integrated experiment module
level, and interface verification at the cluster segment and
full cluster level.
l. Confisuration Development - Integrated experiment module
configuration development tests will be performed to verify
space allocations, equipment distribution and location,
cable routing, accessibility, man-machine compatibility,
and to develop operation sequences.
, Interface Verification - Interface verification will be
performed on carrier combinations. Interface physical
fit and compatibility will be verified, intercarrier
interference checks made and man-machine relationships
determined.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
l. Modifications for proper laygut will be determined and
operations sequence developed.
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Mockup Development Tests (continued)
2. Intercarrier interferences eliminated and man-machine
relationship verified.
SUPI_DRT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
[. Mockup handling and transport equipment.
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Fixtures to hold mockups in various carrier combinatlons.
2. Internal work platforms.
FACILITIES
i. Ares to hold cluster carriers in horizontal position.
2. Externnl work platform.
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2.3 C_irri¢,r Dew, to [)me,lt
2.3.1 134&SS R_ck Deve[opmexit - 'File rack wLll l)t, ;, ,ww
structure _md _l lull so;lie str_tclur;ll test pro_'.rm, will be
performed. 'rl_e r:_ck will he Ihe basic structur(, u.,;ed for
assembly of the 12q&SS exper[me|it aml support subsyste,.;, the
RM support subsystems a_d t:he ATM s_pport subsvslems :iml e_-
perimet_ts.
This program will consist of the tasks i1ecessary to
structurally test the basic rack for the following g-load
conditions •
a. Loading encountered during transportation
and handling of the rack and attached equipment.
b. G-loading encountered during the boost phase
of the flight.
Dynamics testfi_g for the fully assembled LM&SS R,_ck (i.e.,
acot, stic, shock a_id vibration) will be the respoJlsib][ity of
MSC.
The details of the LM&SS Rack developme:it program are
described in the following test flow diagram (figure 4) and
the accompanying test description (Table II).
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TEST TITLE
T,b It' II. Descriptt.ons lor Ft_:ttre 4
TEST NUMBER
Page ]6
Rack (LM&SS) Static Load 4.1
TEST OBJECTIVE
Verify stress resulting from simulated transportation _]nd
launch g loads are within those predicted by analysis.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Rack (LM&SS) structural model
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
This test will be performed in two sections: one to simulate
the transportation loads encountered and the second to simu-
late launch g loads.
I. Remove rack outrigger truss members (4 each) and install
center section of rack in horizontal position on a static
load test stand. A fixture wiii be utilized to simulate
the transporter attach points. Instrumentation will be
installed at selected locations to determine simulated
transportation stress.
. Set rack in vertical position on a static load test stand.
A fixture will be utilized to simulate the SLA attach
points. Instrumentation will be installed at selected
locations to determine simulated launch stress.
OPERATION
Static loads will be applied to critical load points and the
resulting stress will be determined. Visual inspection, X-ray
and dye check shall show no damage resulting from the static
load.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
I. Stress levels shall be within those predicted by analysis.
2. No damage shall result from the applied static loads.
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R_Ick (LM&SS) Static Load (continued)
I
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
I. R:ick handling and transport GSE
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Instrumentation to monitor stress
2. X-ray inspection equipment
3. Equipment to apply static loads at specified points
4. Fixture to simulate the transporter attach points
5. Fixture to simulate the SLA attach points
FACILITIES
i. Area to perform static load test with the LM&SS rack in
vertical position or horizontal position.
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2.3.2 S-IVB Carrier - The S-IVB carrier has been previously
qualified and flight tested and only the ,1_diflc_Jtlons to the
S-IVB will require developmental testing.
The basic S-IVB development testing will he performed on
the full scale mockup, partial prototype (enough to do passiva-
tion, activation and pressurlzation), components, subsystems
and scale models.
The objectives of the S-IVB development test program are
to develop and confirm methods and hardware to perform the
following mission operations:
_i. Passivation of the S-IVB tankage and ordnance.
b. Activation and subsequent reactivation of the
OWSo (This includes all tasks necessary to enter
and make the S-IVB hydrogen tank a habitable work-
shop.
co Store, transfer, install and activate and acti-
vate the experiments of Flight AAP 2.
d. Support OWS operations during the mission.
(This includes items such as thermal control,
leakage rates, etc.).
e. Deactivation of the OWS.
During the S-IVB development test program, the control,
functioning, monitoring, and procedural methods utilized dur-
ing modification and test shall be developed and confirmed.
The details of the S-IVB OWS development program are
described in the following test flow diagrams (_igure 5) and
accompanying test descriptions (Table III).
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T:ible III.
TEST TITLE
Test Descriptions for Figure 5
'lEST NUMBER
Page 20
S-IVB Passivation and Activation 5.1
TEST OBJECTIVE
Verify S-IVB passivation (vent and dump of propellant tanks and
ordnance safing) and tank sealing.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured S-IVB.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PRE PAPAT ION
The S-IVB prototype will be mounted in a horizontal position on
a handling fixture which will allow the S-IVB to be rotated.
An IU simulator to provide the power necessary to activate sys-
tems in S-IVB shall be installed. Ordnance will be simulated.
OPERATION
This test will be performed in three segments:
l, Vent and dump of propellant tanks This test is basically
a functional check of the systems associated with dumping
and vent of propellant tanks. System compatibility and
power characteristics shall be checked.
Q
,
The safing of the ordnance will be performed in a mission
sequence. Power will be applied to the S-IVB to simulate
the conditions at the start of normal safing operations.
The S-IVB hydrogen tank will be entered and seals and plugs
will be installed in all areas requiring them. Accessi-
bility to all areas shall be verified. Miss_n sequence and
timelines shall be developed.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
Prototype carrier S-IVB operates to flight specifications under
simulated conditions.
MART'Iltl 4fARIET'TA _ORPORATION
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'r_b Ie III (Cont.)
Pagc 21
S-IVB Passivation and Activation (continued)
SUPPORT RE QU IRE_fl_NTS
GSE
i.
2.
Handling and transportation GSE
Ground station
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Fixture to hold S-IVB in horizontal position and capable of
S-IVB rotation
2. IU functional interface simulator
3. Platforms to place inside the S-IVB for accessibility
4. Ordnance simulators
FACILITIES
i. Facility large enough to hold S-IVB and sllow for a reason-
able working area.
2. Exterior work platforms.
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Table III (Cont.)
TE ST TITLE
Page 21-?
TEST _ER
S-IVB Pressure Test 5.2
'rEST OBJECTIVE
Verify that after tank sealing has been mcco,npllsh the required
OWS pressure (proof and operational) can be ,lalntmIned.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured S-IVB with tank sealing devices
installed
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The S-IVB shall be placed in the horizontal position in an
area where tank pressurization may be accomplished. The tank
entry and sealing process shall have been accomplished. A
fixture will be installed to simulate the AM/S-IVB interface
capable of maintaining the required pressure.
OPERATION
The S-IVB shall be pressurized to 6 -+ I psig with a nitrogen/
helium mixture gas and a mass spectrometer leak test will be
performed in all areas that were sealed in the tank sealing
process. The S-IVB will then be pressurized to proof pressure
(orbit) and leakage and structure integrity verified.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The leakage as determined by mass spectrometer shall be within
the minimum allowed by design specifications. Sealed areas
shall withstand proof pressure.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
None
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Fixture to hold S-IVB in horizontal position
2. AM interface simulator
3. Mass spectrometer
4. Pressurization panel capable of supplying an He/N 2 mixture
L_._r
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Table III (Cout.)
S-IVB Pressure Test (continued)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIP_NT (cont|nued)
5. EquJl)menl to monitor S-IVB pres._ure
FACILITIES
I. Area to per[orm S-IVB proo{: pressure and [e_zk check
2. Exterior work platforms
Page 25
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2.3.3 In,.:trument Uait (IU) The IU h;,s b_,en previously
qu,'llified and the modific;Itioa_; req,sired are :;m;tlI, ll,erefore ;5
ful[-scal.c flizht-confLgtsr_,d prototype dew, lopm_,.l te:;I It; not re-
quired. Except for 115o verilic.ltit_n of lilt :;y:;lem dt,rinl,, tls_.
intermodt, le verific;lt i oil le:;I prt_rr;sm_ deveJopn|enl w[ I I I_(, doll('
o51 the m,b:;y:;tem _5_ltl compt_nent Level. E×perl,n_,t|! pt:|cement wl 11
be pcrformod or| tile I-tsI I-:;c:_lc 5nocl_up.
2.3.4 Multiple Dockln8 Adapter (MDA) l)evetopqmnt - The
MDA will be a new carrier and a full-scale development and veri-
fication test program will be performed. This program will con-
sist of the tasks necessary to develop the MDA Js follows:
a. Provide passageways between the AM, CSM, RM and
LM.
b. Provide docking interfaces for the RM, CSM,
lhl&SS and LM/ATM.
Co Provide mechanical and electrical connections
between the AM, RM, CSM, LId&SS and LM/ATM.
d. Provide storage_ space for AAP exper'-,.,,e-+,,_s.
e. Support AM thermal control subsystem (radiator).
A large portion of the MDA development test program can be
performed without the AM. The complexity of the thermal control
interface between the AM and MI)A will require that the radiator
section of the MDA be developed during the AM development pro-
gram.
A structural test program utilizing a structural model
will be performed to verify the capability of the blDA structure
to withstand launch and t_ansport G- loading.
A dynamic test program will be performed utilizing a dynamic
model to confirm analysis of the anticipated vibration, shock
and acoustic levels at selected points on the MDA.
The qualification functional prototypes of the Abl/bIDA com-
bination will be subjected to prequallflcatlon tests under am-
bient conditions to verify the bIDA module interfaces and to
provide assurance that the MDA is ready for qualification test-
ing.
The detoils of the MDA development program are described in
the following test flow diagram (figure 6) and accompanying test
descriptions (Table IV).
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T_d)le IV. 'l'e:_tDescriptions for F[gl,re 6
TEST TITLE
P_Ige 26
TE ST NUMBER
MDA Vibration (Launch) 6.1.1
TEST OBJECTIVE
i. Verify that the MDA can survive vibrations encountered
during launch.
2. Verify that the vibration levels do not exceed those pre-
dicted by analysis.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured MDA structure with mass simulators
for subsystem components and experiments.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The MDA will be mounted on an electrodynamic shaker utilizing
a structure simulator for the AM. This structure simulator
will provide the MDA/AM attach points, simulate the AM structure
and provide attachment to the shaker table. Prior to the test,
all subsystem component and experiment simulators will be in-
stalled.
OPERATION
The MDA will be subjected to vibration in three axis to the
criteria specified in the MDA CEI specification. The MDA sub-
system and experiment simulators will be in the same configura-
tion as at launch. Vibration levels will be monitored. After
the test is complete, the MDA will be inspected to verify no
damage has resulted from the induced vibration.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. The MDA shall sustain no damage during the vibration test.
2. Vibration levels shall be within those predicted by analysis
SUPPORT REQUIREI_NTS
GSE
i. MDA handling and transport GSE
MARTIN MARIETTA O01_PORATIOIW
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Table IV
Png e 27
(Co,, t. )
MDA Vibration (Launch) (continued)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
[. Fixture to attach to shaker table and simulste SLA/AM
structure and attach points for MDA
2. Instrument:ation to r_nitor MDA vibration at selected lo¢'_-
tions.
FACILITIES
I. Shaker system to vibrate the MI}A in single axis, random
vibration.
MARTIN MARIETTA OOR@ORATIOIW
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Tab le IV
TE ST TITLE
Page 28
(Cont.)
....................................
TEST NUMBER
MDA Shock (Transportation and Handl_ng) - Port ]
TEST OBJECTIVE
6.1.2.1
I. Verify that the MDA can survive the shock encountered during
transport and handling.
2. Verify that the shock load-levels are within Lhose predicted
by analysis.
TE ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured MDA with subsystem component and
experiment mass simulators.
TE ST DE SCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The MDA will be installed on a shock table with a fixture that
will simulate the transporter and attach points. The MDA will
be positioned in the normal transportation position. Prior to
the test all experiment and component mass simulntors will be
installed.
OPERATION
The MDA will be subjected to a transport and handling shock to
the levels and axis specified in the MDA CEI specification.
During the test all systems and experiments will be in the
stored mode. Shock levels will be monitored. After the shock
test, the MDA will be inspected to verify that no damage has
resul_:ed from the induced shock.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. The MDA shall sustain no damage during the shock test.
2. Shock load levels shall be within those predicted by
a"la lys i s.
SUPPORT REQUIRE_NTS
GSE
I. MDA handling and transport GSE
MARTIN MARIETrA OORPORATIOltl
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Table IV (Cont.)
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MDA Shock (Transportation and Handling) - Part [ (continued)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Fixture to attach to shock table and simulate transporter
and attach points for MDA
2. Instrumentation to m_nltor shock levels nt selected locs-
t ions.
FACILITIES
I. Facility to perfornl shock test.
2. Shock table capable of holding the I_DA in transport posilion.
MARTIN MARIEI'rA OORPORA'rlOItl
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"I_ST TITLE
]'able IV (Cont.)
Page 30
TE ST NUMBER
MDA Shock (L_umch) - Part 2
i
TEST OBJECTIVE
6.1.2.2
i. Verify that the MDA ca, survive the shock e,co.ntered during
launch.
2. Verify that the shock load levels are wfthi, thos(, predicted
by analysis.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured MDA with subsystem component and
experiment mass simulators.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PRE PARATION
The MDA will be installed on a shock table with a fixture that
will simulate the AM/SLA structure and provide the MI)A/AM
attach points for the MDA. The MDA will be positioned in the
launch position. Prior to th _ test, all component and experi-
ment mass simulators will be installed.
OPERATION
The MDA will be subjected to a launch shock to the levels and
axis to the criteria specified in the MDA CEI specification.
During the test all systems and experiments will be in the
launch configuration. Shock levels will be monitored. After
the shock test, the MDA will be inspected to verify that no
damage has resulted from the induced shock.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. The MDA shall sustain no damage during the shock test.
2. Shock load levels shall be within those predicted by analysis.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. MDA handling and transport GSE
MARTIN MARIETTA _ORPORA TIOI_
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T_bte IV (Cont.)
MDA Shock (Launch) - Part 2 (continued)
Page 51
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMEIqT
I. Fixture to attach to shock table and simulate the AM/SLA
structttre and attach points.
2. Instr.,nent_It].on t.o ._nitt)r shock levels at sel_.¢ted loc_-
tions.
FACILITIES
i. Facility to perform shock test.
2. Shock table capable of holding the MDA-AM/SLA sim_,lator in
launch position.
MARTIN MARIETTA "r._ORPORATION
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TEST TITLE
Table IV (Cont_
P_Ke 52
'IEST NUMT_ER
MDA Shock (Docking) - Part 3 6.1.2.3
TEST OBJECTIVE
i. Verify that the MDA can survive the shock encountered during
dockin_ of various modules.
2. Verify that the shock load levels are wlthin those pre-
dicted by _inalysis.
'I_IST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured MDA with subsystem component and
experiment mass simulators.
'IEST DESCRIPTION
PRE PARATION
The MDA wil] be rigidly mounted on a fixture slmulat_ig the AM
attachment point, in the vertical position (CSM docking collar
position is up). Prior to the test, all component and experi-
ment mass simulators will be installe_
OPERATION
The test will be performed under the following modes: (I) End
port docking shock loads, (2) Side port docking shock loads,
(3) End port reaction shock loads caused by a docked module
during a second module docking maneuver, (4) Side port reaction
shock load.
An interface docking simulator will be attached to either the
end port or one of the side ports. The shock ordnance will be
installed behind this simulator to induce a shock through the
docking collar to represent either docking or reaction shock to
the levels specified in the MI)A CEI specification.
Shock levels will be monitored during the test. At the comp]e-
tion of each shock test the MDA will be inspected to verify
that no damage has resulted from the induced shock.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. The MDA shall sustain no damage during the shock test.
2. Shock load-levels shall be within those predicted by analysis
IRARTIN MJiRIET'rA _ORPORA TION
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T_ibte IV (Cont.)
MDA Shock (Docking) - Part 3 (continued)
Phi,:, .55
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
I._ MDA h_lt_dlJn_; and t:r_lnsport (;SE
SI>E(:IAL 'I_]S'L' EQIIII'MENT
1. l,'ixtur_, re) s|mt, l_]tc_ AM and provide MDA _lttllch poiJlt.
2. ],_str,,me,_tat [()n t_, n_,nitor Lhe shock levels _t sp(.<lfied
l.oca t ions.
FA C ILITIE S
I. F_Icility to perform shock test with MDA mounted ol} AM
simuls tor.
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TE ST TITLE
Table IV (Cont.)
P_ge 154
TE ST NUMBER
_I)A Acoustic 6.1.3
'lEST OBJECTIVE
i. Verify that the MDA can survive tile acoustic vibrations
encountered during launch.
2. Verify that the acoustic vibration levels are within those
predicted by analysis.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured MDA with component and experiment
mass simulators.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The MDA will be installed in _n acoustic test area uti]izing an
AM structure/SLA panel simulator. Prior to the acoustic test,
all component and experiment mass simulators will be installed°
OPERATION
The MDA/AM/SLA shall be subjected to _he launch acoustic vibra-
tions as specified in the MDA CEI specification. This test may
be performed in more than one part if required. The acoustic
sound pressure shall be induced through the SLA panels to the
MDAo After the acoustic test, the MDA will be inspected to
verify that no damage has resulted from the acoustic vibration.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. The MDA shall s_ustain no damage during the acoustic test.
2. Acoustic vibration levels shall be within those predicted
by analysis.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
I. MDA handling and transport GSE
lt4ARTlltl MARIETTA CORPORATION
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Toble IV
MDA Acoustic (continued)
((:o lit. )
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Fixture to simulate the SLA panels.
2. Instrumentation to monitor acoustic vibration levels at
specified ]oc_Itions.
FACILITII?_ S
I. Facility to perform MDA/AM/SLA acoustic test.
Ilia RTIitl ItfA RIE'I'I"A OOR_OgA 7"10111
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TE ST TITLE
']'_d) [e IV (Cont.)
Page 36
TEST NUMBER
MDA/AM Equipment Transfer 6.2.1
'FEST OBJECTIVE
Verify capability of removing stored equipment from MDA _Ind
movement through tile AM into S-IVB. Transfer sequence wtll be
determined for qualification testing.
rEST CONFIGURATION
i. Prototype flight configured MDA (with experiment mockups).
2. Prototype flight configured AM.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
MDA and AM will be mounted on fixtures in the horizontal position.
The fixtures will be capable of allowing the MDA/AM to be rolled.
Temporary platforms will be installed in the interior for access
to the various areas.
OI_RATION
The equipment will be removed from the storage location on the
MDA and transported through the AM. Transfer sequence and time-
lines will be verified and/or revised as required.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. Verify capability to remove equipment from stored location
and moved through the AM.
2o Verify mission sequence and timelines.
SUPPORT FEQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. MDA and AM transport and handling GSE
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Fixtures to hold AM and MDA in horizontal position.
2. Temporary platforms inside carriers.
3. Experiment mockups.
FACILITIES
1. Area to perform equipment transfer with NDA/AM horizontal.
MARTIN It_ARIF'r'?'A CORPORATION
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Table IV (Cont.) Page 37
TEST NI_ER
MDA Support Sul)sy_;tem A.:tivatlon and Operation (_.2.2
TEST OBJECTIVE
Verify support: subsystem intercarrier compatibility between
MI)A dnd v_Iriou_.; c_rriers.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured MDA. Prototype f]ight configured
AM.
TEST DE SCRIPI'ION
PRE PARA TION
_A and AM will be mounted on fixtures in the horizontal posi-
tion. All AM/MDA interfaces will be connected. CSM, RM, LM
_ind IM&SS functional interface simulators will be connected to
the MDA. GSE will be checked out and connected. All MDA pre-
tests shall be performed, such as single point ground, resistance
checks, etc. Electrical loads will be simulated.
OPERATION
Each MDA subsystem will be functioned individually:
I. Display and Control
a. Functional
2o Thermal Control Radiators
a. Thermal Characteristics
b. Power Characteristics
3. D&C Sensors
a. Functional
b. Calibration
c. Noise and Ripple
4. Docking Aids (mechanical and optical)
a. Alignment
All other subsystems which interface with the MDA but pass
through to another carrier will be checked for continuity to
verify proper mate.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
All subsystems shall operate within design specifications.
MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION
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Table IV (Coi_t.)
_IDA Support Subsystem Activation and Operation (contlnl,ed)
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
[. MDA _llld AM tr_nsport and h.mdIJng GSE
2. Equi[pnlelll: to Iiun_tton_lly check each MI)A sy:Jtem
3. (_'SM, RM, 124 alld I24&SS functional :interface sJm_l_tor._
SI'ECI_L "lEST EQIIII'MENT
1. Fixtures to h_Id MDA and AM in h_rizontal positio_
FACILITIES
io Area to perform MDA S/S functional
2. Temporary platforms. (external and internal)
Pa $,_e _8
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Table IV (Cont.)
TEST TITLE
MDA Static Load
firST OBJECTIVE
page 39
TEST NUM_E R
6.4.1
Verify stress resulting from simulated Launch "G" loads are
within those predicted by analysis.
i_ST CONFIGURATION
MDA _tructural model
lXST DESCRIPTION
PRE PARA TION
Set MDA in vertical position on a static load test stand. A
fixture will he utilized to simulate the AM attach points. In-
strumentation will he installed at selected locations to deter-
mine stress.
OPERATION
Static loads will be applied to critical load points and the
resulting stress will be determined. Visual inspection, X-ray
and dye check shall show no damage resulting from the static
io ad.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. Stress levels shall be within those predicted by analysis
2. No damage shall result from the applied static loads
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. MDA handling and transport GSE
SPECLALTEST EQUIPMENT
i. Instrumentation to monitor stress
2. X-ray inspection equipment
3. Equipment to apply static loads at specified points
FACILITIES
io Area to perform static load test with MDA in vertical
position.
i_IART'Iltl MARIE'IrA OORPORATION
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2.3.!3 Rcsupply Mo_dule (RM)Deve!opmen t The ILM will be
a new carrier and ;_ full scale development and verification
test progr:,m will be performed. This program will consl::t of
tile task:; necess:,ry to develop the Rig as follow,';:
a. Provide tile conunodities required tt_ permit t,x-
tended operation _)f Flight AAP 2 sp_ceeralTt modttles
during Mission AAP 3/4.
b. Provide ;i means of transferring these comrm_dl-
ties.
c. Provide docking, electrical, and mechanical
interfaces for the CSM and MDA.
d. Provide space for storage of experiments and
commodities that can be pressurized after RM
docking and accessible from the MDA.
The details of the RM development program are described
in the following test flow diagram (figure 7) and accompanying
test descriptions (Table V).
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TEST TITLE
T_tbl e V.
Ihlge 42
'rest Descriptions for F|gure 7
TEST NUMBER
RM Thermal Vacuum 7. 1. J.
TEST OBJECTIVE
I. Verify that the RM can survive and operate in a simulated
space environment.
2. Verify that the temperature levels do not exceed those pre-
dicted by analysis.
3. Determine temperature monitoring locations for qu_llification
article.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Protonype flight configured RM with subsystem component thermal
mass simulators.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
Prior to installation of the RM, the IR cages will be calibrated
and checked out. The RM will be in_tallod "In a thermal vacuum
chamber on a fixture that is capable of moving the RM to simulate
the various sun angles as observed in orbit. Simulated propel-
lants will be loaded. Shadowing will be provided to simulate
various cluster configurations.
OPERATION
The RM will be subjected to a simulated orbit (sun angles and
shadowing) and a mission operations sequence simulated. Each
operation will be performed long enough to allow temperature
stabilization° The basic phases are:
i. Simulated liftoff to demonstrate altitude changes
2. Orbit transfer
3. Cluster operations
4. Special
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. All component thermal simulators will remain within the pre-
dicted temperatures during the simulated mission.
2. Temperature monitoring locations shall be determined for the
qualification article.
MARTIN MARIETTA I:ORPORATION
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Table V. (Cont.)
Page 4'3
RM Thermal Vacuum (continued)
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
I. RM handl, i..g a.d transport GSE
SI_CIAL "1%ST EQUIPMENT
I. Support and rotation l ixt.re for the KM
2. Solar pauel shadowing simulator
3. Instrumentation to mouitor the component thermal simulators
on the RM.
4. Thermal simulators.
FACILITIES
i. Facility that contains a thermal vacuum chamber large
enough to allow rotation of the RM inside the chamber and
has full solar and IR capability.
2. IR cage for ILM.
MARTIN MARIET'I'JQ OORPORATIOItl
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TEST TITLE
Table V. (Cont.)
............................
TEST NUMBER
RM Vibration (Launch) -Pnrt I 7.2.1.[
TEST OBJECTIVE
I. Verify thnt the RM can survive vibrations encountered durl.ng
launch.
2. Verify that the vibration levels do not exceed those pre-
dicted hy analysis.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured RM with mass simulators for sub-
system components.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The RM will be installed on an electrodynamic shaker utilizing
an SI_ structure simulator. The SLA structure simulator will
provide the SLA attach points, simulate the structure and pro-
vide attachment to the shaker table. Prior to the test, all
subsystem and experiment mass simulators will be installed.
Liquids will be simulated.
OPERATION
The RM will be subjected to vibration in three axis (one at a
time) to the criteria specified in the RM CEI specification.
The RM subsystem and experiment mass simulators will be in the
same configuration as launch. Vibration levels will be moni-
tored. After the vibration te;t is complete, a visual inspec-
tion will be performed on the iLM to verify no damage has re-
suited from the induced vibration.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
I. The RM shall sustain no damage during the vibration test.
2. Vibration levels shall be within those predicted by analysis
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. RM handling and transport GSE
MARTIN IIIIARIETTA C)ORPORATION
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Table V. (Cont.)
Piige /t '7
RM Vibration (Launch) - Part i (continued)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. F,ixture to attach to shaker table and simul,lte SLA structure
aild attach points for RM
2. l_strumentation to monitor RM vibrstion at selected loca-
l ions
3. M_Iss simulators
FACILITIES
[. Shaker system to vibrate the RM in single axis, r_mdom vibra-
tion.
llfARTlltl I_IARIETTA 4[_ORPORATIOItl
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TEST TITLE
(Cont.)
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IEST NUMBER
RM Vibration (Orbit Transfer) - Part 2 7.2.1.2
TEST OBJECTIVE
I. Verify that the RM can survive vibrations eucol,ntered dur-
in_ orbit transfer.
2. Verify that the vibration levels do not exceed those pre-
dicted by atlalysis.
TE ST CONF IGURATION
Prototype flight configured RM with mass simulators for sub-
system components.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The RM will be suspended from several selected attach points.
A CSM interface simulator will be attached to the docking collar,
and the RM will be subjected to orbit transfer vibrations through
this docking collar. Prior to the test, all subsystem mass simu-
lators will be installed.
OPERATION
The RM will be subjected to vibrations in three axis to the cri-
teria specified in the RM CEI specification. The RM subsystems
will be inspected to verify no damage has resulted from the in-
duced vibration.
CRITERIA FOR ;_UCCESS
i. Th_ RM shall sustain no damage during the vibration test.
2. Vibration levels shall be within those predicted by analysis.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. RM handling and transport GSE
!
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Fixture to suspend the RM
2. CSM interface simulator
3. l,lstrumentation to monitor the RM vibration at selected locations
4. M:l:_s simulators
MAR'rig MARIE'r'rA OORI=ORAT'IOltl
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Table V. (Cont.)
RM Vibration (Orbit Trallsfer) - Part 2 (continued)
FACILITIES
I. Area to suspeLld the RM
2. Shaker system to induce the vibration in sin_le zlxls, random
vibration
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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Tab l e V. (Cont.)
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TE ST TITLE TEST NUMBER
RM Shock (Transportation and Handling) - Part 1 7.2.2.1
TE ST 0 BJE CTIVE
1. Verify that tile RM can survive the shock encountered during
transport and l_andling.
2. Verify that the shock load levels are within those predicted
by analysis.
TE ST CONF ICURATI_)N
Prototype flight configured RM with subsystem component mass
simulators.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The RiM will be installed on a shock table with a fixture that
will simulate the transporter and attach points. The RM will
be positioned in the normal transportation position. Prior to
the test all experiment and component mass simulators will be
installed.
OPERATION
The RM will be subjected to a transport and handling shock to
the levels and axis criteria specified in the RM CEI specifica-
tion. During the test all subsystem simulators will be in the
stored mode. Shock levels will be monitored. After the shock
test, the RM will be inspected to verify that no damage has
resulted from the induced shock.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. The RM shall sustain no damage during the shock test.
2. Shock load levels shall be within those predicted by analysis.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. RM handling and transport GSE
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RM Shock (Transportation and Handl_ng) - Part i (continued)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Fixture to attach to sllock table snd simulnte transporter
and attach points for RM.
2. Instrumentation to monitor shock levels at selected loc_l-
tions.
3. Mass simulators.
FACILITIES
i. Facility to perform shock test.
2. Shock table capable of holding the IbM in transport position.
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Table V. (Cot_t.)
TEST TITLE TEST NUMBER
RM Shock (Launch) - Part 2 7.2.2.2
TEST OBJECTIVE
i. Verify that tile RM can survive the shock encountered during
launch.
2. Verii_y th_It tho shock [ol_d levels are wJthin those predicted
by a,lalysis.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Pt:ototype flight configured RM with subsystem component mass
simulators.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The RM will be installed on a shock table with a fixture that
will simulate the SLA structure and provide the SLA attach
points for the RM. The RM will be positioned in the launch
position. Prior to the test, all component and experiment mass
simulators will be installed. Liquids will be simulated.
OPERATION
The RM will be subjected to a launch shock to the levels and
axis specified in the RM CEI _pecification. During the test
all systems and experiments w Ii be in the launch configuration.
Shock levels will be monitore(. After the shock test, the RM
will be inspected to verify that no damage has resulted from the
induced shock.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. The RM shall sustain no damage during the shock test.
2. Shock load levels shall be within those predicted by
analysis.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. RM handling an¢! transport GSE
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RM Shock (Launch) - Part 2 (continued)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIP_fl_NT
I. Fixture to attach to shock table and simulate the SLA
structure and attach points.
2. Instrumentation to monitor shock levels at selected loca-
tions.
3. Mass simulators
FAC ILITIE S
I. Facility to perform shock test
2. Shock table capable of holding the RM-SLA simulator in
launch position.
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TEST TITLE TE ST NUMBER
RM Shock (Orbit) - Part 3 7.2.2.3
TEST OBJECTIVE
i. Verify that the RM can survive the shock encountered during
orbit transfer and docking.
2. Verify that the shock load levels are within those pre-
dicted by analysis.
TE ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured RM with subsystem component mass
simulators.
TE ST DE SCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The RM will be suspended in the horizontal position with sli_gs
around the barrel section of the RM. A CM docking interface
simulator will be positioned at one end and an MDA docking inter-
face _imulator on the other end. Prior to the test, all sub-
system mass simulators will be installed. Liquids shall be
simulated.
OPERATION
The test will be performed in two parts:
I, The first part will verify orbit transfer. The CM interface
simulator will be attached to the suspended RM. Ordnance
for shock will be placed behind this simulator to induce a
shock through the docking collar to simulate orbit transfer
shock to the levels specified in the RM CEI specification.
2. The second part will verify docking to the MDA. A CM inter-
face docking simulator will be attached to one end of the
RM and an MDA simulator will be attached to the other end.
The shock ordnance will be installed on the MDA end and the
shock induced will simulate maximum docking shock as speci-
fied in the RM CEI specification.
Shock levels will be monitored during the test. At the com-
pletion of each shock test, the ILM will be inspected to verify
that no damage has resulted from the induced shock.
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RM Shock (Orbit) - Part 3 (continued)
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. The RM shall sustain no damage during the shock test.
2. Shock load-levels shall be _ithin those predicted by analysis.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. RM handling and transport GEE
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Fixture to suspend the RM
2. Instrumentation to monitor the shock levels at specified
locations
3. Mass simulators
4. CM and MI)A docking interface simulators
J
FACILITIES
I. Facility to perform shock test with RM suspended in hori-
zontal position.
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TEST TITLE
Page 5/4
33_ST NUMBE R
RM Acoustic 7.2.3
TEST OBJECTIVE
I. Verify that the RM can survive the acoustic vibrations en-
countered during launch.
2. Verify that the vibration levels are within those predicted
by analysis.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured RM with subsystem component mass
simulators.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PRE PARA TION
The RM will be installed in an acoustic test area utilizing an
SLA simulator. The SLA simulator will consist of mounting pro-
visions for the RM and will simulate the SLA structure and panels.
Prior to the acoustic test, all component and experiment mass
s_mulators will be installed.
OPERATION
The RM/SLA shall be subjected to the launch acoustic vibrations
as specified in the RM CEI specification. This test may be per-
formed in more than one part if required. The acoustic sound
pressure shall be induced through the SLA panels to the RM.
After the acoustic test, the RM will be inspected to verify that
no damage has resulted from the acoustic vibration.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
I. The RM shall sustain no damage during the acoustic test.
2. Acoustic vibration levels shall be within those predicted
by analysis.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
In RM handling and transport GSE.
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RM Acoustic (continued)
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SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
1. Fixture to simulate the SLA panels and RM al tach points and
st ructttre. _,
2. Instrument_ition to ,m_nitor acoustic vibration levels _it
specified locations.
3. Mass simulators.
FACILITIES
I. Facility to perform RM/SLA acoustic test.
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"lEST TITLE TEST NUMBER
RiM Support Subsystem OpernLions (Cryogenic) 7.3.1
IT ST OBJECTIVE
Verify that the RM pressure and cryogenic systems operate within
design criteria.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured RaM.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PRE PAFATION
The RF_ will be in a vertical position mounted on a propellant/
pressurization test stand. All subsystems will have been elec-
trically demonstrated prior to the propellant transfer test.
Individual components will have been subjected to proof pres-
sures. Fluid and electrical lines will be connected to an AM/
MI)A sLmulator.
OPERATION
The cryogenic transfer test program will be performed as follows:
i. Pressurize and leak check all fluid and pressure systems.
2. Proof pressure all fluid and pressure systems.
3. Load all fluids (L02, LN 2 and LH2) ; verify GSE compatibility.
4. Perform transfer of these fluids in an abbreviated mission
sequence; verify:
a. Flow rate
b. Response time
5. Unload and clean systems.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. All fluid and pressure systems shall operate within design
specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i.
2.
Propellant and servicing GSE
Equipment to functionally check electrical systems.
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RM Support Subsystem Operations (Cryo%en.lc) (continued)
SPECIAL ]_'IST EQUIt'MENT
I. AM/MDA m_clmntcll[ llui(I :rod electric_ll |nterface ,uimulat()r.
2. M()untiu_ fixture for RM on test stand.
FACILITIES
I. Test stand to mount RM, provide the necessary commodities
and allow system pressurization and cryogenic transfer.
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2.3.6 ATH/Rack Development - The Al_I/Rack will be a new
carrier and a full scale development and veriflcation test pro-
gram will be cond_,cted.
This development program will be divided into three parts;
the AIM package development, the rack (and associated sub-
systems) development, and the integrated ATM/rack verification.
2.3.6.1 The AIM Psckase_Development - The AIM package is
considered as a separate Contract End Item (CEI) and as such will
have its own development program. Thls program will consist of
tile tasks necessary to develop the ATM as follows:
a. Provide the enclosure, thermal control, and
the support structure for a specific group of
experiments.
b. Provide the power, data management, and dis-
play and control interfaces between the AIM r_ick
and the experiments.
c. Provide the vernier pointing system for the
orientation of the ATM package during mission
operations.
The details of the ATM package development program are
described in the AiM/Rack test flow diagram (Figure 8) and
accompanying test descriptions (Table VI).
2.3.6.2 Rack and Subsystem Development - The rack and
subsystems will be developed separate from the ATM package.
After the basic systems of the rack have been developed, the
AIM package will be included in the ATM rack tests for total
systems testing.
The rack (ATM) and support subsystems development program
will consist of the tasks necessary to develop it as follows:
a. Provide structural support for the ATM package
and allow it to gimbal a specified number of de-
grees.
b. Provide a fine pointing control system during
ATM operations.
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c. Provide power to the ATM _,,d I_4 from l)_itterles
_lnd solar nrrays. Control ;Ind distribute this
power.
d. Provide stor;ige for the LM lilTe support cryo-
genics.
e. Provide a communications system, with inter-
nal support subsystem interfaces, an outside
antenna(s) and an LM interface.
f. Provide a data management system for the rack
support subsystems and experiments.
g. Provide the following interfaces with the LM:
power, structural, communications, ECS, data
management, and display and controls.
h. Provide a system to restrain the ATM package
during launch and allow it to gimbal after the
LM/ATM are attached to the cluster configuration.
The details of the ATM rack and support subsystems develop-
ment program are described in the A_/rack test flow die,gram
(Figure 8) and accompanying test descriptions (Table Vl).
2.3.6.3 ATM/Rack Verification - After the ATM package
and the rack with associated subsystems have been developed,
they will be tested as a combined unit. Their systems opera-
tion and interface compatibility will be verified prior to
starting the qualification program.
The details of the ATM/rack verification program are
described in the ATM/rack test flow diagrams (Figure 8)
and accompanying test descriptions (Table VI).
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Table VI. Test Descriptions for Figure 8
Page 61
TEST NUMBER
ATM Package Static Load
TEST OBJECTIVE
8.1.1
Verify stress resulting from simulated lmmch "G" loads ;ire
within those predicted by analysis.
TE ST CONFIGURATION
ATM package structural nwdel.
TE ST DE S(!;RIPTION
PRE P AIIAT ION
Set ATM package in vertical position on a static load test
stand. A fixture will be utilized to simulate the rack attach
points. Instrumentation will be installed at selected locations
to determine stress.
OPERATION
Static loads will be applied to critical load points and the
resulti_g stre_s wi_ be U_L_L,U_u. Visual ........ _-- _ ....
and dye check shall show no damage resulting from the static
load.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. Stress levels shall be within those predicted by analysis.
2. No damage shall result from the applied static loads.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
I. ATM package handling and transport GSE.
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Instrumentation to monitor stress.
2. X-ray inspection equipment.
3. Equipment to apply static loads at specified points.
FACILITIES
i. Area to perform static load test with ATM package in
vertical position.
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TEST NUMBER
ATM Package Thermal Vacuum 8.2.1
TEST OBJECTIVE
i. Verify that the ATM package can survive and operate ill a
simulated space environment.
2. Verify that the temperature levels do not exceed those
predicted by analysis.
3. Determine temperature monitoring locations for qualification
article.
TE ST CONF IGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM package with component and ex-
periment thermal mass simulators.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
Prior to installation of the ATM package, the IR cages will be
calibrated and checked out. The ATM will be installed in a
t,_erms! vacuum chamber v,,_-_ _._v+"re _+_,,_ _._I_..... the ^"_ _^ _
rotated to two positions - pointed directly at the solar source
and rotated 90 ° . Shadowing will be provided to simulate the
rack and deployment of the solar panels.
OPERATION
The ATM/rack will be subjected to the following conditions:
i. With the ATM pointed directly toward the solar source and
solar panel shadowing and power supply simulated, each
system and experiment simulator will be monitored to verify
no adverse effects from the solar simulation.
2. The ATM/rack will be rotated so that the side of the ATM
package will be subjected to the maximum calculated solar
flux.
The thermal control system will be nDnitored to verify that it
is capable of maintaining desired temperatures of the ATM
package component and experiment thermal simulators.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
I. All component and experiment thermal simulators will remain
within the predicted temperatures during the simulated mission.
2. Temperature monitoring locations shall be determined for the I
qualification article, l
:qi_
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ATM Package Thermal Vacuum (continued)
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SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
[. ATM package handling and transport GSE.
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Support and rotation fixture for ATM package.
2. Solar panel shadowing simulator.
3. Instrumentation to monitor the component and experiment
thermal simulators on the AT'M/rack.
4. Rack thermal control simulator.
5. Component and experiment thermal simulators.
FACILITIES
I. F_,cility that contains a thermal vacuum chamber large enough
to allow 90 ° rotation of the ATM package inside the chamber
and has full solar and IR capability.
2. IR cage for ATM rack.
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TEST TITLE
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TEST NUM]ER
ATM/Rack Thermal Vacuum 8.2.2
TEST OBJECTIVE
]. Verify that the ATM/Rack can survive and operate in a simu-
lated space environment.
2. Verify that the temperature levels do not exceed those pre-
dicted by analysis.
3. Determine temperature monitoring locations for qualification
article.
TE ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM/Rack with component and experi-
ment thermal mass simulators except for the thermal control
system which will be active.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PRE PARAT ION
Prior to installation of the ATM/Rack, the IR cages will be
calibrated and checked out. The ATM/Rack will be installed in
a thermal vacuum chamber on a fixture that allows the ATM to
be rotated 90 ° . Shadowing will be provided to simulate the de-
ployment of the solar panels.
OPERATION
The ATM/Rack will be subjected to the following conditions:
i. With the ATM pointed directly toward the solar source and
solar panel shadowing and power supply simulated, each
system and experiment simulator will be monitored to verify
no adverse effects from the solar simulation.
2. The ATM/Rack will be rotated so that the side of the ATM
package will be subjected to the solar source.
The thermal control system will be monitored to verify that it
is capable of maintaining desired temperatures of the ATM
package component and experiment thermal simulators.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
l. All component and experiment thermal simulators will remain
within the predicted temperatures during the simulated
mission.
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ATM/Rack Thermal Vacuum (continued)
2. Temperature monitoring locations shall be determined for
the qualification article.
SUPPORT RE QUIREI_NTS
GSE
i.
2.
ATM handling and transport GSE
Equipment to functionally operate the ATM/Rack thermal
control system.
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Support and rotation fixture for the ATM/Rack.
2. Solar panel shadowing simulator.
3. Instrumentation to monitor the component and experiment
ther_,al simulators on the ATM/Rack.
FACILITIES
i. Facility that contains a thermal vacuum chamber l_rge e_ough
to allow 90 ° rotation of the ATM/Rack inside the chamber
and has full solar and IR capability.
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TEST NUMBER
ATM Package Vibration (Launch)
TEST OBJECTIVE
Part 1 8.3.1.I
I. Verify that the ATM package can survive vlbrotlons en-
countered during launch.
2. Verify that the vibration levels do not exceed those pre-
dicted by analysis.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM package with mass simulators
for subsystem components and experiments.
TEST DE SCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The ATM will be installed on an electrodynamic shaker utilizing
a rack structure simulator. The simulator will provide the ATM/
rack attach points, simulate the structure and provide attach-
ment to the shaker tahlP0 Prior to the test_ all component snd
experiment simulators will be installed.
OPERATION
The ATM package will be subjected to vibration in three axis to
the criteria specified in the AIM CEI specification. The ATM
subsystem and experiment simulators will be in the same con-
figuration as at launch. Vibration levels will be monitored.
After the test is complete, the ATM/rack will be inspected to
verify no damage has resulted from the induced vibration.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. The ATM package shall sus :aln no damage during the vibration
test.
2. Vibration levels shall be within those predicted by analysis.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. ATM handling and transport GSE
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ATM Package Vibration (Launch) - Part i (continued)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Fixture to attach to shaker table and simulate rack structure
and attach points for ATM package.
2. Instrumentation to monitor ATM package vibration of selected
locations.
3. Mass simulators.
FAC ILITIE S
i. Shaker system to vibrate the ATM package in single axis,
random vibration.
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TEST TITLE TE ST NUMBER
AIM Package Vibration (Orbit Transfer) - Part 2 8.3.1.2
TEST OBJECTIVE
I. Verify that the ATM package can survive vibrations en-
countered during orbit transfer.
2. V_rify that the vibration levels do not exceed those pre-
dlcted by analysis.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM package with mass simulators
for subsystem components and experiments.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The A_ package will be installed in a rack simulator which
will provide attach points for ATM. The ATM/rack simulator will
then be suspended from several selected attach points. The ATM
will be subjected to orbit transfer vibrations through the rack
attach points. The vibration input to the rack will simulate
the vibration imparted to the ATM through the LM. Prior to the
test, all component and experiment simulators shall be installed.
OPERATION
The ATM/rack will be subjected to vibrations in three axis to
the criteria specified in the ATM CEI specification. The ATM
package subsystem and experiment simulators will be in the same
configuration as during orbit transfer. Vibration levels will
be monitored. After the test is complete, the ATM package will
be inspected to verify no damage has resulted from the induced
vibration.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. The ATM package shall sustain no damage during the vibra-
tion test.
2. Vibration levels shall be within those predicted by analysis.
SUPPORT REQUIREI_NTS
GSE
I. ATM package handling and transport GSE
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ATM Package Vibration (Orbit Transfer) - Part 2 (continued)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Fixture to simulate rack structure and attach points and
provide point for vibration input.
2. Instrumentation to monitor ATM vibration levels at selected
locations.
3. Mass simulators.
FAC ILITIE S
i. Area to suspend the ATM package.
2. Shaker system to induce the _Tibration.
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'lEST NUMBER
ATM Package Shock (Transportation and
Handling) - Part 1
8.3.2.1
TEST OBJECTIVE
I. Verify that the ATM package can survive the shock encountered
during transport and handling.
2. Verify that the shock load levels are within those predicted
by analysis.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM package with component and ex-
periment mass simulators.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The ATM package will be installed on a shock table with a fix-
ture that will simulate the transporter and attach points. Tile
ATM will be positioned in the horizontal position. Prior to
the test all experiment and component mass simulators will be
installed.
OPERATION
The ATM package will be subjected to a transport and handling
shock to the levels an_ axis criteria specified in the ATM CI:I
specification. During the test, all system and experiment simu-
lators will be in the stored mode. Shock levels will be moni-
tored. After the shock test, the AIM package will be inspected
to verify that no damage has resulted from the induced shock.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. The ATM package shall sustain no damage during the shock
test.
2. Shock load levels shall be within those predicted by analysis.
SUPPORT REQUIREI_NTS
GSE
i. A_4 package handling and transport GSE.
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Table VI. (Cont.)
ATM Package Shock (T.r_In._l_orli_lioll _111_II[_ii(IIi,Ig)- Part L (¢'ontin,,ed)
SPECIAL I_ZST EQUIP_NT
1. Fixture to _Ittach to shock tab]e _nd sin,i[_Ite t.r_lJlsporter
and attach points.
2. Instrument_ition to monitor shock ]evL'Is st selected Loc_1-
tions.
3. Mass simulators.
FACILITIES
i. Facility to perform shock test.
2. Shock table capable of holding the ATM package in transport
position.
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TEST TITLE
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TEST NUMBER
ATM P_ckal_e Shock (Launch) - Part 2 9.3.2.2
'lEST OBJECTIVE
[. Verify theft tile A'II_package call survive the shock encountered
during launch.
2. Verify that the shock lo0d levels are within those predicted
by anolysis.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM package with component and ex-
periment mass simulators.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The ATM will be installed on a shock table with a fixture that
will simulate the rack structure and provide the rack attach
points for the ATM. The AT_ will be positioned in the launch
position. Prior to the test, all component and experiment mass
simulators will be installed.
OPERATION
The ATM package will be subjected to a launch shock to the levels
and axis specified in the ATM CEI specification. During the
test all systems and experiments will be in the launch config-
uration. Shock levels will be monitored. After the shock test,
the ATM will be inspected to verify that no damage has resulted
from the induced shock.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. The ATM package shall sustain no damage during the shock
test.
2. Shock load levels shall be within those predicted by
analysis.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. ATM pockage handling and transport GSE.
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ATM Package Shock (Launch) - Part 2 (continued)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Fixture to attach to shock table and simulate the rack
structure and attach points.
2. Instrumentation to monitor shock levels at _;elected locations.
3. Mass simulators.
FACILITIES
I. Facility to perform shock test.
2. Shock table capable of holding the ATM in launch position.
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'I_ST NUMBER
ATM Package Shock (Orbit) - Part 3 8.3.2.3
TEST OBJECTIVE
i. Verify that the ATM package can survive the shock encountered
during orbit transfer and docking.
2. Verify that tile shock load levels are within those predicted
by analysis.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM package with component and ex-
periment mass simulators.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PARATION
PhREe ATM will be m°unted in a fixture that will simulate the I
rack structure and provide the rack attach points for the ATM. I
This ATM/rack simulator will then be suspended in the horizontal I
position with slings attached to selected points on the rack simu- I
lator. Prior to the test, all component and experiment mass simu-
lators shall be installed.
OPERATION
The test will be performed in two parts:
i. The first part will verify orbit transfer. Ordnance will
be placed at a point that will simulate the shock load in-
duced by the CSM propulsion system start. The shock level
will be to the criteria specified in the ATM CEI specifica-
tion.
2. The second par£ will verify docking to the MDA. Ordnance
will be placed at a point that will simulate the shock load
induced by the maximum docking impact as specified in the
ATM CEI specification.
Shock levels will be monitored during the test. At the comple-
tion of each shock test the ATM package will be inspected to
verify that no damage has resulted from the induced shock.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. The ATM package shall sustain no damage during the shock
test.
2. Shock load levels shall be within those predicted by analysis.
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ATM Package Shock (Orbit) - P;irt 3 (continued)
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. ATM package handling and transport GEE.
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPI_NT
I. Fixture to suspend the ATM package.
2. Instrumentation to monitor the shock levels at specified
locations.
3. Mass simulators.
FACILITIES
I. Facility to perform shock test with ATM package suspended
in horizontal position.
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Table VI. (Cont.)
'lEST NUMBER
ATM/RJck Vibration (Launch) - Part i 8.3.3.1
TEST OBJECTIVE
i. Verify that the A'l_4/R:ick can survive vibrations enco.ntered
during immch.
2. Verify tllat the vibralion levels do not _,xce(,d tht)s(, pre-
dicted by analysis.
I_ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM/Rsck with mass simulators for
subsystem components and experiments.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PIIEPARATION
The A_I/Rack will be installed on an electrodynamic shaker
utilizing an SLA structure simulator. The SLA simulator will
provide the SLA attach points, simulate the structure an£ pro-
vide attachment to the shaker table. Prior to the test, all
subsystem _nd _xpe_iment simulators will be installed. Liquids
will be simulated.
0 PERAT ION
The ATM/Rack will be subjected to vibration in three axis to the
criteria specified in the Al_M/Rack CEI specification. The ATM/
Rack subsystem and experiment simulators w_ll be in the same con-
figuration as at launch. Vibration levels will be monitored.
After the test is complete, the ATM/Rack will be inspected to
verify no damage has resulted from the induced vibration.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. The ATM/Rack shall sustain no damage during the vibration
test.
2. Vibration levels shall be within those predicted by analysis.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. ATM handling and transport GSE.
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ATM/Rack Vibration (Launch) - Part I (continued)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Fi×ture to attach to shakier table and simulate SLA structure
and attach points for AIM/Rack.
2. Instrumentzltion to ny0nitor ATM/Rack vibratio, of selected
locations.
3. Mass simulators.
FACILITIE S
I. Shaker system to vibrate the ATM/Rack in single axis, random
vibration.
.................... i
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TEST NUMBER
ATM/Rack Vibration (Orbit Transfer) Part 2 8.3.3.2
TEST OBJECTIVE
I. Verify that the AT_/R._ck can survive vibrations encountered
durin_ orbit transfer.
2. Verify that tile vibration ]eve]._ do no! exce_,d tho,_m pre-
dicted hy an;llysis.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM/Rnck with mass simulators for
subsystem components and experiments.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The ATM/Rack will be suspended from several selected attach
points. An LM interface simulator will be attached to the
LM/ATM interface to provide the point for vibration input.
The vibration input to the ATM../Rack will simulate the vibration
imparted to the ATM through the LM. Prior to the test, all
subsystem and experiment mass simulators will be installed.
Liquids will be simulated.
OPERATION
T_.le ATM/Rack will be subjected to vibrations in three axis to
the criteria specified in the ATM/Rsck CEI speci[ication. The
ATM/Rack subsystems will be in the same configuratioll as du_ing
orbit transfer. Vibration levels will be monitored. After the
test is complete, the ATM/Rack will be inspected to verify no
damage has resulted from the induced vibration.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. The ATM/Rack shall sustain no damage during the vibration
test.
2. Vibration levels shall be within those predicted by analysis.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. AIM/Rack handling and trarsport GSE.
wJ
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ATM/Rack Vibration (Orbit Transfer) - Psrt 2 (continued)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Fixture to suspend the ATM/Rack
2. LM interface simuh_tor.
3. Instrumentation to monitor the ATM/R_Ick vJbratlon at
selected locutions.
4. MASS simulators.
FACILITIES
I. Are_1 to suspend the ATM/R_ck.
2. Shaker system to induce the vibration.
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TEST TITLE TEST NUMBER
A1Tl/Rack Sllock (Launch) - P_lrt 1 8.3.4. 1
'[_ST OBJECTIVE
I. Verify that the ATM/R:Ick can survive the shock encountered
during launch.
2. Verify that the shock load levels are within tho,Je pre-
dicted by aualysis.
TE ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM/Rack with component and experi-
ment mass simulators.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PRE PARA T ION
The ATM/Rack will be installed on a shock table with a fixture
that will simulate the SLA structure and provide the SLA attach
points for the ATM/Rack. The ATM/Rack will be positioned in
the launch position. Prior to the test, all component and ex-
_J 1 - • i 1 ,periment mass _muxdLors wz_ De installed.
OPERATION
The ATM/Rack will be subjected to a launch shock to the levels
and axis specified in the ATM/Rack CEI specification. During
the test all systems and experiments will be in the launch con-
figuration. Shock levels will be monitored. After the shock
test, the ATM/Rack will be inspected to verify that no damage
has resulted from the induced shock.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
I. The ATM/Rack shall sustain no damage during the shock test.
2. Shock load levels shall be within those predicted by analysis.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GEE
i. A'i_/Rack handling and transport GEE.
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ATM/R_Ick Shock (Launch) Part 1 (contimled)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i, Fixture to _Ittach lo shock table _Irld simulate the SLA
structure and attach points.
2. Instrumentation to monitor shock levels :_t _elected location,;.
B. Mass simulators.
FACILITIES
i. Facility to perform shock test.
2. Shock table capable of holding the ATM/R_Ick-SLA simulator
in launch position.
I
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TE ST NUMBER
ATM/Rack Shock (Orbit) - Part 2 8.3.4.2
TEST OBJECTIVE
1. Verify th,lt tile ATM/Rack _:an _,;urvlve lhe sh(,ck encountered
(luring, orh_l !rml,_for ;Ind docking.
2. Verify thai Ihe sh_,ck load levels are within Iho_;,, pre-
dicted by _nalyst,,;.
iTEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM/Rmck with component and ex-
periment mass simulators.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PRE PARAT ION
The ATM/Rack will be suspended in the horizontal position with
slings attached to several selected positions. Prior to the
test, all component and experiment mass simulators will be in-
stalled. Liquids will be simulated.
OPERATION
The test will be performed in two parts:
i. The first part will verify orbit transfer. Ordnance will
be placed at a point that will simulate the shock load in-
duced by the CSM propulsion system start. The shock level
will be to the criteria specified in the ATM/Rack CEI speci-
fication.
2. The second part will verify docking to the MDA. Ordnance
will be placed at a point that will simulate the shock load
induced by the maximum docking impact as specified in the
ATM/Rack CEI specification.
Shock levels will be monitored during the test. At the comple-
tion of each shock test the ATM/Rack will be inspected to verify
that no damage has resulted from the induced shock.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. The ATM/Rack shall sustain no damage during the shock test.
2. Shock load levels shall be within those predicted by analysis.
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ATM/Rack Shock (Orbit) - P_rt 2 '(continued)
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
I. ATM handling and transport GSE.
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Fixture to suspend the ATM/Rack combin_Ition.
2. Instrumentation to monitor the shock levels _t specified
!ocations.
3. Mass simulators.
FACILITIES
i. Facility to perform shock test with ATM/R_Ick suspended in
horizontal position.
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T;,b le Vl. (Cont.)
TE ST TITLE IE ST NUMBER
ATM/R_Ick A_oustic 8.3.5
ITEST OBJECTIVE
I. Verify th_It tile ATM/R_I(k c_In s,rvive the ac(),_;t]_, vil)ra-
tions encotmtered durii1g [,'11mch.
2. Verify that the ATM/R_Ick vibration levels are wit}l],l those
predicted by analysis.
TE ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM/Rack with component and experi-
ment mass simulators.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PP_E PARATION IThe AIM/Rack will be installed in an acoustic test area utilizing
an SLA simulator. The SLA simulator will consist of mounting
provisions for the ATM/Rack, and will simulate the SLA structure I
and panels. Prior to the acoustic test, all component and ex- I
OPERATION
The ATM/Rack/SLA shall be subjected to the launch acoustic vibra-
tions as specified in the AIM, Rack CEI specification. This test
may be performed in more than one part if required. The acoustic
sound pressure shall be induced through the SLA panels to the
ATM. After the acoustic test, the ATM/Rack will be inspected to
verify that no damage has resulted from the acoustic vibration.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
I. The ATM/R_ck shall sustain no damage during the acoustic
test.
2. Acoustic vibration levels shall be within those predicted
by analysis.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. ATM/R_|ck handling and transport GSE.
I
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ATM/Rack Acoustic (continued)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Fixture to ,_imul_ite tile S I_ panels, ATM attach point_ _ind
:_truc[ ure.
2. Instrumentation to mo.ltor acoustic vibr_ition level:; at
specified ioc_tions.
3. Mass :_imul ators.
FACILITIE S
i. Facility to perform ATM/Rack/SLA acoustic te,';t.
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hE ST NUMBER
ATM Package Support Subsystem Operations 8.4.1
TEST OBJECTIVE
Verify th_it _lll subsystems operate within design ._;pecifications.
iTEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured AIM package.
TEST DESCRIPTION
+
PRE PARATION
The ATM package will be in the vertical position. GSE will be
checked out and connected. All ATM pre-tests shall be performed
such as single point ground, resistance measurements, etc. Elec-
trical loads will be simulated. A simulator will he -tl]ized to
provide LM/ATM and rack/ATM interfaces.
OPERATION
Each system will be functioned individually:
I. Fine Poi_tittg System
a. Response time
b. Ambient functional
c. Alignment
2. E lectric_l Distribution
a. Noise and ripple
b. Power characteristics
3. Display and Control
a. Ambient functional
b. Man-machine
4. Data Management
a. Power characteristics
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
All subsystems shall operate within design specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i.
2.
AL_I handling GSE.
Equipment to functionally check the ATM systems (portable).
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ATM Package Support Subsystem Oi_erations (continued)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
None
FACILITIES
i. Area to contain AIM and support equipment for an ;mlbient
func tiona [.
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TE ST NUMBER
8.4.2
TEST OBJECTIVE
Verify that ATM package experiments will operate within design
specifications.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM package.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PRE PARATION
The ATM will be in the vertical position. GSE will be checked
out and connected. All ATM pre-tests shall be performed such
as alignment, single point ground, resistance measurements,
etc. Electrical loads will be simulated. LM and Rack inter-
face simulators will be utilized for D&C, power and data man-
agement.
OPERATION
The experiments will be operated individually in conjunction
with the support subsystems. Alignment will be verified to _e
within tolerances for experiment operation. The experiments
to be verified are:
S020 - UV X-ray solar photography
S052 -
S053A -
S053B -
S054 -
S055A -
S055B -
S055C
S056
(Refer to the Section 5 ' for details on the individual experi-
ment integration test requirements.)
White light coronography
UV Coronal spectrograph
UV spectrograph
X-ray spectrographic telescope
UV spectrometer
UV spectrometer (UV spectroheliometer)
UV spectrometer - H o< telescope
X-ray telescope
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The experiments will operate within design specifications when
operated in conjunction with the support subsystems.
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AIM Package Experiment Performance (continued)
I SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
1. A_I'I handling GSE.
2.
3.
Page g9
Equipment to support the operation of the ARM experiments.
Equipment to operate each subsystem.
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. LM interface simulator for display and controls.
2. Rack interface simulator, for power and data management.
FACILITIES
i. Area to contain ATM and support equipment for ambieng
functional.
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TEST TITLE TEST NUMBER
ATM/Rack Support Subsystem Operations 8.4.3
TEST OBJECTIVE
Verify that Arl_/R_ck subsystems will operate within design
specifications.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM/R_ck.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PRE PAP,AT ION
The ATM/Rack will be in the vertical position. GSE w_ll be
checked out and connected. An LM simulator will be utilized
to provide interfaces betwcen LM and ATM/Rack. All A_M/Rack
pretests shall be performed, such as single point ground,
resistance measurements, etc. Electrical lo_ds will be simu-
lated. The solar panels will be simulated.
OPERATION
Each subsystem will be functioned individually, except the
ECLS system:
I. Pointing Control System
a. Response Time
b. Ambient Functional
c. Alignment
2. Fine Pointing System
a. Response Time
b. Ambient Functional
c. Alignment
d. ATM package gimbal release system
3. Electrical Distribution System
a. Noise and ripple
b. Power characteristics
c. Power control and selection
4. EPS Batteries
a. Power characteristics
5. Communication, Data Management and Display and Control
a. Power characteristics
b. Ambient functional
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ATM/Rack Support Subsystem Operations (continued)
CRITERIA FOR SUCG_:SS
All subsystem,,; shall operate to design criter:la.
SUPPORT REQU IREI_E NTS
GSE
i.
2.
ATM/Rack haIidling and transport GSE.
Equipment to functionally check the ATM systems (portable).
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. LM interface simulator.
2. Solar array simulator.
FACILITIES
Area to contain ATM/Rack and support equipment for an ambient
functional.
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TE ST TITLE 'lEST NUMBER
ATM/Rack Experiment Performance
TEST OBJECTIVE
8.4.4
Verify that ATM/R_ck experiments will oper_ite to design criterion.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM/Rack.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The ATM/Rack will be in the vertical position. GSE will be
checked out and connected. An LM simulator will be utilized to
provide iLiterfaces between LM and ATM/Rack. Ail ATM/Rack pre-
tests shall be performed such as alignment, single point ground,
resistance measurements, etc. Electrical loads will be simu-
lated. The solar array will be simulated.
OPERATION
The experiments will be operated ii_dividually in conjunction
with the various support subsystems. The experiments to be
verified are:
S020 - UV X-ray solar photography
S052 - White light coronography
S053A - UV coronal spectrograph
S053B - UV spectrograph
S054 - X-ray spectrographic telescope
S055A - UV spectrometer
S055B - UV spectrometer (UV spectroheliumeter)
S055C - UV spectrometer- Hcf, telescope
S056 - X-ray telescope
(Refer to the Section 5 for details on the individual experiment
integration test requirements.)
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The experiments will operate within design specifications
when operated in conjunction with the support subsystems.
l
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ATM/R_Ick Experimeut Perform:lute (continded)
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i, ATM/Rack handling and transport GSE.
2. Equipment to support the operation of the A'l_qexperiments.
3. Equipment to operate each subsystem.
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. LM interface simulator
2. Solar array simulator
FACILITIES
i. Area to contain ATM/Rack and support equipment for ambient
functional.
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............ra__hle nt. '............................
TEST NUMBER
Rack Support Subsystem Operation (Ambient) 8.7.1
TEST OBJECTIVE
Verify the compatibility and operation of the support subsystems
I installed in the rack.
iTEST CONFIGURATION
! Prototype rack with all subsystems installed.
'TE ST DE SCRIPTION
PRE PARATION
The rack will be in the verti':al position with all subsystems
(except cryogenics) inst_;l]ed. All rack pre-tests shrill be
performed such as single point ground, resistance measurements,
etc. ATM package loads will be simulated. A simulator will be
utilized to provide LM/Rack interfaces. The solar array power
supply will be simulated. GSE will be checked out and connected.
OPERATION
Each subsystem will be functioned individually:
i. Solar Array Deployment
a. Response time
b. Ambient functional
2. Pointing Control System
a. Response time
b. Ambient functional
c. Alignment
3. Electrical Distribution System
a. Noise and ripple
b. Power characteristics
c. Power control and selection
4. EPS Batteries
a. Power characteristics
5. Communication
a. Power characteristics
b. Ambient functional
6. Data Management
a. Power characteristics
b. Ambient functional
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Rack Support Subsystem Operation (Ambient:) (continued)
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
All subsystems shall operate to design criteri_l.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i.
2.
Equipment to support the rack support subsystem operations.
Rack handling and transport GSE.
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Simulated loads for the support subsystems.
FACILITIE S
i. Area to contain rack (ATM) and support equipment for an
ambient functional.
2. Temporary external scaffolding and work platforms.
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TE ST NUMBER
Rack Support Subsystem OiJerations (Cryogenic) 8.7.2
TEST OBJECTIVE
Verify that the rack pressure and cryogenic systems operate
within design specifications.
TE ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype rack with cryogenic subsystem installed.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The rack will be in a vertical position mounted on a propellant/
pressurization test stand. All subsystems will have been e!__c-
tricaily demonstrated prior to the propellant transfer test.
Individual components will have been subjected to proof pres-
sures. An LM simulator will be utilized to provide mechanical,
fluid and electrical interfaces.
OPERATION
The cryogenic test program will be performed as follows:
i. Pressurize and leak check all fluid and pressure systems.
2. Proof pressure all fluid and pressure systems.
3. Load LO 2.
4. Perform transfer of LO 2 in an abbreviated mission sequence;
verify:
a. F low rate
b. Response time
5. Unload and clean systems
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
All fluid and pressure systems shall operate within design
specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIRE_NTS
GSE
i. Propellant and servicing GSE.
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Rack Support Subsystem Operations
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
] •
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(Cont.)
........................................
(Cryogenic) (continued)
LM mechanical, fluid, and electrical control interface
simulator.
Mounti.g fixt.re for RM on test stnnd.
Mass :;l_ectrometer for leak check.
FACILITIES
i. Test stand to mount RM, provide the necessary comnDdities
and allow system pressurization and cryogenic transfer.
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2.4 Cluster Development
2.4.1 Scale Model Antenna - These tests are performed on
;i scale n_odel of the cluster and antennas and will provide data
to _lid ill ai1tenils design and locdtion for the various orbit con-
figur_tioJls.
The details of the anten_la test program are described i,
the following test fl0w dingram (Figure 9) and the accompanying
test descriptions.
2.4.2 Scale Model Thermal Vacuum- These tests are per-
formed on a scale model of the cluster and are to provide the
following: i) Data to support analysis, 2) Instrumentation
locations for full scale test, and 3) Qualification criteria
for individual carriers. The tests will cover manned flight
simulation and OWS storage.
The details of the scale model thermal vacuum test program
are described in the following test flow diagram (Figure 9) and
the accompanying test descriptions (Table VII).
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TEST TITLE
Cluster Scale Model Antenna1 Test
TEST OBJECTIVE
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T_ble VII. Test Descriptions for Fig_re 9
TEST NUMBER
9.1
Provide data to aid in antenna design and loc_Ition.
TEST CONFIGURATION
I/I0 scale model of cluster carriers and scale n_del VHF antennas.
TE ST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The desired cluster configuration (Flight 1/2 or 3/4) will be
installed in an antenna pattern test area.
OPERATION
Operate antennas in mission simulation and determine whether
existing and added antennas provide sufficient gain to assume
routine s_gnal margins in all directions.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
Optimum antenna design and location shall be determined for
cluster configurations.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
None
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Support equipment to operate antennas.
2. Instrumentation to monitor antenna strength and patterns.
FACILITIES
i. Antenna pattern test area of sufficient size to contain a
i/i0 scale model of flight 3/4 cluster.
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Ta_ble V__II_.___Co_nt_ ..........................................
TEST NUMBER
Cluster ll,erm_ll Scale Model Tests 9.2
'lEST O]UE(:T IVE
I. Obtain data to support analysis.
2. Determine instrument;ition locations for full scale test.
3. Deterline qualification criteri:l for individu;ll c_rriers.
TEST CONFIGURATION
I. View factor scale model - i/4th scale
2. Shadow factor scale model - 1/25th scale
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
I:. View factor scale model
e
the model will be installed on a
fixture that will allow the photographing of each surface
of interest from a minimum of 18 inches. The entire model
will be brightly lighted (artificial lighting or sunlight)
Shadow factor scale model - the model will be installed
on a fixture that will allow orientation of the entire
model in the desired orbital attitude within a collimated
light beam which simulates the sun.
OPERATION
i. View factor scale model - this model will be used in determin-
ing radient or heat transfer view factors between the various
external surfaces of any cluster configuration. The technique
used involves photographing each surface of interest from a
point no less than 18 incles away.
2. Shadow factor scale model - this model will be used to
photographically determine the reduction of solar heat input
to external surfaces due to shadowing by other surfaces.
The technique used is to orient the entire model in the
desired orbital attitude within a collimated light beam which
simulates the sun. Photographs of the model from various
angles provides the necessary data.
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:RITERIA FOR SUCCESS
Data shall be obtained to support analysis and further therm_ll
vacuum testing.
;UPPORT RE QUIREI_NTS
GSE
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Fixtures to mount I/4th and 1/25th models
2. Photography equipment to support test
3. Collimated light source
FACILITIES
i. Area with sufficient light to perform view factor test
2. Area for performance of shadow factor test with collimated
light source.
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2.4.3 OWS Thermal Vacuum - This test is performed on ,I
full scale test article and is to verify that a proper thermal
balance is maintained within the S-IVB while simulating the
space environments and vehicle attitudes associated with
Flights AAP 2, 3 and 4. The test will cover manned flight
simulation _ind OWS storage.
The details of the OWS thermal vacuum test are described
in the following flow diagram (Figure i0) and _ccompanylng
test descrivtion (Table VIII).
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Test Descriptions for Figure i0
TEST NUMBER
OWS Thermal V_Icuum I0.6
TEST OBJECTIVE
Verify theft a proper thermal balance is maintained within the
S-IVB while simuhlting the space environment and vehicle
attitude_ associated with the AAP mission, s 2, 3 and 4.
TEST CONFIGURATION
i. S-IVB prototype with all support subsystems instal[led.
2. IU prototype with equipment thermal simulators.
3. Lower SLA prototype.
4. AM therm_l mass simulator with egress/access to S-IVB.
5. MDA thermal mass simulator.
6. Thermal LL_ass simulators will be utilized for all experiments
TEST DESCRIPTION
PRE PARATIO N
The OWS will be mounted _ a _u_= in the _.=.Lu=r-_... in _-L._
vertical position. An IR cage with approximately 50 zones of
lamps will be calibrated and checked out and placed around the
OWS. Instrumentation will be calibrated and installed to moni-
tor temperature, pressure, etc. Internal work platforms will
be installed. GSE to control and monitor subsystems will be
checked out and installed. The AM ECS will be simulated to pro-
vide purified air to the OWS interior. TV monitors for OWS
interior will be provided.
OPERATION
The test will be performed in two operations:
i. Run 1 will simulate the manned portion of the mission and
will require that a man be in the chamber with a hot wire
anemometer to determine air velocity characteristics at
various locations within the S-IVB.
2 Run 2 simulates the storage period and will be unmanned.
Heat flux simulation shall consider the OWS so oriented that
the MDA thermal simulator is continuously earth oriented.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
Proper thermal balance shall be maintained within the S-IVB
..............during th.e...manned and unmanned portions of the s imu.lated.__mission
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OWS Thermal Vacuum (continued)
SUP_)RT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
I.
2.
Equipment to support the support subsy::tem operation.
Equipment to support the experiment operation.
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. AM and MDA thermal mass simulators.
2. Instrumentation to monitor test.
3. Experiment thermal mass simulators.
4. Fixture to hold OWS in vertical position.
5. OWS internal work platforms.
6. Air purifier for 0WS interior.
7. TV monitor for OWS interior.
FACILITIES
i. Thermal chamber capable of holding OWS in vertical
position.
2. Access platforms to gain entry to S-IVB,
3. IR cage and control system.
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3. QUALIFICATION TEST PROGRAM
3.1 General - The AAP qualification test program is de-
signed to demonstrate the performance and compatibility of the
integrated experiment mod, le, the experiment support subsystems,
and experiments when operated in a mission sequence under amblent
and prescribed environme_ttal conditions. In addition, the q,mli-
fication test program will verify and dem_nstrate that:
a. The functional performance of the equipment being
tested meets the design specification requirements
necessary to assure that the item is qualified to
meet the life, parametric and reliability standards
which its particular application demands.
b. The values of subsystem and experiment uncertainties
are not additive to the extent that system level speci-
fications are exceeded.
c. The ground support and flight equipment are compat-
ible.
Each of the fol]owi,_g carriers used on this mission shall
be subjected to certain qualification performance and environ-
mental tests, as defined in the Qualification Test Requirement
Matrix, figure ii.
a. S- IVB
b. AM
c. MDA
d. SLA
e. CSM
f. LM
g. ATM Rack
h. LM&SS Rack
i. IU
j. Nose Cone
To satisfy the qualification test requirements the follow-
ing methods will be employed:
a. Analysis
b. Test
c. Demonstration
d. Inspection
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Test ReRuirement Matrix Definitions
Tile following definitions were t,tilized when formulating the test
requirements matrix:
A. Chart Def]nitions
The lef_ hnnd column shows the test req.irement., imposed
o. e_ich cl.st:er conlIgurntion, carri(_r, component ,,nd e_-
periment. The top row contains a list of environm_:nts
l!rom which specific tests are chosen to sHtlsfy tht, partlcu-
far test requirement.
2. The "X" in the matrix signifies that the test requirement
will be satisfied by a specific test at the level indicated.
Be The "A" in the matrix signifies that the test requirement
will be satisfied by analysis, previous or similar tests,
_nd tests performed at a lower level, such as materials
@nd piece part testing.
Q "Integrated Carrier" refers to several carriers mated in
a_ _r_i_a! _.- I.....h _g,,.-=_ T_+=.-_=.-.-_,..-teStS
are for verification of interfaces between carriers.
5. "Carriers" are specified by name and tests required in
this category are for qualification of _ specific csrrier.
6. "Components" refer to a group of components, black boxes,
and complete experiment packages.
B. Test Environment Definitions
i. Vibration tests refer to forced vibration as induced by
transportation or launch and free resonant vibration as
induced by orbit maneuvers, as indicated by _.
2. Temperature indicates high and low temperature extremes.
3. Vacuum refers to orbital vacuum.
4. Altitude refers to aircraft transportation and pressure
rate change during launch.
5. Thermal vacuum refers to temperature stability in a tempera-
ture extreme and vacuum environment.
Figure Ii. Qualification Test Requirement Matrix
Combined Missionj Flights AAP I_213
and 4 (Sheet I of 5)
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.
7.
.
9.
12.
13.
14.
15.
18.
19.
EMI indicates electromagnetic interference.
Solar radiation tests are performed primarily to identify
any deterioration effects on materla[s, piece parts and
co mpo nen ts.
Meteoroids refers to material penetration resistance.
Acceleration refers to forces generated by transportation
or launch.
Acoustic refers to sonic vibrations.
Thermal shock indicates a sudden extreme temperature
change induced by a natural environment or sudden contact
with a cryogenic fluid.
Fungus, salt spray, humidity, dust, etc. refers to storage
environment.
Ozone refers to equipment deterioration when exposed to a
concentration of ozone.
Dynamic pressure refers to testing for aerodynamic char-
acteristics.
Atomic radiation refers to particle radiation as encountered
in space.
Zero g refers to orbital conditions of weightlessness.
0 2 atmosphere refers to an 0 2 rich atmosphere inside space-
craft.
H 2 atmosphere refers to an H 2 rich atmosphere or liquid
around cryogenic system for fuel cell operation.
Hypergolic propellant atmosphere - propellant contamina-
tion by SM orbit operation.
Figure ii. Qualification Test Requirement Matrix
Combined Mission, Flights AAP i, 2, 3 and 4
(Sheet 2 of 5)
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FLIGHT i
i. Storage Environments
a. Rack Structure
(u,_ss)
2. Transportation & Handling
a. Hack Structure
(U_SS)
5. Launch Environment
a. Rack Structure
(U_aS)
b. SLA
(1) Carrier
(2) Component
4. Orbit Environment
a. Rack Structure
FLIGHT 2
1. Storage Environment
a. Component
2. Transportation & Handling
a. Carrier
b. Component
5- Launch Environment
a. Integrated Carrier
b. S-IVB
(I) Carrier
(2) Component
c. AM
Ii_ CarrierComponent
d. MDA
(i) Carrier
(2) Component
e. SLA
(i) Carrier
(2) Component
f. IU
(1) Carrier
(2) Component
g. Nose Cone
(i) Carrier
(2) Component
h. Materials
QUALIFICATION TEST REQUIREMENTS
#:_ _ O
o _ __ _
o
A X
X A X A X
A A A
X X
A A X
X X X X
A A X A A A A A
A A A A A A A A
X X X X X X A
A X A X X A
X X X X X X A
X A A X X A
X X X X X A
X A X A X X A A
X X X X X A
A X A A A A A
( X X X X X A
X A X X A X
X X X X A
X
A A
X X
A A
X X
A A
X X
A A
X X
A A
X X
X X
X
A
A
X
X
X
X
X
A
X
A
X
X
X
FiEure II. Qualification Test Requirement Matrix
Combined Mission, Flights AAP I, 2, 3, and 4
(Sheet 3 of 5)
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NTTEST
HARDWARE
QUALIFICATION TEST REQUIREMENTS
FLIGHT 2 (cont)
4. Orbit Environment
a. Integrated Carrier
b. S-IVB
(i) Carrier
(2) Component
c. AM
(i) Carrier
(2) Component
d. MDA
(i) Carrier
(2) Component
e. SLA
(I) Carrier
(2) Component
f. IU
i) Carrier
2) Component
g. CSM
(!) Carrier
(2) Component
h. _4ASS
(I) Carrier
(2) Component
i. Material/Piece Parts
FLIGHT 5
I. Storage Environments
a. Components
2. Transportation & Handlin@
a. Carrier
b. Component
5. Launch Environment
a. Integrated Carrier
b. RM
(i) Carrier
(2) Components
c. SLA
(i) Carrier
4. Orbit Environments
a. Integrated Carrier
b. RM
(i) Carrier
(2) Component
A A A A X A A A
A A A A X A A A
X X X X X A X
A X X X A A A
X X X X X A X
R
X A X X A A A A
X X X X X A X
A A A A A A A A
X X X X X A X
A A A A A A A A
X X X X X A X
A A A A X A A A
X X X X X A X
A A
X X
A A
X A
X X
X X X
X A X X X A A
X X X A A
A A A A A A
A A A A A A
X A A X X
X A A A A A
X A A X X
X A A A A A
X A A X X
A A A A A A
X A A X X
A A A A A A
X A A X X
A A A A A A
X A A X X
X X X
A A A
A X X
X X X
A A A
X
X X
A A
X A A A
Figure II. Qualification Test Requirement Matrix
Combined Mission, Flights AAP 1,2, 3 s and 4
(Sheet 4 of 5)
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TEST
HARDWARE
FLIGHT 4
i. Storage Environments
a. Components
2. Transportation & Handlin_
a. Carrier
b. Component
5" Launch Environment
a. Integrated Carrier
b. LM
(i) Carrier
(2) Component
c. ATM/Rack
(I) Carrier
(2) Compoent
d. SLA
(I) Carrier
_Lj Componcnt
e. Nose Cone (Qual. on
Flt. 2)
(I) Carrier
(2) Component
f. Materials
4. Orbit Environment
a. Integrated Carrier
b. CSM
(I) Carrier
(2) Component
c. LM
(I) Carrier
(2) Component
d. ATM/Rack
I121 Carrieromponent
QUALIFICATION TEST REQUIREMENTS
oH
o
A A A X A A
X X X X X X
A A X
A A X
X X X
X A X
X X X
A A X
X X X
A A A A A A A
A A A A A ;_
X A X X X X
A X X A A X
X X X X X _(
A A A A A A
X X X A X X
A A
X X
A A A A A A A
X X X A X 9_
X
A A A A X A A A
A A A A X A A A
A A A
A A A
A A A A X A A A
X X X X X A X
R
X A X X X A A A
X X X X X A X
A A A A A
X X A A X
X A A A A
X X A A X
Figure Ii. Qualification Test Requirement Matrix
Combined Mission, Flights AAP I, 2, 3, and 4
(Sheet 5 of 5)
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Satisfaction of test reqllirements by analysis will be
accomplished when minor or _io modifications are m_ide to pre-
viously qualified ;_rticles. This method shall not be used to
qualify critical compone,lts.
Satisfaction of test requirements by quali[iL'ation testing
will be accomplished on all new items or items with extensive
modifications incorporated. All critical componeI1ts shall be
qualified by test.
Satisfaction of the qualification test requirements by
demonstration shall be accomplished on items which are non-
critical and have only minor nonfunctional modifications in-
corporated.
Satisfaction of test requirements by inspection shall
occur on flight hardware that is qualified from previous test
programs and is being used unmodified, for the same or similar
function on this program.
When qualification is accomplished by test, the test data
will be presented in a formal test report. When qualification
is accomplished by design analysis or utilization of previously
qualified articles, the basis for qusli_ication will be appro-
priately defined, documented, and presented in a formal report.
All qualification testing shall be accomplished on flight
type production hardware accepted to the proposed flight article
specification. These tests shall provide an overall performance
evaluation of the test article within the full spectrum of stor-
age, transportation, launch and on-orbit environments and life
cycle requirements. Qualification test requirements shall be
levied on the integrated experiment module level, and on all
critical components level. In the case that individual quali-
fied experiments would not be available for the integrated
module qualification program, prototype experiments or certi-
fied simulators shall be used.
The existing carriers will be tested for the modifications
only and in most cases, this test program is not too involved,
with limited environmental testing. Maximum utilization _f qual-
ification data from previous test programs and flight tests will
be utilized in formulation of the qualification test program.
Existing prototypes from other programs or other existing car-
riers will be utilized whenever possible. Integrated experiment
module qualification will not be complete until all components
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_nd experiments (contract end items) have been qualified. I,
addition, whenever GSE is utilized in the qualification test
program, compatibility betweea the GSE and Qualification test
article will be demonstrated.
All flight hardware (i.e., experiments, components _,_d
integrated experiment modules) shall be flight qualified prior
to that item's first flight.
The qualification test program defined herein delineates
the qualification testing at the integrated experiment module
leve I.
3.2 Carrier Qualification
3.2.1 S-IVB Carrier - The S-IVB qualification will be per-
formed in two parts:
a. The flight S-/VB will be utilized to quallfy
the S-IVB in the launch configuration.
b. A prototype S-IVB will be utilized to quality
the S-IVB in the orbit configuration.
The qualification of the S-IVB will mainly be for the
qualification of the S-IVB modifications.
The S-IVB prototype utilized for the qualification test
program will be complete except for the engine assemblies.
Enough of the engine assembly will be included to perform
S-IVB pressurization and to perform actuation operations on
the propellant feed lines.
The details of the S-IVB qualiflcat[on program are described
in the following test flow diagram (figu[ze 12) and accompanying
test descriptions <Table IX).
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PROTOTYPE TEST ARTICLE
S-IVB
S-IVB PROTOTYPE
,2 .I
S-IVB
VENT AND DUMP
PROPELLANT TANKS
(SIMULATION)
DEMONSTRATE VENT AND
DUMP SEfUENCE
12,2
S-IVB
SAFING OPERATIONS
DEMONSTRATE ORDNANCE
SAPINO
_2,3
S-IVB
EQUIPMENT
INSTALLATION
DE_!CNSTRATE E¢.UIPNENT
TRANSFER AND SET-UP
9PERATI ONS
12.4
S-IVB
S/S ACTIVATION
AND OPERATION
DEMONSTRATE SUPPORT
SUBSYSTEM OPERATION
WITHIN DE_:IGN SPECS
_2,5
s-iv_
EXPERIMENT
PERFORMANCE
DEMONSTRATE EXPERIMENT
OPERATION UTILIZING
SUPPORT SUBSYSTE_
12.6
IS-IVB
_3 OPERATIONS
SEQUENCE (FLT 1/21
DEMONSTRATE EXPERIMENT
AND SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM
COMPATIBILITY IN A
MISSION SEQUENCE
12.7
Is-irE I
j E%:U 1PMENT TRANSFER
_ (FLT 314)
DEMONSTRATE FLIGHT 3/4
_,,T_,_,,_ TRANSFER
OPBRAT]ONS
12.8
IS-IVB
O-----P_ATIONS
SEQUENCE (ELT 3/4)
DEMONFTRATE EXPEIIMENT
AND SU_PuRT SUBSYSTEM
RE-ACTIVATION AFTER
PERIOD OF BEING SECURED
}2,9
S-IVB
IT--_-NKENTRY AND
SEALING
DEHONSTRATE TANK
SEALING CAPABILITY
_0
S-IVB
i PRESSURE TEST
D_MONSTRATE TANK PqESSURE
INTEGRITY AFTER SEALING
FLIGHT ARTICLES
S-IVB
H-IVB FLIGHT
ARTICLE
lZ.ll
C] FIRING
DEMONSTRATE S-IVB READY
FOR LAUNCH AFTER OWS
MODIFICATIONS
12.12
S-!VB
_I MASS PROPERTIES
DEMONSTRATE S-IVB MASS
PROPERTIES AFTER CWS
MODI F] CATION
FOLDDU_ FRAN_ [
F'.,_ure 12. S-7'TB C_rrler
12.13
S-TVB
VENT AND DUMP
ON ORBIT
DEMONSTRATE VENT AND
DUMP OF PROPELLANT UNDER
FLIGHT CONDITIONS
;sl]f!catlon Test [<srdware Flow
FiguPe 12
S-IVB CARRIER
UALIVICATION TEST
ARDWARE FLOW
DATE: ? APRIL 1967
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Table IX. Test Descriptions for Figure 12
TEST NUM]3ER
S-IVB Passlwltion (Vent and Dump) 12.]
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate vent and dump of propellant tnnk sequence.
IZST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured S-IVB.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
S-IVB will be in the horizontal position. Cryogenics will not
be used or simulated. An IU simulator to provide the power
necessary to activate systems in S-IVB shall be installed.
OPERATION i
The vent and dump of propellant will have been accomplished in
orbit on a previous flight. This test is basically an electrical
functional check of the systems associated with dumping and vent
of pro_eii_nt tanks. System compatibility and power ch__r_cter- I
istics sholl he verified.
CRITERIA FOR _U_C_S
All systems will operate properly dur£ng the simulated vent and
dump sequence under ambient conditions.
SUPPORT REQUIREI_NTS
GSE
i. Transportation and handling equipment.
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. IU functional interface simulator.
2. S-IVB horizontal holding fixture (rotatable).
3. Equipment to functionally check out S-IVB.
FACILITIES
I. Scaffolding, temporary strt_ctures to facilitate work on
S-IVB.
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TEST TITLE TE ST NUMBER
S-IVB Passiwltion (Safing) ]2.2
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate ordnance s_IflUg on flight configured hsrdwnre.
"I_ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured S-IVB.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The S-IVB prototype will be mounted in a horizontal position
on a holding fixture which will allow the S-IVB to be rotated.
Ordnance wi!! be simulated.
OPERATION
The safing of the ordnance will be performed in a mission se-
quence. Power will be applied to the S-IVB to simulate the
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
Capability of deactivating ordnance in specific sequence and
time span without activation of the ordnance system. Man-
machine compatibility will also be demonstrated.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
I. S-IVB transport and handling GSE.
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. IU and AM simulators
2. Ordnance simulators
3. S-IVB horizontal holding fixture (rotatable)
4. Equipment to functionally check out S-IVB
FACILITIES
i. Scaffolding, temporary structures to facilitate work on
the .¢',-IVB
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TE ST NUMBE R
S-IVB Equipment Installation _3nd Activotion 12. }
TEST OBJECrlVE
Demonstrate that the support subsystems and experiment c_n be
set up in the S-IVB Prototype OWS.
TE ST CONF IGURATION
S- IVB pro to type
ITEST DESCRIPTION
PRE PARATION
The S-IVB will be in the vertical position with access platforms
to the hatch. The inside of the S-!VB shall have temporary work
platforms to allow insL_ll_tion of subsystems and experiments.
O PERATION
The support subsystems and experiments will l)e installed in a
mission sequence. Iuterference .Ind f_t rbeck_ w_ I! he ::_ade
during th_s installation.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The experiments and support subsystems shall be installed in
the mission sequence without interference from previous in-
stalled equipment or S-IVB structure.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. S-IVB transport and handling GSE
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Prototype experiments and support subsystems
2. AM mechanical interface simulator
3. Internal work platforms
4. Vertical holding fixture
FACILITIES
i. Test position to hold the S-IVB in a vertical position
2. Temporary platforms and access platforms to the hatch
(external)
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TEST TITLE
S-IVB Support Subsystem Operation
TEST OBJECTIVE
1)e.K_nstrnte tile compatibility and oper.ltlon o[ tile support
subsystem:; installed 'l,u tile S-IVB.
TE ST CONFIGURATION
Pro to type .S-IVB with all subsystems installed (configuration
after OW$ activation)
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The S-IVB will be in the vertical position with all subsystems
installed. The AM interface will be simulated to provide nor-
real AM interface requirements.
OPERATION
Each subsystem wil] be tested individually ar ind_c_re_ he!owo
TEST NUMBER
12.4
Support
System
............................ i
Te_t L
o
Solar Array Cabling
!-Electrlcal Power
Communication
X
X
X
X
--lSata Management "
I-TV _40n_to_.......................................
--_ightt.g ...................
_-Th-er_iaf-Co n_r0F ................................
i-i_m_a--_ni t 6 .................................
{-Co-m[)ress e d Air ..............................
_-ox-yge n S-upp ly .............................................
i--W-a-_.i:-_-_{a nag eme n.t ......... . ..........................
TV-a-$i-,um..............................
l-w   fls21p 1 ...................................
X
X
X
_X
O • O
I/] ;
"4 i "_in co
_J I _I :
X
X"_
xi
_ _ixl
! X : X i
X I .... i .... i !
xl i i
-.l-X_. x- I ...... ; x
....i x x _ .....i_x
ix x i _x
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Table IX. (Cont.)
S-IVB Support Subsystem Operation (continued)
During this test, compatibility will be demonstrated with any
GSE utilized to support this program.
Interface simul,_tors will be utilized to provide load:;, and
provide _qnd n_)nitor interface signals. Electrical interfaces
will be demonstrated within specification by use of the_,_e simu-
lators during subsystem operation.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
All subsystems will operate within design specifications
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE to support the S-IVB support subsystem operations and
evaluation
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Simulated loads for the s.pport =,,bsystemm
2. AM interface simulator
3. l_istrumentation for support subsystem monitoring
4. S-IVB internal wor_ p!_tf0rms
FACILITIES
i. Test position to hold the S-IVB in a vertical position
2. Temporary external ladders and access platforms
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TEST TITLE
'lEST NUMBER
S-IVB Experiment Performance 12.5
IrEST 0 BJE CTIVE
Demonstrate experiments individually, utilfzlng the support
subsystems
TE ST CONFIGUP_TION
S-IVB prototype with support subsystems and experiments In-
stalled.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The S_!VB will be in a c_ ....con_gu_=tlon after the OWS has been
activated; an AM simulator will be used to provide the inter-
faces to the S-IVB from the rest of the cluster configuration.
OPERATION
The following experiments will _ ted ___ ._ _11 ......
junction with the support subsystems.
_v_v
D019
D020
D022
M018
M050
M051
M052
M053
M054
M055
M464
M466
M469
M479
M486
M487
M488
M489
M492
I tog d ......
- Suit Donning and Sleep Station Evaluation
- Evaluation of Alternate Restraints for Mobility
and Maintenance
- Expandable Structures for Recovery
- Vectorcardiogram
- Metabolic Cost of Inflight Tasks
- Infllght Assessment of Cardiovascular Function
- Bone and Muscle Changes
- Human Vestibular Function
- Neurological Study
- Time and Motion Study
- 0nboard Checkout Equipment
- Spacesuit and Lunar Surface Experiment Hardware
- ST- 124 Removal
- Zero g Flammability
- EVA Equipment and Hardware Evaluation
- Crew Quarters
- High Pressure Air Expulsion
- Heat Exchanger Service
Joining Tubular Assemblies in Space Environment
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(continued)S-IVB Experiment Performallce
P_ge 1.22
M493
T003
T013
T020
T023
MSFC- 57
- Electron Beam Welding
- Nephelome ter Experiment
- Crew Activity Vehicle Disturbances
- Jet Shoes
- Collection of Surfilce Absorbed Materials
- Gravity Simulation Workbench
Refer to section 5 for experimenf integration test requirements
of these experiments.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
Each experiment will operate within design specifications when
operated in conjunction with the support subsystem.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i.
2,
Equipment to support the operation of each experiment
E_uiDment to (_ner.q_p o_ch _,,hqv_m
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
!. AM i?terf-=ce simulator
2. Instrumentation system to monitor experiment operation
FACILITIES
i. Test position to hold the S-IVB in the vertical position
2. Temporary external ladders and access platforms
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TEST TITLE TE ST NUMBER
S-IVB Operation Sequence -Flights AAP I and 2 12.6
_I:_ST OBJECTIVE
Denx_nstrate tlmt the experiments and subsystem_ are compatibJe
when oper:ited _n :1 mission _equence
TEST CONFIGURATION
S-IVB prototype with support subsystems and experiments in-
stalled.
TEST DE SCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The S-IVB will be in an OWS configuration after the equipment
has been installed and'activated. An AM simulator will be
used to provide the interfaces from the rest of the cluster
configuration. The support subsystem operation and each ex-
periment operation shall have been demonstrated prior to this
test.
0 PE RAT ION
Edch subsystem and experiment wi]l be operated in the sequence
that they would be operated during the mission.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The experiments and subsystems will perform within specifica-
tion when operated to the mission sequence.
SUPPORT RE QUIREI_NTS
GSE
i.
2.
Equipment to support the operation of each of the experiments
Equipment to operate each subsystem
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. AM interface simulator
2. Internal platform and mobility aids
3. Instrumentation system to evaluate subsystem and experiment
operation
FACILITIE S
i. Test position to hold the S-IVB in the vertical position
2. Temporary external ladders and access platforms
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TEST NUMBER
S-IVB Equipment Transfer - Flights AAP 3 and 4 12.7
TE ST OBJECTIVE
i. Demonstrate that equipment tra_%sfe_ from FlIKhts AAP 3 and 4
carriers to the S-IV]] can be accomplished.
TE ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype orbit configures S-IVB.
TEST DE SCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The S-IVB will be in the vertical position. Platforms will be
installed inside to provide access to various areas _here equip-
ment will be stowed.
OPERATION
The equipment will be transported through the S-IVB manhole to
_i_= _Lop=_ ar_as iLL th_ OWS and s_orea Mission sequence _nd
timelines shall be utilized and verified.
CKiTERiA FOR SUUC555
The equipment provided by Flights AAP 3 and 4 shall be installed
in the S-IVB per specified mission sequence nnd timelines.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
None
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENt
I. Internal work platforms and mobility aids
FACILITIES:
I. Facility to hold S-IVB in vertical position
Work platforms for the S-IVB exterior
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TEST NUMBER
S-IVB Operations Sequence -Flight 3, 4 12.8
TE ST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate S-IVB experiment and support subsystems reactivation
after period of being secured
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype orbit configured S-IVB
TE ST DE SCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The S-IVB will be in an OWS configuration after the equipment
has been installed and activated. The Operations Seauence test for
_ _ .... ; and the e_rimentFlights A_2 1 and 2 shall have k°en w .........
ano support subsystems deactivated.
OPERATION
Utilize equipment supplied by Flights AAP 3 and 4 carriers to repleniah
expendables for S-IVB =xDer_m_rlt_ _n_ =111,cy=_ .... D ..... _.....
OWS '........_ ....suu_y_-_:,_ a_[u experiments in a mission sequence.
CRITERIA FOR £1_rCC.I_SS
Experiment and support subsystems should operate within design
specification after simulated secured period
SUPPORT REQUI 'REMENTS
GSE
i. S-IVB handling and transport GSE
-.
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I° AM functional interface simulator with support equipment for
ambient functional
2. Internal work platforms and mobility aids
FACILITIES
I. Area to contain the S-IVB in the vertical position
2. Work platforms for the S-IVB interior
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TEST TITLE TEST NUMBER
S-IVB Tank Entry and Sealing 12.9
TEST OBJECTIVE
i. Demonstrate access to the LH2 tank during tank sealing
operations.
2. Demonstrate that sealing of the LH 2 penetrations can be
accomplished.
TE ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured S-IVB
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The S-IVB shall be placed in the horizontal position on a
support fixture capable of rotation. Internal work platforms
will be installed.
OPERATION
The S-IVB hydrogen tank will be entered and seals and plugs
will be installed in all areas reqtlirlng them. Accessibility
timelines shall be utilized and verified. Mechanical fit of
all plugs and seals shall be demonstrated.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
Access to all LH 2 tank penetrations shall be demonstrated and
capability to install sealing devices in a mission sequence per
specified timellnes shall be shown.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
I. S-IVB handling and transport GSE
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Special platforms to place inside the S-IVB for accessibility
2. S-IVB horizontal support fixture capable of rotation
FACILITIES
i. An area to contain the S-IVB in the horizontal position
2. Platforms to allow entry of S-IVB and reach outside areas
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T_ST TITLE TF_T NUMBF_
S-IVB Pressure Test 12. lO
TF_T OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that after tank sealing has been accomplished the
required 0_] pressure can be _aintained.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured S-IVB
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATI ON
The S-IVB shall be placed in the horizontal position in an
_ where _o_i. _..... _--_-, ...................
......... >_os_r_=o_u,_ t_ u be acc_tp±isnea. 'i'ne tank entry
and sealing process shall have been accomplished. The mass
spec ;rometer will be calibrated prior to the leak test.
OPERATION
helium mixture gas and _ Ir_ss spectrometer leak test will [)e
'-_ .... sealed in the t.a.uk _'_ -_<_performed in all areas _a_ we±'e
_oo. _c _-_v_ wx±± u_n b_ p±'e_surized to proof pressure
(for OWS) and leakage and structure integrity of the sealed areas
verified.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The leakage as determined by mass spectrometer shall be within
the minimum allowed by design specifications. Sealed areas slmll
withstand proof pressure.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i.
2.
S-IVB handling and transport GSE
S-_IB support fixture capable of rotation
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Mass spectrometer for leak test
FACILITIES
1. Area to perform S-IVB pressurization
2. External platforms for access
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TEST TITLE TEST NUMBER
S-IVB Static Firing
TF_T OBJECTIVE
12 .ll
Demonstrate t;hat O_S prelaunch modiflcationa do not affect the
G-IVD latuloh capabilities.
T_ST CONFIGURATION
Flight S-IVB with OK prelaunch modlficatlona. ¥11ght ZIJ
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATI ON
The S-IVB and 1-J will be mounted in a static firing test stand.
GSE to support the static fi_'ing will be checked out and conneeted._
JOPERATIONThe S-IVB will be loaded with propellants and a static firing will
be performed utilizing normal techniques for the Apollo program.
flow characteristics are maintained and no ano_m%ly exists because
of the 0_ _odifications {....._" _-_ zne s-IVB L_%) tar/{.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
O_S modifications shall not affect the launch capabilities of the
S-IVB vehicle.
SUPPORT REQUIR]_4]_fS
GSE
1. GSE required to perform static firing of S-IVB
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
1. Instrumentation to monitor any suspected problem areas
FACILITIES
i. S-IVB static firing test stand
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T_ST TITLE TE]T ITu%iBER
S-IVBMass Properties 12.12
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that the mass properties of the S-IVB meet design
specifications.
TEST C GNF IGU_ATION
Launch configured fligb5 S-IVB
TEST DF_CRIPTION
PREPARAT ION
The load cells slings and S-IVB attach rigging will be calikrat-
ed and checked out prior to the _s,ss properties test.
OPERATION
The S-IVB mass properties will be performed with all modifications
installed that will be required for launch. Mass properties will
include weight, CG (2-axis) and ..massmome,nh of _n_rtis. (2-_,.x_s),
Mass properties of the S-IVB shall agree with the engineering
analys is.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. S-IVB handling and transport GSE
SPECIAL TEST EQU_
i. Mass properties equipment
FACILITIES
i. Area to perform mass properties test
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TEST TITLE TEST NUMBER
S-IVB Passivation (Vent and Dump) 12.13
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate vent and dump of propellant tanks under flight
conditions.
TEST CONFIGURATION
S-IVB and IU articles from flight prior to AA2-2.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
Vent and dump of S-IVB propellants will be sequenced into
an IU computer on an Apollo article prior to Flight b_.P-2.
The IU and S-IVB will be modified to incorporate passiva-
tion and monitoring circuitry and systems tested and
qualified prior to flight.
OPERATION
The vent and dump sequence -_'w be monitored by telemetry
to verify proper operation, b_nual override from ground
station will be Derformed to Jomnn_tr_te ground _r orbit control
of venting operation.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
Expulsion of the propellant from the S-IVB tanks to a
safety level that would allow tank entry, as controlled by
the IU computer and ground control.
_UPPORT RE QUIRE_NTS
GSE
Flight GSE
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
Instrumentation to monitor and record test events
FACILITIES
Ground station
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3.2.2 IU Carrier - The IU qualification will be for the
delta modifications to the IU required to perform S-IVB passl-
vation. This qualification will be performed during the inte-
gration and checkout of the flight article. As indicated on
the qualification test requirements matrix, only ambient test-
ing is required for qualification wh'ich allows usage of the
flight article.
A prototype of the IU will be built for use in the cluster
configuration. This prototype will have an IU structure with
enough of the electronics to perform S-IVB passivation. All
other components will be mockups to allow the IU to be used for
cluster fit and interference checks.
The details of the IU flight article qualification program
are described in the following test flow diagram (figure 13)
and accompanying test descriptions (Table X).
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TEST TITLE TEST NUMBER
IU Experiment Performance 13.L
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate experiments one at a time, utilizing the support
subsystems.
TEST CONFIGURATION
IU prototype with support subsystems and experiments installed.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PRE PARATION
The IU will be in an orbit configuration. S-IVB AM slmulator_
will provide any nece._sary interfaces to the rest of the cluster
con figura tio 11.
OPERATION
The following experiments will be operated indivlduallv in
conjunction with the support subsystems. Refer to section 5
for experiment integratlon test requirements of these experi-
ment s :
M469 - ST-124 Removal (Flight AAP 2)
S027 - X-Ray Astronomy (Flight AAP 3)
T018- Precision Optical Tracki_g (Flight AAP 4)
T022 - Heat Pipe (Flight AAP 4)
M423 - Hydrostatic Gas Bearing (Flight AAP 4)
M425 - Tracking and Navigation (Flight AAP 4)
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
Each experiment will operate within design specification when
operated in conjunction with the support subsystem.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. Equipment to support operation of each experiment
2. Equipment to operate each subsystem
3. Fixture to support the IU in the vertical position.
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IU Experiment PerFormance (contii_ued)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Instrumentation to monitor subsystem and experiments
2. S-IVB electrical simulator
3. AM Electrical simulator
FACILITIES
I. 'rest position to hold IU in the vertical position
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TEST N[B_,I_
IUPassivation (Vent and _ Tanks) 13.2
PT_T ORILCTIVE
!. Demonstrate that the proI<r_muer discretes for passlvatl.on
are in proper sequencc _uld dictation.
2. Demonstrate that _he m_lual override (electrical) can bc
activated.
TEST CONFIGURATION
IUFlight Article
TEST DESCRII_ION
PREPA__ATION
This test will be performed during the acceptance test program
for the IU. Simulated loads will be provided for the IUpassi-
ration discretes and instrumentation will be provided for
monitoring these discretes.
t ;Y r_d_.t' i "T,'
Perform .....-_accop+_o___._ +_s4-_ ,.on the _J *_a_ 'gAll include i.hio.c,,_ion
ration disorete override.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
1. The S-IVB passivation discretes shall be initiated in the
proper sequence and within the proper timelines.
2. Termination of the discretes shall be accomplished by the
override.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. Acceptance GSE for IU
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Monitoring equipment for the IU passivation and override dis-
cretes
2. Simulated loads for the IU passivation discretes
FAC ILIT I}_
i. ]_ acceptance area
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TI,I_T TITLE
l-d Launch EMC Tests
TFST OB3 ECTIVE
Demonstrate that latmch I_41 environment has no adverse effects
on 1-J 0V_S modifications.
TF_T CONFIGURATION
Launch configured Flight 17/
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The 17I will be placed in a screen room. Test equipment will be
set up to _-_ ..... _"_
ference. _4C monitoring equipment will be installed at specified
locations.
OPERATION
during 5he simLilated lau_cli secf_ence.
The launch environment shall have no adverse effects on the l-J
modific ati ons.
SUPPORT REQU__S
C.SE
i. 1-J handling and transport GSE
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPM/_T
1. Equipment to induce _I
2. _MC monitoring equipment
FACILITIES
1. Screen room to contain IU
Illll l_ l'l lll MA _ I _IlI"_I 0 01_ i_ 011_11"10111
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3.2.3 MDA Carrier - The MDA is a new carrier required for
the AAP program and will undergo a complete qualification pro-
gram. This qualification program will be performed on a proto-
type MDA capable of performance in the specified environments
called for in the qualification requirement matrix. In addi-
tion to the prototype MDA, an AM prototype will be required for
the thermal vacuum test program due to the complex thermal inter-
face.
The det;lils of the MDA qualification program are described
in the following test flow diagram (figure 14) ,qnd accompanying
test descriptions (Table Xl).
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Table XI. Test Descriptions for Figure 14
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TEST TITLE
Support Subsystem Activation and Operation
'rEST OBJEt_IVE
i. ])emonstrate that all subsysfie_ operate within design
specifications
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The MDA will be in the horizontal position. GSE will be checked
out and connected. All MDA pretests shall be performed; such as
single point ground; resistance measurements, etc. Electrical
loads will be simulated.
OPERATION
Each subsystem will be tested individually.
Support Subsystem
Electrical Power Cable Routing
Display and Control
j.,
S ens ors
Thermal Control
X
X
X
X
X
X X X X
X
.I
X
During this test, compatibility will be demonstrated with any
GSE utilized to support this program.
Interface simulators will be rtilized to provide loads, and
provide and monitor interface signals. Electrical interfaces
will be demonstrated withln s_cification by use of these simu-
lators during subsystem operation.
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MDA Support Subsystem Activation and Operation (continued)
CRITF_IA FOR SUCC_S
i. All systems shall operate within deslguq specifications
'a
(;d E
le
2.
MDA handling and trml_pomt; GSE
Ground support equipment to fm_ctionally check the MJAA system
SPECIAL TESTEQ_
1. AM, IM, RM, CM and LM&SS interface simulators
2. Internal work platforms for the MI]A
FACILITIES
i. Area to contain MDA and support equipment for an ambient functional
2. Test position to hold the MDA in horizontal poslt_on
3. Temporary external ladders and access platforms
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TEST TITLE
MDA Experiment Perforn_nce
TEST NUMBS{
14.2
T_T OBJECTIVE
i. Demonstrate that experiments will operate
within design specification
TE]T CONFIGURATION
i. Prototype-flight configured MI_
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The MI_ will be in the horizontal position. GSE will be checked
out and cormected. A!_I M_ pretests shall be performed such as
single point ground_ resistance measurements, _tc. Electrical
loads will be simulated.
0PF_AT!0N
The fo!!o_ug ezpe_!_ts _ril! he n_erated _ndividua!lv in con-
junction -with the support subsyst_n_s. Refer to section 5 for
experiment integration test requirements of these experiments:
DO21 - Expandable Airlock- Flight AAP 2
S063 - UV Airglow Horizon Photography - Flight AAP 4
TO17 - Meteoroid Impact and Erosion - Flight AAP 2
TO21 - Meteoroid Velocity and Impact into Aluminum - Flight AAP 2
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The experiments will operate within specification when operated in
conjunction with the support subsystems.
SUPPORT REQUIPJ94_S
GSE
i.
2.
Equipment to support the operation of the experiments
Equipment to operate each support subsystem
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MDA Kxperiment Performa,lce (c_nt£nL, ed)
[_PECIAL T]_,T EQUIPMENT
i. AM_ IM, [_ CM_ and IAmbS il_terface slm_lagoru
2. Internal work platforms for bhe MDA
FACILITIES
i. Area to contain M_A and slzpport equlp_r_en_ for ambient fLulctlon_l
2. Test position to hold MI_ in horizontal position
3. Temporary external ladders and access platforn_
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TEST TITLE TEST NL%4B_
MDA Operation Sequence 14.3
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that all M/]A subsystems and experiments are compatible
when operated in a _ission sequence.
TEST CONFIGURATION
i. Prototype flight configured MI_
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARAT I0N
The MI_ will be in the horizontal position. The individual sub-
systems and experiments will have been verified prior to this
operations sequence test.
OPERATION
The subsystems on the Mll& will be operated in a mission sequence
in compressed time. 'l_ne oper_ion wlll starz witch la_u_cn.
proceed thru docking of v_rious modules and performance of all
operations to occllr during missions.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
Demonstrate compatibility of all subsystems and experiments during
their operation in a mission sequence.
SUPPORT REQU_
GSE
i.
2.
3.
MI_ transport and handling GSE
Equipment to operate each subsystem
Equipment to support the operation of each experiment
SPECIAL TEST EQU_
i. AM, IM, RM, C_4 & IM&SS interface simulators
2. Internal work platforms for the MDA
FACILITIES
i. Area to contain the HDA and support equipment for ambient functional
2. Temporary external ladders and access platforms
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TEST TITLE
i _ Vibrat I_
'TEJT OBJECTIVE
T_T NUMBER
14.4
Demonstrate that the Ml_ can survive vibrations enco_mtered
dur[ng launch.
i2_ T CONFICU[_TION
i. Prototype flight configured MI_
T_T DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The MDA will be mounted on an electro_yrmzdc shaker utilizing a
structure simulator of the SLA and AM.. The structure simulator will
provide the MDA/AM attach points, simulate the st_act_e __nd pro-
vide attachment to the shaker table. Prior to the test all systems
s_all be verified operational. Mass simulators of all experiments
installed for launch shall be installed for this test.
OPERATION
_ _l_ _,_ll be _'_-^_ 1.-._ _'1"_ _._----
......... ,_o_=_ ' '-'_ '_:"=_ axis of vibration to the
criteria specified in the M/_ CEI Speclfiest!on. The _[DA _j=,_=+_,,_,_
will be in the same eonf_m,_-_I_on s._ _..+._,_m,b_ Ae+_ ÷_ _,_+_...
test is complete, a functional test will be performed on the M]]A
to verify no damage has resulted from the induced vibration.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The Ml_ shall sustain no damage during the vibration test, and all
systems shall operate properly.
SUPPORT REQ_
GSE
i. Equipment to functionall_ check MI_ systems (portable)
2. MI)A transport and handling GSE
SPECIAL TEST EQU_
1. Fixture to simulate SLA/AM structure and provide attachment
of MDA to shaker table
_. Instrumentation to monitor MDA vibratlon levels at selected locations
3. Experiment mass simulators
FACILITIES
1. Shaker system to vibrate the MI_ in three axis (individually)
2. Vibration test area
i
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TEST N_R
MDA Shock (Transportation and Handling) - Part i 14.5.1
TEST OPJECT IVE
Demonstrat;e theft the MDA ('allsurvive the sho_d{:; enuountered during
transporl, _u_d handl[mg.
I[_,_,TCONFIGURATION
i. Prototype flight (:onfigured MDA
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The MDA wLll_ be inst:_lled on a sho{'k table with a fixture that will
simuiat_, the [,ransportor and _-_ttach points. The i_A will bc po'._it]oned
in the normal transport posit ion. Prior to the test, all systems
shall be verified operat_ional.
e
OPERATION
levels and axis specified in the MDA i GEl Specification. During
the Lest, all systems _._L_ ...._. i_ _ h e s ..... d ,._,,,,_ .....; i _ ...±._, _.il _ _ I,,_
snack _es%_ a funcLionai LesL wiii be performed Lo vcr<fy Uha_£ :_o
damage has resukted from the induced shock.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The MDA shall sustain no damage during the sho_.k test, and all systems
shall operate properly after the test.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i.
2.
MDA transport and handl_ng GSE
Equipment to fractionally check MDA systems (portable)
PSPECIAL TEST LQUIPMENT
i. Fixture to a t,taeh the MDA to the shock table and simulate handling
st r uc ture
2. Instrumentation to monitor MDA shock levels at selected locations
FACILITIES
i. A facility to perform the shock tests
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I I #11,I I].L,._[N UMlit']R
M/)A Shock (Launch),- P_trt, }__
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstr:),[;e t,k_t [;he MDA can survive the _;hm.k. (,n,:ou]_l.,,1"edd_m[,i_,:
laun,th.
TEST CONFIGUIhTION
I. Protot.ype flight ,'onf.l[_ured MDA
T],]ST DESCRIPTION
PB}]PARATI ON
The MDA will be installed on _ sho_'ic table wit}l a fixt_¢e th:.ttwill
.................. A_/SLA .................. lvma/mvi u[,Lacii po hll,::_
for the M])A. The _{DA will be positioned in the launc,h pos.i.tion. Prior
to the t.est, all systems shalL be ver:Lf.ied Operati_n_l. Ma=s_ simuD_tor=',
of all experiments in<_talled for l_um:h si_li be inst_iied for t,hi's
test.
OPERATION
The... I_A will t,e sik;<ie,:L.cd. L.o t_ _,,_,_,,'.,.< __.,_,% ......., , , ,,, ,, ,_ , ,_,,d eu<__.s
test, all systems will be in the l_tun<..h_:onfiguration. After the
test, a fun,'t]onal test wLll be performed to verify that, no d::-_m:_gehas
resulted l'rom the indu_ed shm'k.
CRITERIA FOR _ "_''. oUCCE_,)
The MDA shall sustain no damage during the te_,_t; :rod _tli_yst,_-ms _hall
operate properly after the test.
_SLrPPORT REQUi.RE_'.NZ>
GSE
i. MDA transport and handli_g GSE
Equipment to functionally check MDA systems (port_zble)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Fixture to attach MDA to shock table in launch position and simulate
AM/SLA structure
2. Instrumentation to monitor shock levels at selected points
FAC ILIT IES
i. Facility to perform shock t_,_st
illilI
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fEoT TITLE _LOT NUNBER
MDA ',]ho_'k(Do_'king) - P:_rl,3 14.5.3
[],,,TOBJ]!]CI'IVE
Demonstr:_tc [,}_:_the MDA L'an :;urvive the shock:_ enuounl,cred during,
I;hu doc.l<inU o]' vt_rious modu].es.
TI,]ST CONI,_GURATION
i. Prototype flight configured MDA
T].:)T D],_),_RII_ION
PREPARATI ON
The MI)A wfll be rigidly mounted on a fixture simuh_ting the AM
attachment Doirrt,_ in the_.........v_rt _,._I.._._p._'-_;+;'.....,_... Prior to _,_ '_,_.......,[dl
systems shall be verified to be operationa]..
OPERATI ON
The test will be performed under the following modes: (i) End port
._.ion_.u,._ -u_d_ ........m my a dockea module CL'drilu_=_ _ s_<'ond module
do(J<ing maneuver, (4) side port re_tetJon shock load.
An -[nterCt_:,e do:-king simulator _;ill bc: _tt_%_hod to e:i.ihei_ t.h_ _md
port or one of the side ports. The shock ordnance wLll be .[nst:_lled
behind this simulator to ind-%ce a shock through the docking <,ol]i_r
to represent either docking ,)r re_ction shock to the levels specified
in the MDA CEI specification,' After ea{'h shock t_':_t, a l'un<'t[onal
test will be performed to verify that no damage has resulted from the
induced shocks.
CRITERIA FOR '"oUCCEo,_c-'_
The MDA shall sustain no damage during the sho_,k test, :_nd _ll.1:tvsl,ems
shall operate properly after I,he test.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTo
GSE
i.
2.
MDA transport and handling GSE
Equipment to functionally check MD._. systems (portable)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Fixture to rigidly mount the MDA in vertical position
2. Instrumentation to monitor MDA shock levels at selected locations
FACILITIES
i. A facility to perform shock test
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TEST TITLE
N?A Acol.';t i,'
r I11I 1 ._ I_ ! 1"P],,I ObJ_CIIV_]
TEST NUMbeR
14.6
1)(,momsl, r:rl,(,-tidal, the NDA ,'an :;urvive the :_,,oLl:;I,i,, v ibrat;i.,_n::
(;ll(!Ollfl[,(<['('([_llJl'itl_ ]:tLIil,'}l.
f_ Itll ( _ll] 1.... _J. CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight conl'Lg_red NDA
TEST DEoCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The MDA will be placed in a combination AM stru(:ture/SLA panel
simulator. Mass simulators for _11 _:_+ ..........
.......... _ ................ ,_t_ h_ the NDA
during laun_'h will be installed. Prior to the acoustic test, all
systems will be verified to be operational.
OPERATION
The acoustic sound pressure shall h_ _,_!',_,_..........._"_'u thc _LA ..........__e_ _o _,_e
.M__A ,_a _.,-_1-, be I,o the '_ ......
........... -_v_:_ _peeified in t_e I_A GEl Specification.
.......... _ i'<_qu :.red. TheThe test may be performod ir__more tho--n o_e _....,
MDA systems shall b_ _p _-.t_ i,_,,_.,_ ..... : .......... _--
After the a_,_oustic test, a functional test shall be performed to
verify thal, no damage has resulted from the acoustic vibrat ion.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The MDA shall sustain no damage during the acoustic test, and all
systems shall operate properly after the test.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
C_;E
i.
2.
MDA transport and handling GSE
Equipment to functionally check the MDA systems (portable).
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. AM/SLA simulator to provide structure for mounting and SLA panels
2. Instrumentation to monitor vibration levels at specified locations
3. Experiment mass simulato,s
FACILITIES
i. Facility to perform MDA/AM/SLA acoustic test
I I_ II
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TEST NUMBER
MDA Mass Properties 1.4.7
TEST OBJECTIVE
To demonstr:_te th:,Ltthe mass properties of the MDA meet dek_ign
spe _if'i('_tions.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured NDA
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The load <'ekls, slings _.md MDA att_:h rigging w.ill bc _ c:a].ibr_xged and
,, ....... _r,o_ to ,a,. ma[;s ...... +" "_ tc::t
OPERATION
The MDA mass properties will be performed ].n two configurations;
I) Ic_unch with experiment mass simulators installed, and 2) orbit
• ,r4_ i c, 4_1_,_ ,'_'v_,_ -,_C, vnr",'_r,_,q _ ...... -¢'_',-,7_,:_+ 4'_-_L_ _.r;] a, ?_,,'l_,'ll_ _.rC_-_ ,,4,{- ,"_
(three-axis) and mass moment of inertia (two-axis).
The mass properties of the MDA shall agree with the engineering analysis.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
_ql,]
1. MDA handling and transport GSE
<_P],,CIAL_EoT EQUIPMENT
1. Mass properties equipment
,)
,_. Experiment Mass Simulutors
FACILITIES
Area to perform mass properties test (MDA both horizontal and vertical).
fll I !
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TEST TITLE
MDA Pressure Test
TEST O]kIECTIVE
" t¢-_ .......... ]T.I,,oTNUMBER
IL4.8
To demonstr:d;(, that the MDA i.s capable of be]n,_ pressurized to
9per_d;_o_l_IL _md proof' pressures with no :_dver_;e et'fc'<'t;:;.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured MDA
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The MDA will be pla_'ed in an area acceptable for pressurization.
A_ AM simulator will be ut_iized to provide a struet_ra] _ov_r for I
the AM/MDA interface. Doddng collar simulators will be _d;]iized to
verify seal between _ and various docked carriers. The m_ss
spectrometer will be calibrated prior to lea]( test. Prior to this
test, a structural proof pressure test will haw _ been performed
OPEPATI ON
:i:hetesl; will be perrormed in two operations:
1. The MDA will be pressurized to l¼ times operating pressure utiliz-
ing a helium/nitrogen mixture. Verification will be made that no
major leaks are detected. The pressure will then be reduced to
operational pressure where a mass spectrometer test will be per-
formed.
2. At the completion of the above test, a docking collar simulator
will be installed on each of the docking ports to verify proper
seal between port and collar.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
There shall be no adverse effects from the test pressures and leak
rates from mass spectrometer shall fall within design speeificatlons.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENETS
GSE
i. MDA handling and transport GSE
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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MDA Pressure Test (continued)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Mass specl;romeLer for leak test
2. _]quipment to monitor MDA pressure
3. Prcss,_riz:_t:[on p:ulel _.ap:_bLe of supplyind _ hcli.um/n:itro@_en mixture of
gLl,';
ll., Tc_::,t; J'ixi,Lire to support MI)A
FAC ILIT IE,_',
I. hrc,a I;o p¢_rl'ortaMDA proo[' ,'_nd Ic,_l<test
IIfART'IN MARIJrT'rA OOR@ORATIOItl
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Tab le XI._ (Cont.)
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TEST TIT_
TEST NI_M:BER
MDA Equipment Storage for Launch ]4.9
TEST OBJECTIVE
l,
t
Demonstrate locati_on for all experiments and support subsystems
installed for latu_dl
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype laum'h eonf:Lgured MDA
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATI ON
The MDA will be in the verti_,al position. All storage container,'_ for
.............. j ............ _. _c _,_L.xt:u. Nonfunubion_li mod(ups
of t,Jte exper:iments -and ,+_uOsystems will be utilized for this test.
OPERATION
Load all experiments and subsystems mockups inl,o the storage contsflners
+'+"._+'zt_,an be Loaded.
MDA storage area will be sufficient for all equipment scheduled for
the flight
iI _SUPPORT REQUIREM],NT_
GSE
None
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Fixture to hold MDA in vertical position
2. Internal work platforms f'or access to various containers
3. Experiment and subsystem mockups
FACII,ITIES
i. Area to contain MDA in vertical position
2. Temporary external work platforms
MARTIN MARIIrl"rA OORPORATION
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3.2.4 Resupply Module _RM_ - The RM is a new carrier re-
quired for the AAP program and will undergo a complete quall-
flcntlon program. This qualification program will be performed
on n prototype RM capable of performance in the specified en-
vironments called for in the quallflcatlon requirement matrix.
The details of the RM qualification program are descrlhed
in the following test flow diagram (figure 15) nnd accompany-
ing test descriptions (T_d_le XII).
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TEST TITLE
Tob le XII.
Page 155
Test Descriptions for Figure 15
TEST NUMBER
RM Support Subsystem Actlvntlon and Operatlon
(Ambient)
15.1
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that all subsystems operate withiu de._ign ._peclflcatlons.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype Flight Configured ILM
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The RM will be in the horizontal position. No propellants will
be simulated or loaded, however, the systems will be pressurized.
_Electrical functional only) GSE will be checked out and con-
nected. All RM pretests shall be performed such as single point
ground, resistance measurements, etc. Electrical loads will be
simulated.
G_ERATION
Each subsystem will be tested individually as indicated below:
Test
Support_
ubsystems
Electrical Power
Display and Control
Communlca tion
Sensors
Prototype Molecular Slere ECS
Gaseous Storage
Water Storage
0
.,-.I
.I.I
0
_ _ ..= _1 0
I-D
°°oo
...... "TJ
During this test, compatibility will be demonstrated with any GSE
utilized to support this program.
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Table XII. (Cont.)
RM Support Sul)system A, tiv_ti_u and Operation (Ambient)
(continued)
Interface simulators will be utilized to provide and monitor in-
terface signals. Electrical interfaces will be demonstrated
within specification by t_se of these slmu[ators during subsystem
operation.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
All subsystems shall operate within design speclflcat[ons
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE i. RM electrical GSE to allow an ambient functional to be
performed
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. AM and MDA Interface Simulator
2. CM Interface Simulator
3. Instrumentation to perform ambient functional
FACILITIES
Im Area to contain RM and support equipment for an ambient
functioIlal, and allow subsystem pressurization.
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATIOItl
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Table XII.
TEST TITLE
(Cont.)
Page L57
TEST NUMBER
RM Support Subsystem Activatlon and Operation
(Cryogenic)
15.2
'I_]ST OBJECTIVE
l)emonstr_te that the RM pressure and cryogenic systems operate
within design specifications.
I_ S T CONF IGURATION
Prototype flight configured RM.
TEST D!_SCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The RM will be in a vertical position mounted on a propellant/
pressurization test stand. All subsystems will have been
electrically demonstrated prior to the propellant transfer test.
Individual components will have been subjected to proof pressures.
O _:RATTON
The cryogenic transfer test program will be performed as follows:
!. Pressurize and leak check all fluid snd pressure systems.
.... _ ....... all fluid and precsure systems.
3. Load all fluids (02, N 2 and H2) ; demonstrate GSE compati-
bility.
4. Perform transfer of these fluids in an abbreviated mission
sequence; demonstrate:
a. Flow rate
b. Response time
5. Unload and clean systems
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. All fluid and pressure systems shall operate within design
specifications
2. All prelaunch GSE servicing equipment shall be demonstrated
compatible with the flight hardware
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i.
2.
Propellant and servicing GSE
Transport and handling G,qE
MART"IN MARIE'IrA OORImORA T'IOIW
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RH Support SubsysLem Activation and O|)er_Itio, (Cryogealic) (cont_,lued
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. AM/MDA mechanical and electrical control interface simul;itor
2. Mounting fixture for ILM on test stand
3. Mass ,.;pectrometer (Leak check)
FACILITIES
i. Test stand to mount RM, provide the necessary commodities
and allow system pressurization and cryogenic transfer
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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'13_ST TITLE TEST NUMBER
RM- Operations Sequence 15.3
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that all RM subsystems ore comp_til)[e during
operation of a mission sequence.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured RM.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PRE PAPA TION
The RM will be in the horizontal position. Propellants will
not be simulated or loaded. _lectrfca! function__! only.)
The individual subsystems will have been verified prior to
this operations sequence test.
OPERATION
The subsystems on the RM will be operated In n m_on =_,,_
in abbreviated time. The operation will start with iiftoff,
proceed through dock and orbit transfer with the CM (simulator)
then dock with the MDA (_m,1_or_ qnN n=_o ..... _ a I!
tions when combined with the cluster.
Interface simulators will be utilized to provide loads, and
provide and monitor interface signals. Electrical interfaces
will be demonstrated within specification by use of these simu-
lators during subsystem operation.
CRITERIA FOR SI]'CC_:SS
Demonstrate compatibility of all subsystems during their opera-
tion in a mission sequence
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i,
2.
GSE to functionally check the RM (portable)
RM transport and handling GS'E
AfA RTIN M,4 I_lJr'rrA OORPOI_'A'IION
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Table XII. (Cont.)
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ELM - Operations Sequence (coiltinued)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. AM and MDA interf_Ice _imulator
2. CM interface simulator
FACILITIES
I. Area to conl_in the RM and support equipment for _111zl,nb]ent
functional
2. Temporary external ladders and nccess platforms
MARTIN MARIETrA OORPORATION
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Table Xll. (Cont.)
Page 1.61
TEST TITLE
RM Vibration (I,_umch) - Part i
TEST NUMI_ R
15.4.1.
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that the RM can survive vibrntions encountered
during launch.
TE ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured RM.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The RM will be installed on a vibration shaker utilizing an
SLA structure simulator. The SLA structure simulator will
provide the SLA attach points, simulate the structure and pro-
vide attachment to the shaker table. Prior to the test, all
systems shall be verified operational. Liquids will be simu-
lated.
OPERATION
The RM will be subjected to all three axis of viSrntion to the
criteria specified in the RM CF_T speo_;_ ....-'_,-. _-_ _"
will be in the same configuration as launch. After the vibra-
tion test is complete, a functional test will be performed on
the RM to verify no damage has resulted from the induced vibra-
tion.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The RM shall sustain no damage during the vibration test and
all systems shall operate properly.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i.
2.
RM handling and transport GSE
GSE to functionally check RM (portable)
lirA R'rlN MA RllrT'rA OORPORA T'IOI_
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RM Vibration (Launch) - Pnrt 1 (eontint_ed)
SPECIAL
i. Fixture to attach to shaker table and simt11_Ite SLA structure
and attach points to RM
2. l,_strumentLltion to monitor RM vibration levels at ._elected
1.oca t _ons
FACILITIES
l. Shaker system to vibr_ite tile RM in three ;_xis individually
2. Vibration test area
MAR'I'IN IIfARIIr'l'rA OORPORA'I'ION
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TEST TITLE TEST NUMBER
RM Vibration (Orhil Tr;m::l'er)-Part 2 I '_. 4. "2
'rEST OBJECTIVE
Den_nstrate that the RM can survive the vibrations encountered
during orbit transfer.
TE ST CONFIGURATION
i. Prototype flight, configured RM
TE ST DE SCRIPTION
PRE PARATION
The RM will be suspended from several selected attach points.
A CSM interface simulator will be attached to the docking collar,
and the RM will be subjected to orbit tram;fer vibration_ through
this docking collar. Prior to the test, all systems shall be
verified functional. Liquids shall be simulated.
OPERATION
The RM shall be subjected to all three axis _ ,, k_ _iv a_iun to the
criteria specified in the RM CEI specification. After the vi-
bration test is complete, a functional test will be oerformed
on the RM to verify no damage has resulted from the induced
vibration.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The RM shall sustain no damage during the vibration tests, and
all systems shall operate properly after the vibration test.
SUPPORT REQUIRE I_ NTS
GSE
I.
2.
RM handling and transport GSE
GSE to functionally check the RM (portable)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Fixture to suspend the RM
2. Simulate CM docking collar to induce vibration
3. Instrumentation to monitor RM vibration levels
lifARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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Table XlI. (Cont.)
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RM Vil)ratioll (Orbit Transfer) - Part 2 (continued)
FACILITIES
i. Area to suspend the RM and _I shaker sysLem to IndIIce the
vlbra tion
2. Vibration test area,
MARTIN MARIETTA OOR@ORATION
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TE ST TITIE TE ST NUMBER
RM Shock (Transportation and Handling) Part I 15.5.1
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that the RM can survive the shocks encountered
during transport and handling
TE ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured RM
TE ST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The RM will be installed on a shock table with a fixture that
will simulate the transportor and attsch points. The RM will be
positioned in the horizontal position. Prior to the test, all
systems shall be verified operational
OPERATION
The RM will be subjected to a transport and handling shock to the
levels and axis specified in the RM CEI specification. During
the test, all systems shall be in the stored condition. After
the shock test, a functional test will be performed to verify
that no damage has resulted from the induced shock.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The RM shall sustain no damage during the shock test, and all
systems shall operate properly after the test.
SUPPORT REQUIREME_ TS
GSE
i.
2.
RM handling and transport GSE
GSE to functionally check the RM (portable)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Fixture to attach the RM to the shock table in the horizon-
tal position and simulate handling structure.
2. Instrumentation to monitor shock levels at selected points.
FACILITIES
i. A facility to perform the shock tests with the shock table
capable of holding the RM in the horizontal position.
MA IFTIN MA RIET"rA OOR#ORA TION
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TEST TITLE TEST NUMBER
RM Shock (Launch) - Part 2
TEST OBJECTIVE
15.5.2
Demonstrate that the RM call survive the shock encountered during
launch
TE ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured RM.
TE ST DE SCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The RM will be installed on a shock table with a fixture that will
simulate the SLA structure and provid_ the SLA attach points for
the RM. The RM shall be posltion'._d in the launch position. Prior
to the test, all systems shall be verified operational. Liquids
shall be simulated.
OPERATION
The RM will be subjected to a launch shock to the levels and
axis specified in the RM CEI specification. During the launch
shock test: all RM systems will be in the !_a,_,ncheongig,_,r-tien.
After the shock test, a functional test will be performed to
verify that no damage has resulted from the induced shock.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The RM shall sustain no damage during the shock test and all
systems shall operate properly after the test.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
I. RM handling and transport GSE
2. GSE to functionally check the RM (portable)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Fixture to attach RM to shock table in launch position and
•simulate SLA structure.
2. Instrumentation to monitor shock levels at selected points.
FACILITIES
i. A facility to perform the shock test with a shock table
capable of holding the RM in a launch position.
MARTIN MARIE'I'rA OORI_ORATION
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TEST TITLE TEST NUMBER
RM Shock (Orbit) - Part 3 [5.5.3
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that the RM can survive the shocks encountered dttr-
ing orbit transfer and docking.
TEST OONF IGURATION
Prototype flight configured RM
TE ST DE SCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The RM will be suspended in the horizontal position with slings
around the barrel section of the RH° A CH_ docking interface sim=
ulator will be positioned at one end and an MDA docking inter-
face simulator on the other end. Prior to the test, all systems
shall be verified operational. Liquids shall be simulated.
OPERATION The test will be oerformed _n two n_=:
c .....
!. The first part will verify ,orbit transfer. _he CM interiace
simulator will be attached to the suspended ._M. Ordnance for
shock w_ll l_P ol._ep¢1 hph_ _-_.r_o_,,Io_ +_ _ ....... ,.....,_
_hrough the docking collar to simulate orbit transfer shock to
the levels specified in the RM CET Specification.
2. The second part will verify docking to the MDA. A CM inter-
face docking simulator will l)e attached to one end of the
RM and a MDA simulator will be attached to the other end.
The shock ordnance will be installed on the MDA end and the
shock induced will simulate maximum docking shock as specified
in the RM CEI Specification.
After each shock test, a functional test will be performed
to verify that no damage has resulted from the induced shocks.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The RM shall sustain no damage during the shock test, and all
systems shall operate properly after the test.
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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Table Ill. (Cont.)
RM Shock (Orbit) - Part 3 (continued)
Page 168
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. RM h_Jndl, ing and transport GSE
2. GSE to functlonal]y check the RM (portable)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. CSM docking interface simulator
2. MDA docking interface simulator
3. Instrumentation to monitor shock levels at selected points
FACILITIES
i. A facility to perform the shock tests, with the RM suspended
and the shock induced through the CM and MDA docking inter-
face simulators
MARTIN MARIJrffA OORPORATION
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Table Ill. (Cont.)
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TE ST TITLE
RM Acoustic
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that the RM can survive the acoustic te6t
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured RM
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The RM will be placed in a simulated SLA. The SLA-RM combina-
tion will be placed in the acoustical test area. Prior to the
acoustic test, all systems will be verified operational. Liq-
uids will be simulated.
IEST NUMBER
15.6
0 PERATION
The RM-SLA will be subjected to the launch acoustic vibration,';,
as specified in criteria the RM CEI Specifications. This test
may be performed in more than one part if required. The _coust_c
sound pressure shall be induced through the SLA panels to the
RM. The RM systems shall be in the launch configuration. After
the acoustic test, a functional test shall be performed to verify
that no damage has resulted from the acoustic vibrations.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The RM shall sustain no damage during the acoustic test, and
all systems shall operate properly after the test.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. RM handling and transport GSE
2. GSE to functionally check the RM (portable)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. SLA to house RM during acoustic test
2. Instrumentation to monitor vibration levels at specified points
FACILITIES
i. A facility to perform acoustic tests on the RM/SLA combination.
MARTIN MARIETrA OORPORATION
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TEST TITLE TE ST NUMBER
RM Thermal Vacuum 15.7
TE ST OBJECTIVE
Demonstr_Ite theft the RM can survive and operate in a simulated
_;pace environment.
_ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured RM
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The RM will be installed in a thermal vacuum chamber on a fixture
that is capable of positioning the RM to simulate the various
sun angles as observed in orbit. Simulated propellants will be
loaded. An IR cage will be utilized to simulate reflected solar
energy. The RM will undergo a simulated mission to verify all
systems operaticnal under ambient conditions prior to the start
of the thermal vacuum test.
OPERATION
The RM will he ¢,h_eeted to _ _.,,l___d _,_+ "o,,_ ong1_o ,_-N
shadowing) and a mission opera'tions sequence performed. Each
operation will be performed long enough to allow temperature
stabilization. The basic phases are:
I. Simulated liftoff to demonstrate altitude changes.
2. Orbit operations
a. Maximum heat loadln_
b. Minimum heat loading
c. Nominal heat loading
3. Special
The basic test program will be from 3 to 4 weeks
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
All systems will operate properly during the simulated mission
performed under a thermal vacuum.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. RM handling and transport GSE
MAR TIN I_IARIET"rA OORPORATION
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RM Thermai V:Icuum (_'ontiuued)
. GSE to functionally operate the RM, including simulated pro-
pellant transfer.
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Support and rotation fixture inside the T.V. chamber
2. Instrumentation to monitor temperatures on the RM
FACILITIES
i. Facility that contains a thermal vacuum chamber large enough
to allow rotation of the RM inside the chamber.
2. External work platforms
3. IR cage and associated sequencing system.
MARTIN lifARlirT'rA OORPORATIOItl
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l"EST TITLE IEST NUMBER
RM - Electromagnetic Comp_tibillty
TEST OBJECTIVE
15.8
Demonstrate that the RM will operate properly in the specified
electromagnetic environment.
TE ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured RM
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The RM will be placed in a screen room. Test equipment will be
set up to induce certa _- levels of ,,1,,,,.-. ..... +ic inter
_'" __ _ _......b.... fare nee
Electromagnetic monitoring systems will be installed on the RM.
An ambier:t functional will be performed to check the EMC moni-
toring equipment and obtain a baseline.
OPERATION
The RM will be operated in a simulated orbit electromagnetic
_L].V.,LJ[.UL_.UIt:_].IL. .,I.l|t:_ r.J.'2_._ ILUJLI..LLUJ.&IL_ I::_U.L_'Z--i'L _[J 1: L.. -'_WJ.,L.J."f 1 c vcz .LU_-W LC ,,_ L ..L
systems to verify at least the margin of safety specified in the
RM CEI Specification
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The simulated electromagnetic environment will produce no more
than the level of interference on any RM subsystem specified.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i.
2.
RM handling and transport GSE
GSE to functionally operate the RM
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. EMI monitors and equipment to induce EMI
2. Holding fixture (Inert to Radio Frequency Energy)
FAC ILITIE S
i. Screen room to contain RM
2. External work platforms
MARTIN lifARII:_I"I'A OORPORATIOIV
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TEST TITLE
RM - Mass Properties
TEST OBJECTIVE
TEST NUMBER
15.9
To demonstrate that the mass properties of the RM meet design
specifications.
TE ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured RM
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The load cells, slings and RM attach rigging will be calibrated/
checked out prior to the mass properties test.
0 PE RATION
THe RM mass properties will be performed in two configurations,
fully loaded and unloaded. Mass properties will include weight
CG (three-axis)and mass moment of inertia t....-axis)
CRITERIA FoB qITrC_q_
The mass properties of the RM shall agree with the engineering
analysis
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
I. RM handling and transport GSE
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPI_NT
i. Mass properties equipment
2. Holding fixture for RM
FACILITIES
i. Area to perform mass properties test (RM both vertical and
hortlzontal).
lifARTIN lifARIr_77"A OOR@ORATION
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3.2.5 ATM/Rack Carrier - The ATM Rack will be subjected
to a full qualification teat program. This test program will
be divided into two parts; the ATM package qualification and
the ATM/R_ck combination qualification test program.
3.2.5.1 ATM Package qualification - The ATM package has
been considered a separate Contract End Item ({EI) and as such
will have a separate qualification program. This qualification
program will be performed on a prototype ATM package, including
all experiments capable of performance in the environments called
for in the qualification requirements matrix.
The details of the ATM qualification program are described
in the following test flow diagram (figure 16) and accompanying
test descriptions (Table XIII).
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T0b le X!_!II _Tes_t_Descriptions for Figure !6 ............
TEST NUMBER
ATM Package Subsystem Activation & Operation 16.1
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that all subsystems operate within desig_q specifi_._ations.
TEST CONg_IGURATION
Prototype flight c:oni'igured ATM package
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The ATM Package will be in the vertical position. G:]E will be ,'becked
out and connected. All ATM pretests shall be performed su('h as single
point, ground resistance measurementsj ei,_,. ]P_,l_ctri_.:3]lo'%d_;wilt! be
simulated. Aq ATM/Ra_:k simulator will be utilized to provide inter-
faces between Rack and ATM package.
0PER_ION
Each subsystem will be tested individual!_:
est
Support Subsystems
l [
Electri_.al Power Cabling
Display and Control Cabling
Data Management Cabling
Fine Pointing Control
do O
O
X X
X X
X X
X X
_q
0
X
During the test, compatibility will be demonstrated with any GSE utilized
to support this program.
Interface simulators will be utilized to provide loads, and provide and
monitor interface signals. Electrical interfaces wii_l be demonstrated
within specification by use of these simulators during subsystem operation.
IWAJ_TIN MANI_7_rA OORPORAYION
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ATM Package Subsystem Activation and Operation (continued)
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
All systems shall operate within desigJ%
specil'ications.
gUPPORT RFQUIRE_,]NTS
GSE
]. ATM handling C<;E
2. Equipment to functiona].ly t'heek Uhe ATM systems (portable)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. A_M/Ra_'k interfac.e simulator
FACILITIES
Area to contain ATM and support equipment for an ambient functional.
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TEST TITLE TEST NDMBER
ATM Package Experiment Performance 16.2
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that ATM package experiments will operate within
desJ gn spe(_ific_ations
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM pa_q_age
TEST DESCRI'PTION
PREPARATION
The ATMwill be in the vertical _osition. GSE will be checked out and
connected. All ATM pretests shall be performed such as aligmmeat,
single point ground, resistance measurements, etc. Electrical loads
will be simulated. An ATM/Rack interface simulator will be utilized
to supply the display and control, power, and data management interfaces
OPERATION
with the support subsystems. Refer to section 5 for experiment inte-
gration test requirements of these experiments:
S020
so52
SO53A
SO53B
so54
SO55A
SO55B
S055C
S056
- UVX-ray Solar Photography
- White Light Coronagraphy
- UV Coronal Spectrography
- UV Spectrograph
- X-ray Spectrographic Telescope
UV Spectrometer
UV Spectrometer (Ultra-Violet Spectroheiliometer)
- UVSpectrometer - H_ Telescope
X-ray Telescope
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The experiments will operate within specification when operated in
conjunction with the support subsystems.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i ATM handling GSE
2. Equipment to support the operation of the ATM experiments
3. Equipment to operate each subsystem
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ATM Package Experiment Performance (continued)
SUPPORT REQUIREM_S
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Ra_'k Jnterfa_.e simulator for power data management, and d_splay
amd control
FACILITIES
Area to contain ATM and support equipment for ambient functional,
lifAl|7"lltl llfARIJrTI"A OORPO,fI_ATIOlll
, '_'_'II , . DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
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Table XIII.
ATM Pac: uw_e Operations 3eClU_nc.e
TEST _'OBJECTIVE
(Cont.)
Pagc 180
T]',oTNUMBER
L6.3
Demonstrate tha£ all ATM subsystems and experiment are c'ompaL,ib[u when
operated in a mission sequem'e.
TEST CONFI GURATI ON
Prototype flight configured ATM pa(_kage
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The _TM will be in the vertical position. GSE will be checked out and
connicted. The individual subsystems and experiments _i!! have been veri,
fled prior to this operations sequence test. ATM/Rack interface simu-
lator will be utilized to simulate display and control, power and d_ta
management interfaces,
The subsystem.ms and experiments on the ATM will bc operated in a m]_slon
sequcn,:e in ,.ompr_;ss_._di:[me. The operation wi]] ,_[,artwith Lit'teE'f,
_,J,.cc_ _.._,_uug,m docking WiCfl cluster, then performance of all operatlonz
required for Lhe mission.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
Demonstrate compatibility of all subsystems and experiments during their
operation in a mission sequence.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
l. ATM handling GSE
2. Equipment to functionally check the ATM systems (portable)
3. Equipment to support the operation of the ATM experiments
SPECIAL TEoT EQUIPMENT
ATM/Rack interface simulator
FAC ILIT IES
Area to _'ontain ATM and support equipment for an ambient functl.onal
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TEST TITLE TEST NUMBER
ATM P:_'l_n_ieVibration (T_unch) - P_rt i ]6.4. i
TEST OBJECTIW]
Demonstrate th:d, [:he ATM pac.ka{<e <'an survive vibral;:ion; em'o_it(_red
durin_ _,l.a_m_' h.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM pa,,kage
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The ATM will be installed on a vibration shaker utilizlng a rack
structure simulator. The simulator will provide the ATM/rack
.... _marrach polnts_ .....u!ate the structure and provld@ =ttaehment to
the shaker table. An ATM/rack electrical interface simulator will
be installed to provide rack electrical interfaces. All experl-
ments will be installed. Prior to the test, all systems and ex-
periments shall be verified operational.
OPE_&TION
The ATM will be subjected to vibration in three axis to the criteria
specified in the ATM GEl Speciflcation_ The ATM _y_tems _nd _mx_peri-
ments will be in the same configuration as launch. Vibration levels
will be monitored. After the vibration test is complete, a functional
test will be performed on the A_J to verify no damage has resulted
from the vibration.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The ATMpackage shall sustain no damage during the vibration test
and all systems and experiments shall operate properly after the test.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. ATM handling and transport GSE
2. Equipment to functionally check the ATM systems (portable)
3. Equipment to support the operation of the ATM experiments
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Fixture to simulate rack structure and attach points and provide
attachment to shaker table
2. Instrumentation to monitor ATMvibration levels at selected locations
3. ATM/Rack electrical interface simulator
ii
i• _-_ ,,
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ATM Package Vibration (Launch) Part 1 (continued)
]_(,I,.LIT.[I,,_.,
].. ghaker :;y:;t;em to vibr:_/.(, I,he ATM in I.hr,_e axes,,
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TEST TITLE
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TEST NUMBER
ATM P:_;l{a_,:e Vibra[,:ion (Orbi.t Transfer) - Part 2 16.4.'2
TE',;T 0BJU,;CTIVE
l)crnonsLraLe l,h:_l;l,he ATM pa,,k:_ge ('allsurvive v ibrat:[on:: (meounlered
d ar i rip: ort,] I, t,ran:;t'er.
TEST CONI,'IGUI_TION
Prototype flight ('onfigured ATM package.
TEST DESCRIFflON
PREPARATION
The ATM package will be installed in a rack simulator which will provide
^m _SM/Ra('k simu!qtor will then be suspendedattach points for _M. The
from several sele_'ted atta(_h points. An kTM/Ra('k electrical interfraee
simulator will be installed to provide Rack electrical interfaces.
The ATM will be subjected to orbit •transfer vibrations through the
rack atta_'h points. The vibration input to the rack will simulate the
,;......... _'-_,,,_ !- +_ Am.V,_h_ ....h +_ Rack Prior to the test_ all
syst6ms and experiments shall De verified .",_n,,ll,;na].
OPERA'liON
The ATM will be subjected to v:ibrat_ons in three axis to the criteria
specified in the ATM CEI Specification. After the completion of the
vibration test, a functional Lest will be perlbrmed on the ATM to verify
no damage has resulted from the induced vibrat i.on.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The ATM shall sustain no damage during the vibration test, and all
systems and experiments shall operate properly, after the test.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i.
2.
3.
ATM handling and transport GSE
Equipment to functionally check the ATM systems (portable)
Equipment to support the operation of each experiment
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Fixture to simulate rack structure and attach points and provide
point for vibration input
2. Instrumentation to monitor ATM vibration levels at selected locations
3. ATM/Rack electrical interface simulator
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ATM Package Vibration (Orbit Transfer) - Part 2
I,'ACILITI],][]
I. Area l,o su:;pemd t;he _l'M/R:u,k simulator
,,hakc-._:;ysl.em to indu_.t_ the vibration
(con t inued)
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TEST TITLE
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ic.iI
T ]_,, .) ]_. NUMBER
ATM Pack_%i_,e Shock (Transportation and Handling) -
Part i
TEST OBJECTIVE
16.5.1
Demonstrate that the ATM pad_age can/survive the shock enco_mtered
during transport :tnd handling,.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM package
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The ATM package will be installed on a shock table w:ith a fixture that
will simulate the transporter and attach points. The ATM will be
positioned in the horizontal position. Prior to the .... _ _ _ t , _ _ _" " _ _ ............
and experiments shall be verified operational.
OPER_TI ON
The ATM will be sl]bjeef, ed to [-].trs.nspol_: and handlinff, shoe.k to J,h{_
During the test, all systems and experiments will be ]n the sl;or(,d
mode. Sht),:d<level s w:[ii be m_onitor_-d. Af_U,.er_.he _-'ho,'kJ.e:<J_, a -['i_n(,-
tional test will be performed to veri_hj th:%b no damage has resulted
from the induced shock.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The ATMshall sustain no damage during the shock test, and all subsystems
and experiments sha]_l operate properly after the test.
SUP_PORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. ATM handling and transport GSE
2. Equipment to functionally cheek the ATM systems
3. Equipment to support the operation of the ATM ex;eriments
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Fixture to attach the ATM to the shock table in the horizontal
position and simulate transporter structure
2. Instrumentation to monitor shock levels at specified loe_ions
3. ATM/Rack ele_'trieal interface simulator
llfAR'rlN IffARIRT'rA OOR@ORA FION
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ATM Package Shock (Transportation and Handling) Pnrt I (continued)
FAC ILIT lEG
i. l,l_(.ility to perl'orm sho,'k lest
_).. Gho(,k tab.Le capable o[; holding the ATM in horizont_Cl, po_itlon.
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hdT]'_,T NUMBER
ATM P:_,,1¢:__Ic ,%o 'k (Laun('ll) - Part 2 1(%.5.2
.U]L)T 01q_¢TIV]':
Demollstr:fl;(' I,Ilat; the ATM p,'_diage can survi,ve l;h(_ :_hot,k en(,otmt;el'ed
duri.llg l:l.I]_._'}t.
T],:ST CONI,'IGURATION
Prototype flight; t:onfigured ATM pacI_age
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The ATM will be installed on a shock table with :_ fixture that will
simulate the rack structure and provide i-,hera.k a,ta_,h points for !,he
ATM. An ATM//Ral ele<%rical i_te_':F_:e simulator will be i_isu_lled to
provide the Rack electric, al .interfaces. The ATM shall be positioned
in the lau_nd_ position. Prior to the test, all systems and experiments
shall be verified operational.
np_ ^rrlT,'-',N
The ATM will be suo.ject,ed I;o _i.]almrh gho,'l(+n !he levels and ___Js
<'rJteria sDe_'ified 9.] the A_ C_T _qnP_,_'_,_+'_,_ ,_',-_,_ _-_.... ._...... ,_
test, all systems and experiments will be in the l&un<'h configuration.
Shock levels will be monitored. After the shod< test, a ful_cUional
test will be performed to verify that no damage has resulted from the
induced shod{.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The ATM shall sustain no damage during the shock test and all sy'_tems
and experiments shall operate properly after the test.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENT [_
GSE
i.
2.
3.
ATM handling and transport GSE
Equipment to functionally check the ATM systems
Equipment to support the operation of the ATM experiments
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Fixture to attach the ATM to the shock table in the vertical position
and simulate the rack structure
2. Instrumentation to monitor shock levels at speEified locations
3. ATM/Rack electrical interface simulator
MARTIN MARIE'r'rA OORPORATION
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Table Xll%_. (ConL)
ATM Packoge Shock (Lounch) - Part 2 (continued)
"iI " I "11(_IACILIT II,,
i. l.'aoility to perform ,,;ho_.l¢te::i;.
o2. ,,ho,'lql:_ble c,apabl(, oI' holding the ATM in w.,z't:l_,_tlp(m:it,io11.
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TEST NL_vH_MR
ATM Package Shock (Orbit) - Part 3 i6.5.3
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that the ATM package can survive the shocks encountered
during tile orbit transfer and docking. I
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured kTM package
TEST DESCRII_flON
PREPARATION
The ATM will be mounted in a fixture that will simulate the rack
s-t_u_i-,_ire and provide +h_ rack attach points for the DSM. A= _-_v ......
electrical interface simulator will be installed to prow[de :he }_c_(,k
electrical interface. The ATM/Rack simulator will then be suspended
in the horizontal position with slings attached to selected point:; on
the rack simulator. Prior to the test, all systems and experiments
,_hal ] be varl f_e_ nperat inm;_!.
OPERATION
i. The first part will verify orbit transfer. Ordnance will be placed
on the rack simulator at a point that will simulate the shock load
induced by the CSM propulsion system start. The shock level will
be as specified in the ATM CEI Specification.
2. The second part will verify docking to MDA. Ordnance will be placed
on the rack simulator at a point that will simulate the shock load
indut.ed by the maximum docking impact as specified by criteria in
the ATM CEI Specification. Shock levels will be monitored during
the test. At the completion of each shock test, a functional test
will be performed to verify that no damage has resulted from tl_
induced shock.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The ATM shall sustain no damage during the shock test and all systems and
experiments shall operate properly after the test.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. ATM handling and transport GSE
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Table XlI!. (Cont. _
ATM Package Shock (Orbit) - Part 3 (continued)
GoA
2. Equipmenb l.o ftu}_:tional;Ly _:he_'k the ATM sy:;I,ems
3. Equipment to support the operation of i,he ATM exp_.,rJment_
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENf
i. Fixture to simulate the Rack structure szld ATM attach points
and 'ordnance installation provisions to simulate orbit transfer and
docking shocks
2. Instrumentation to monitor the shock levels at specified loeat:ions
3. ATM/Raek electrical interface simulator
FAC ILIT IES
I. Facility to perform s_oci_.... test with '_,n_'--_i_l_ae_^_""/_' simulator
suspended in the horizontal position
IIfART'IIII MARIE'fiR OORPORA'I'ION
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T?. _T NUMHER
ATM Pa_'l(ai_,e A,.ollst_. _1.6.6
TEST OBJT,CTIVE
Delnonstr:_l;e I,h_tt the A_'M pa,'k_tge can survi.ve I,hc ,'u,ol_:',L,|,.. v i.brtd.ion:_
ell_'o_nt_red during iaum_h.
riJ_T CONFIGURATION
Prototype' flight; conl'igured ATM pa,'kage
TEST DEL_CRIPTION
PREPARATION
The ATM will be mounted in a fixture that will simulate the rack struc-
ture and provide the rack attach points for the ATM. An ATM/Ra('k elec-
trical interface simulator will be installed to provide the Rack elec-
trical interfac, e.
OPERATION
The ATM/Rack/SLA will be subjected to the laun_'h acoustic vibrations
as specified in the ^m_ ,_E_ _' _.......
formed in more than one part if required. The aeou:<i.ic sound pressure
..... _ ''Hshall be i_r!du,'edl br_ the S]A Panels to the _l_,_. All s__;tem_ and
experiments will be in the launch mode. After the :teoust]c test, a
fLm_'tion&l test shall be performed to verify I,hat no damaff,(_ha:; re-
sulted from the acoust._" vibrations.
CRITERIA FOR oUCCL_),_
The ATM shall sustain no damage during the acoustic test, and a]_i sys-
tems and experiments shall operate properly after the test.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i.
2.
3.
ATM handling and transport GSE
Equipment to functionally check the ATM systems
Equ£pment to support the operation of the ATM experiments
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Fixture to simulate the Rack structure and provide ATM attach points
2. SLA simulator
3- Instrumentation to monitor acoustic vibration levels at specified
points
4. ATM/Rack electrical interface simulator
FAC ILITIES
i. l,':tciltyt.o perform ATM/Rack/SLA acoustic test
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TEST TITLE
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T M,'/fNUMBER
ATM Package Thermal Vacuum id. 7
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate t:hat the ATM p;u'kage can survive and operate :in a
simulated space environment.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM package
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The ATM will be installed in a the_al vacuum chamber on a l']xture
that allows _-.h_ ATM i.o be rot')J-.ed i;o two po'_if, inns ;..pointed d_re<,,tly
at the solar souz'ce and rota[;ed Vu • On_OWLn_ will be provided bu
simulate the deployed solar panels. An IR cage will be installed to
simulate reflected solar enerf_y. A Rack interf:u'e simulator will be
utilized to provide electr[ral and mechani('al [nterfa_,es. The ATM
wil 1 nndPrm_ _ simnl:_ted m i,:_;on Lo verJ P_, all :;w_tems and exDeri-
_+° operational '_id_z"",i ,,,-,:,_,_ ............................. _ '-me, ,, are ...........,, onuL[]UI':}_'£" Lt)d." !t] '"_'b O£tl" l, l_ii_
the_zml v'v'ut_n test.
OPERATION
The ATM will be subjected to the following conditions as specified ]n
the ATM
i. With the ATM pointed dire{%ly iowt_rd bhe solar source and solar panel
shadowing simulated, the ATM will go through a simLLlated mission
operations sequence. Each system and experiment will be monitored
to verify no adverse effe_ts from the solar simulation.
2. The ATM will be rotated so that the side o±' the ATM package will be
sub;]eeted to the solar source with proper shadowing. A mission sequence
will not be performed. The ATM passive thermal eontro! system will
be monitored to verify that it is capable of maintaining desired
temperatures within the ATM pa<q<age with systems and experiments
secure.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
All systems and experiments will operate within the specified temperature
range during the simulated mission performed under a thermal vacuum
environnent.
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ATM Package Thermal Vacuum (continued)
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. ATM handling and transport GSE
2. Equipment to functionally operate the ATM systems
3. Equipment to support the operation of the A_ experiments
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Support and rotation fixture for the ATM in the TV chamber
2. Rack interface simulator; shadowing provisions
3. Instrumentation to monitor systems and experiments on ATM
FACILITIES
i. Facility that contains a thermal vacuum chamber large enough
to allow 90° rotation of the ATM inside the chamber
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TEST TITLE TE ST NUMBER
ATM Package Electromagnetic CompatJb_.lity 16.8
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that the ATM package will operate properly in the
specified electromagnetic environment.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM package
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The ATM will be placed in a screen room on a fixture that will
si_late the rack structure and provide the rack attach points
and electrical interface for the ATM. Test equipment will be
set up to induce certain levels of electromagnetic interference.
Electromagnetic monitoring sy{_tems will be installed on the ATM.
Prior to the EMC tests all _;y_tems and experiment:; shall be verified
operational and the EMC monitoring :_ystems will be calibrated.
OPERATION
The ATM will be operated in a simulated orbit electromagnetic
environment. Systems and experiments will be monitored to
verify operation is not altered from the ambient functional per-
formed prior to test. The EMC monitoring equipment will eval-
uate all systems to verify at least the margin of safety speci-
fied in the ATM (]El specification.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The simulated electromagnetic environment will produce no more
than a specifled level of interference on any ATM subsystem/
experiment
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS.
GSE
I. ATM handling and transport GSE
2. Equipment to functionally check the ATM systems
3. Equipment to support the operation of the ATM experiments
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ATM Pocka_,e Electromagnetic Compatibility (continued)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I, Equipment to induce EMI
2. Instrumentation to monitor systems and experiments for EMI
3, EMI monitors
4. RF trasnparent support fixture for the ATM package
FACILITIES
I, Screen room to contain ATM
2, External work platforms
llfAR'l'litl lira RllrT'rA OORI._ORATIOItl
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TEST TITLE
ATM Package Mass Properties
TEST OBJECTIVE
TE ST NUMBER
16.9
Demonstrate that the mass properties of the ATM package meet
design specifications
TE ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM package
TE ST DE SCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The load cells, slings and ATM attach rigging will be calibrated/
checked out prior to the mass properties test.
OPERATION
The ATM mass properties will include weight, center of gravity
(three-axls) and mass moment of inertia (two-axls).
'rDT'T_DTA FOR SUCCESS
The mass properties of the ATM package shall agree with the engin-
eering analysis
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. ATM handling and transport GSE
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
Mass properties equipment
FACILITIES
Area to perform mass properties test (A_4 both vertical and hori-
zontal)
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3.2.5.2 AIM Rack Qualification - The ATM/Rack qualification
program will be performed on a prototype Rack, associated sub-
systems, and the ATM package from the ATM qualification program.
The ATM/Rack prototype will be capable of performance in the en-
vironments called for in the qualification requirements matrix.
The test program is divided into two basic parts; the tests
with the ATM package simulated, and the tests with the prototype
ATH package.
The tests with the ATM package simulated demonstrate thnt
the rack subsystems ate operating properly and are ready to be
tested with the prototype ATM package. The details of the Rack
and subsystem teat program are described in the test flow dia-
gram illustrated in figure 17 and the accompanying test descrip-
tions (Table XIV).
The test program with the prototype rack and ATM- package
combined will demonstrate compatibility of the ATM/Rack combina-
tion.
The details of the ATM/Rack qualification program are de6-
cribed in the test flow diagram _ll',,strRted _n f_g._,re '.8 _ __he
accompanying test descriptions (Table X'F).
t , "
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Table XIV. Te_tt Descriptions for Figure
Page
17
T.J':]TNUMJ_.I_{
l_ack (ATM) ' _ ',',Uupl o_'t l_bsy:;hcm Actl.v:_t[on &
Opei'_Lgioll (2uabien5)
:l7.]
TV_ST OF_/ECTIVE
Demonstl-:Lte tho comp_t].bility and operation el' I,he su])port
subsystems illsgalled ill l.he rack.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype rack with all subsystems installed.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
instailed. The LM and ATM interface will be simulated to pro-
vide nor_ml interface requirements. Solar p_mels will be simu-
lated.
!^,I_1_]9 A ,_, T f','P,T
Each stCosys_em will be 5es5ed individually (excepL cfyogenlcs)
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4_ O O _
o
m _ o
0 @ @ rq
Support Subsystem _ o _ _ _ M
Solar Array Cabling x x
Electrical Power x x
Con_nunicat ion x x
Data Management x x
Pointing Contro]. x x
Water Storage X x
X
X
X
X
X
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Rack (ATM)
(continued)
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Table XIV. (Cont.)
Support Subsystem Activation & Oper;_tion (Ambient)
I_u'ing tliis test, compatibility will be demonsl;rated, with ruly
GSE u bilized to SUPl)or[; this progt'am.
Interface simulators will bc _tllized to l,rovide loads, _l_d
provide rand monitor in_erface signals. Elec Bi'icrll int(;rfaces
will be demonstrated within speciI'ication by ,is,;of those
sbmilators durin_ s_tbsysl;em opera tlon.
A]I subsystems shall operate within CEX specification
SUPPORT REQUIREM]_TS
GSE
i. Equipment to support the Rack subsystem operations
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. A_4 &MDA interface simulators
2. Necessary instrumentation for support systems testing
3. Solar panel si_mllator
FACILITIF_
i. Test Dosition to hold the Rack in a vertical position
2. External work platforms
I
i
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Talble XIV. (Cont.)
r k,I'l,,oT NUMBER
Rack (ATM) Support Subsyst_l_ Activation and
Operation (Cryogenics)
1'{.2
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate the operation of the cryogenic storage subsystem.
TP_T CONFIGURATION
Prototype Rack with subsyste.s installed.
TEST D_SCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The Rack will be installed in the horizontal position. The IM
interface will be simulated to provide normal IM interface re-
quiremenbs.
OPERATION
Perform a leak check of the cryogenic system then demonstrate
filling of cryogenic storage co_t,_.i_,_: Opr,_shr +.he _:_hsyste_
tu_er simulated n_ssion load. "_;.... _ flow rate _'_ CSE ..... _-" _-.__"_---
_,_TTV_TA FOR SUCCESC
The subsystem will operate within CEI specification
SUPPORT R]_UIR]9@_A]TS
GSE
I. Equipment to support the Rack c<fogenic storage system operation
SPE_F_LTV_T EQUIPMENT
i. Cryogenic transfer equipment
2. Necessary instrumentation to support test
3. LM interface simulator
FACILITIES
i. Cryogenic area
2. Rack support fixture
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TEST TITLE
Tobke XIV. (Cont.)
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TE]T NUMB}m
Rack (ATM) Operations Sequence ]7.3
T],_T O}ITECTIVE
To demonstrate eompatfbility between the subsysteJ_m when
operated in a mission sequence.
T]_T CONE IGU_KETION
Rack prototype with support subsystems installed.
T_ST D_CRIPTION
PREPARATION
The _ack will be in the vertical position. GSE will be checked
out and connected. A simulator will be utilized to provide re-
quired interfaces between the Rack and the A_4 o _1 __a_i bc and _.
Solar panels will be simulated, Individual subsystems will have
been verified prior to this test. Cryogenics will not be used.
0P_RAT!0N
mission s_oueuce in compressed time. The operation will start
w_+_ l_+nrr m-oe_ed +.h_-o_._h_r_,_,_r,nk-in_, and o_q)it transfer,
docking with cluster, then performance of all operations (except
cryogenics) required for the mission.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
All subsystems will performwith CE_ specifications when
operated to the _ssion sequence.
SUPPORT REQUI_
GSE
1. Equipment to operate each subsystem
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. IN interface simulator
2. ATM %nterface simulator
3. Support fixture for the Rack
4. Solar panel simulators
FACILITIES
i. Area for Rack test performance
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Test Descriptions for Figure [8
r i_ irfl_T RUg]3 'ER
AT_d/Rack Suppor_ Subsystem Activation and Operation i@.i
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that the ATM/Rack subsystems will operate within
design specifications.
Ti_ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype fli_ configured ATM/Rack
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The ATM/Rack wi!_l be in the vertical position (launch position).
GSE will be checked out a_d co_ected. A T_ s_rza!ator "xi!l bc
utilized to provide interfaces between I_I and ATM/Rack. All
ATM/Rack pretests shall be performed, such as single point
ground, resistance measurements, etc. Electrical loads will be
simulated. The solar panels will be simulated.
0PEP_TION
F_ch subsystem will be tested indivia_aa!!y (except c_ogcnic
O
•_ _ O
.rW
Support Subsystem _ o __ _Q _
Solar Array Cabling x x
Electrical Power x x
Communication x x
Data [[anagement x x
Pointing Control x x
Fine Pointing Control x x
Water Storage X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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ATM/Rack Support Subsystem Activation and Operntlon (continued)
During this test, cca_patibility will be de,tIonstr_bed wLth al_F
GSE utilized to support this program.
Interface simulators will be utilized to provide lo_ds, and
provide and monitor interface signals. Electrical interfaces
will be demonstrated wighin specification by use of these simu-
lators during subsystem operation.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
All subsystems shall operate to CEI specifications
SUPPORT F_EQUIRt_'iENTS
t
GSE
i.
2.
ArM/Rack handling and transport GSE
Equipment to f_mctional]y check the ATM/Rack support systems
(portable)
i. Y/4 interface si_ulaSor
o. Solar _rra_ ........
FACILITIES
Area to contain ATM/Rack and support equipment for an ambient
functional.
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TEST TITLE TE ST NUMBER
ATM/Rack Experiment Performance 18.2
TE ST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that ATM/Rack experlmeut will operate wlthin des|gn
specificat ions,
IG ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM/Rack
TE ST DE SC RIPTION
PREPARATION
The ATM/Raek will be in the vertical position. GSE will be
checked out and connected. A LM simulator will be utilized to
provide interfaces between LM and ATM/Rack. All ATM/Rack pre-
tests shall be performed such as alignment single point ground,
resistance measurements, etc. Electrical loads will be simu-
lated. The solar array will be simulated.
OPERATION
The following experiments will be operated individually in con-
junction with the various support subsystems. Refer to _,¢t__ou
5 for integration test requiremei_s for these experiments:
S020 - UV X-ray Solar Photography
S052 - White Light Coronography
S053A - UV Coronal Spectrograph
S053B - UV Spectrograph
8054 - X-ray Spectrographic Telescope
8055A - UV Spectrometer
S055B - UV Spectrometer _V Spectroheliometer)
S055C - UV Spectrometer - H_ Telescope
S056 - X-ray Telescope
MSFC57 - Gravity Simulation Workbench
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The experiment will operate within CEI Specifications when
operated in conjunction with the support subsystems.
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A'I_41R_¢k Expcrimeul L'_,rform:_i_co (,out]llued)
iSUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. ATMIRack handling and traasport GSE
2. Equipment to support tile operation of the ATM experiments
3. Equipment to operate each subsystem
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. LM interface simulator
2. Solar Array simulator
FACILITIES
I. Area to contain ATMIRack and support equipment for ambient
functional.
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TEST TITLE
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TE ST NUMBER
ATM/Rack Operations Sequence 18.3
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that all ATM/Rack subsystems and experiments ar_
compatible when operated in a mission sequence.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM/Rack
TE ST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The ATM/Rack will be in the vertical position. GSE will be
checked out and connected. A LM simulator will be utilized to
provide interfaces between LM and ATM/Rack. The individual
subsystems and experiments will have been verified prior to this
operations sequence test. The solar array power supply will be
simul ated.
OPERATION
The subsystems and experiments on the ATM/Rack will be operated
in a mission sequence in compressed time. The operation will
start with iiftoff, proceed through docking with cluster, then
performance of all operations required for the mission.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
Demonstrate compatibility of all subsystems and experiments
during their operation in a mission sequence.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i.
2.
Equipment to functionally check the ATM/Rack subsystems
Equipment to support the operation of the ATM experiments
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. LM [nterface simulator
2. Solar array simulator
3o Instrumentation necessary to support the test program.
ED-2002-49
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T_,ble XV. (Cont.)
A_M/Rock Operations Seque1_ce (continued)
F AC ILITI E S
i. Area to contain ATM/Rack and support eq.ipment for an
ambient functional.
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TE ST NUMBER
ATM/Rack Vibration (Launch) - Part i 18.4.1
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that the ATM/Rack can survive vibrations encountered
during launch.
TE ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM/Rack
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The ATM/Rack will be installed on a vibration shaker utilizing
a SLA structure simulator. The SLA simulator will provide the
SLA attach points, simulate the structure and provide attach-
ment to the shaker table. An LM mass simulator will be installed
on top of the ATM/Rack. An LM electrical simulator will be
utilized to provide interfaces between the LM and ATM/Rack.
Prior to the test all systems and experiments shall be verified
operational. Liquids will be simulated.
OPERATION
The ATM/Rack will be subjected to vibration in three axis to the
criteria specified in the ATM/Rack CEI Specification. The
ATM/Rack subsystems and experiments will be in the same con-
figuration as at launch. Vibration levels will be monitored.
After the test is complete a functional test will be performed
on the AIM/Rack to verify no damage has resulted from the
induced vibration.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The AIM/Rack shall sustain no damage during the vibration test
and all subsystems and experiments shall operate within speci-
fication after the test°
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. ATM handling and transport GSE
2. Equipment to functionally check the ATM systems
3, Equipment to support the operation of the AIM experir_.nts
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ATM/Rack Vibration (Launch) Part 1 (continued)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Fixture to attach to shaker table and simulate SLA structure
and attach points for ATM/Rack.
2. Instrumentation to monitor ATM/Rack vibration of st_[ectod
locat ions.
3. laX{ int:(;rface simulator
4. LM mass simulator
FACILITIE S
I. Shaker system to vibrate the ATM/Rack in three axes
(one at a time)
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TE ST TITLE
ATN/Rack Vibration (Orbit Tr,'ln::fer) - P_rl: 2
TE ST NUMBER
18.4.2
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that the ATM/Rack can survive vibrations encountered
during orbit transfer.
TE ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured AYM/Rack
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The ATM/Rack will be suspended from several selected attach
points. A LM structural interface simulator will be attached
to the LM/ATM interface to provide the point for vibration in-
put. A LM electrical simulator will provide the electrical
interface between the IAM and ATM/Rack. The vibration input
to the ATM/Rack will simulate the vibration imparted to the
ATM through the LM. Prior to the test, all systems and experi-
ments shall be verified operational. Liquids will be simulated°
OPE RATIO N
The ATM/Rack will be subjected to vibrations in three axis to
the criteria specified in the ATM/Rack CEI specification.
The ATM/Rack subsystems will be in the same configuration as
during orbit transfer. Vibration levels will be monitored.
After the test is complete a functinnal test will be performed
on the ATM/Rack to verify no damage has resulted from the
induced vibration.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The ATM/Rack shall sustain no damage during the vibration test
and all sybsystems and experiments shall operate within speci-
fication.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
I. ATM/Rack handling and transport GSE
2. Equipment to functionally check the ATM/Rack systems
3. Equipment to support the operation of the ATM experiments
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ATM/Rack Vibration (Orbit Transfer) - Part 2
Page 21.3
(COl1 t itltted)
SPECIAL TE ST EQUIPMENT
i. Fixture to suspend the ATM/Rack
2. LM structural interface simulator
3. LM electrical interface slmulator
4. Instrumentation ro monitor tile ATM/Rack vibration at selected
locations
FACILITIES
I. Area to suspend the ATM/Rack
2. Shaker system to induce the vibration
• . 1
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TE ST TITLE TE ST NUMBER
ATM/Rack Shock (Launch) - Part I 18.5.1
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that the ATM/Rack can survive the shock encountered
d,lrlug launch.
ITEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM/Rack
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREP ARAT ION
The ATM/Rack will be installed on a shock table with a fixture
that will simulate the SLA structure and provide the SLA attach
points for the ATM/Rack. The ATM/Raek will be positioned in the
launch position. A LM mass simulator will be installed on top
of the ATM/Rack. A LM electrical simulator will provide the elec-
trical interface between the kM and ATM/Rack. Prior to the test,
all subsystems and experiments shall be verified operational.
Liquids will be simulated.
OPERATION
The ATM/Rack will be subjected to a launch shock to the levels and
axis specified in the ATM/Rack CEI Specification. During the
test all systems and experiments will be in the launch configuration.
Shock levels will be monitored. After the shock test, a functional
test will be performed to verify that no damage has resulted
from the induced shock.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The ATM/Rack shall sustain no damage during the shock test, and all
subsystems and experiments shall operate within specification after
the test.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
I. A_M/Rack handling and transport GSE
2. Equipment to functionally check the ATM/Rack subsystems
3. Equipment to support the operation of the ATM experiments
..... J
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ATM/Rack Shock (Launch) Part i (continued)
I):Ig( ' 2 ] 5
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I° Fixture to attach to shock table and simulate the SLA
structure and attach points
2. Instrumentation to monitor shock levels at selected loca-
tions
3, LM Mass Simulator
4. LM electrical interface simulator
FACILITIES
I. Facility to perform shock'test
2. Shock table capable of holding the ATM/Rack SLA simulator
in launch position
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TEST TITLE
TEST NL_BER
ATM/Rack Shock (Orbit) - Part 2 18.5.2
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that ATM/Rack can survive the shock encountered
during orbit transfer and docking.
TE ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM/Rack
TE ST DE SCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The ATM/Rack will be suspended in the horizontal position with
the slings attached to several selected positions. A LM mass
simcelator will be attached to the ATM/Rack. A LM electrical
simulator will provide the electrical interface between the LM
and ATM/Rack. Prior to the test, all subsystems and experiments
shall be verified operational. Liquids will be simulated.
_ _R_ _ON
The test will be performed in two parts:
I. The first part will verify orbit transfer. Ordnance will be
placed at a point that wlii slmulate the shock load induced
by the CSM propulsion system start. The shock level will be
to the criteria specified in the ATM/Rack CEI Specification.
2. The second part will verify docking to the MDA. Ordnance
will be placed at a point that will simulate the shock load
induced by the maximum docking impact as specified in the
ATM/Rack CEI specification.
Shock levels will be monitored during the test. At the completion
of each shock test a functional test will be performed to verify
that no damage has resulted from the induced shocK.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The ATM/Rack shall sustain no damage during the shock test and
all subsystems and experiments shall operate with specification
after the test.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
I. ATM handling and transport GSE
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ATM/Rack Shock (Orbit) - Part 2 (continued)
Page 2 [7
2. Equipment to functionally check the ATM/Rack subsystems
3. Equipment to support the operation of the ATM experiments
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Fixture to suspend the ATM/Rack combination
2. Instrumentation to monitor the shock levels at specified
locat ions
3. LM mass simulator
4. LM electrical interface simulator
FACILITIES
I. Facility to perform shock test with ATM/Rack suspended in
horizontal position
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TEST TITLE
ATM/Rack Acoustic
TEST OBJECTIVE
TEST NUMBER
18.6
Demonstrate that the ATM/Rack can survive the acoustlc vibra-
tions encountered during launch.
TE ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype fllght configured ATM/Rack
TE ST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The ATM/Rack will be installed in an acoustic test area utiliz-
ing a SLA simulator. The SLA simulator will consist of mounting
provisions for the ATM/Rack, simulate the SLA structure and panels.
A LM mass simulator will be installed on top of the ATM/Rack. A
LM electrical simulator will provide the electrical interface
between the LM and ATM/Rack. Prior to the acoustic test all
systems and experiments shall be verified operational,
OPE RATION
The ATM/Rack/SLA sh.ll be subjected to thin 1_,,neb =_co,,_-ticvi-
brations as specified in the ATM/Rack CEX Specification.
This test may be performed in more than one part if required.
The acoustic sound pressure shall be induced through the SLA
panels to the ATM. All systems and experiments will be in the
launch mode. After the acoustic test, a functional test shall
be performed to verify that no damage has resulted from the
acoustic vibration.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The ATM/Rack shall sustain no damage during the acoustic test a_%d
all systems and experiments shall operate with specification
after the test.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
I. ATM/Rack handling and transport GSE
2. Equipment to functionally check the ATM/Rack systems
3. Equipment to support the operation of the ATM experiments
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ATM/Rack Acoustic (co_tilu,ed)
(Cont.)
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SPECIAL '[I£ST EQUII_MENT
i. Fixture to simulate the SLA panels, ATM/Rack ,ttach points
and structure
2. Instrumentation to monitor acoustic vibration levels at
specified locations
3. LM mass simulator
4. LM electrical interface simulator
FAC ILl TIE S
i. Facility to perform ATM/Rack/SLA acoustic test
' i I
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TE ST TITLE
TEST NUMBER
ATM/Ruck Thermal Vacuum 18.7
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that the ATM/Rack can survive and operate in a
simulated space environment.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM/Rack
TE ST DESCRIPTION
The ATM/Rack will be installed in a thermal vacuum chamber on
a fixture that allows the ATM to be rotated to two positions;
pointed directly at the sola_ source and rotated 90 °. This
fixture will thermally simulate the LM. An IR cage will simu-
late reflected solar energy. Shadowing will be provided to
simulate the deployed solar panels. Cryogenics will be simu-
lated. A LM electrical simulator will be provided outside the
chamber with electrical cabling between the LM simulator and
the AiM/RacK. Toe ATM/Rack will undergo a simulated mission
to verify all systems and experiments are operational under
ambient conditions prior to start of the thermal vacuum test.
The solar array power supply will be simulated.
OPERATION
The ATM/Rack will be subjected to the following conditions:
i. With the ATM pointed directly toward the solar source and
solar panel shadowing and power supply simulated, the AIM/
Rack will go through a simulated m:lssion operations sequence.
Each system and experiment will be monitored to verify no
adverse effects from the solar simulation.
2. The ATM/Rack will be rotated so that the side of the ATM
package will be subjected to the solar source. A mission
sequence will not be performed. The thermal control system
will be monitored to verify that it is capable of maintain-
ing desired temperatures within the ATM package, with
systems and experiments secured.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
All systems and experiments will operate within specification
during the simulated mission performed under a thermal vacuum
environment.
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ATM/Rack Thermal Vacuum (continued)
SUPPORT REQlrlREME NTS
GSE
I. ATM handling and transport GSE
2. Equipment to functionally operate the ATM/Rack system8
3. Equipment to support the operation of the ATM experiments
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Support and rotation fixture for the ATM/Rack (also LM
Thermal Simulator)
2. Solar array power supply simulator,
3. Solar panel shadowing simulator
4. Instrumentation to mnnitor the systems and experiments on
the ATM/Rack LM electrical simulator.
F AC ILITIE S
I. Facility that contains a thermal vacuum chamber large
enough to allow 90 Q rotation of the ATM/Rack inside the
chamber. Chamber has full solar and IR capability
2. IR cage to simulate reflected solar energy
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TEST NUMBER
ATM/Rack Electromagnetic Comp_itibility (EMC) 18.8
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that the ATM/Rack will operate properly in a speci-
fied electromagnetic enviro_iment.
TE ST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM/Rack
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The ATM/Rack will be placed in a screen room. A LM electrical
simulator will be utilized to provide the interface between the
LM and ATM/Rack. Test equipment wlll be set up to induce certain
levels of electromagnetic interference. Electromagnetic monitor-
ing systems will be installed in the ATM/Rack subsystems. Prior
to the EMC tests, all systems and experiments shall be verified
operational and the EMC monitoring systems will be calibrated.
OPERATION
The ATM/Rack will be operated in a simulated orbit electromaK-
netic environment. Systems and experiments will be monitored
to verify operation is not altered from the ambient functional
performed prior to test. The EMC monitoring equipment will
evaluate all systems to verify at least the margin of safety
specified in the ATM/Rack CEI Specifications.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The simulated electromagnetic environment shall produce no more
than a specified level of interference on aay ATM Rack subsystem or
experiment.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
I. ATM/Rack handling and transport GSE
2. Equipment to functionally check the AIM/Rack systems
3. Equipment to support the operation of the ATM experiments
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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Table XV. (Cont.)
ATM/Rack Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) (contim,ed)
SPECIAL _TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Equipment to induce EMI
2. Instrumentation to monitor systems and experiments for EMI
3. LM electrical interface simulator
4. EMI monitors
5. RF transparent support fixture for the ATM/Rack
F ACILIT IE S
i. Screen room to contain ATM/Rack
2. External work platforms
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TE ST TITLE
TEST NUMBER
ATM/Rack Mass Properties 18.9
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that the mass properties of the ATM/Rack meet
design specifications.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured ATM/Rack
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The load cells, slings and ATM/Rack attach rigging will be
callbrated/checked out prior to the mas. n_nn.r_=_ teD+
OPERATION
The ATM/Rack mass propertles will include weight, center of
gravity (three-axis) and mass moment of inertia (two-axls).
I CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The mass DroDertles of _hP A TM/W.P_ eI-_,,!I _,_ ..... _.u _U-w _,,JA LLLC
engineering analysis.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
I. ATM/Rack handling and transport GSE
SPECIAL TEST EUIPMENT
I. Mass properties equipment
FACILIT_S
I. _rea to perform mass properties test (ATM/Rack both vertical
and horizontal).
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4. INTERCARRIER VERIFICATION TEST PROGRAM
4.1 General - The intercarrler verificatlon test program
is designed to verify the systems compatibility of the various
integrated experiment modules in the launch and orbit configura-
tions. This test program is based on the assumption that all
components, experiments, subsystems and integratedexperlment
modules used in this test program have been qualified or at
least undergone individual design verification testing includ-
ing EMC tests.
The test program will be divided into three basic parts:
a. Launch compatibility tests
b. Flights AAP I and 2 orbit configurationcompati-
bility tests
c. Fligh_AAp i, 2, 3 and 4 orbit configuration
compatibility tests
Launch configuration tests on Flights AAP i, 2, 3 and 4
hardware combinations will verify the mechanical and electrical
interfaces between carriers and between carriers and GSE.
The launch EM_. _==t _11 be .o_=A ._ F_C A,,.,..
......... ¢ ................ - - _ ..... b the
launch pad RF open loop test.
"Plne_`` l_l.l_lnt- A^'D 1 _.A,, 2 _.k*8. ___A:_ ...... • ..... J',',
performed utilizing a combination of the S-IVB, IU, SLA (lower),
AM, MDA, LM&SS and the CSM. The orbit operations demonstrated
utilizing this configuration will be those included in the
following: OWS passivation and activation, OWS experiment
operation and OWS securing (undock Flight AAP I CSM).
The Flight AAP I, 2, 3 and 4 orbit configuration teat will
be performed utilizing a combination of the S-IVB, IU, SLA
(lower), AM, MDA, LM&SS, RM, LM, ATM/Rack and the CSM. The
orbit operations demonstrated utilizing this configuration
will be those included in the following: re-actlvatlon of the
OWS and continuing through 0WS experiment operation, ATM/Rack
experiment operation and de-actlvation of the cluster (undock
of Flight AAP 3 CSM).
The cluster systems compatibility test sequence proposed
for each orbit configuration will start with support subsystem
tests, the individual experlnent tests and finally a simulated
mission test. After this basic test sequence is completed, an
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open loop (antenna system) KMC test will be conducted. The
final test segment to be completed on each orbit configuration
will be the contingency tests to verify critical system malfunc-
tions and emergency procedures.
4.1.1 Test Objectives - The basic test objectives of the
intercarrier verificntion test program is to verify the compoti-
bility of the iutegrated experiment module interf_ces (reference
figure 19 for single llne interfaces) and to verify systems
level operation of the various launch and orbital experiment
module configurations. The mission sequences to be verified
and the experiment module configurations to be utilized for
these sequences are indicated in figure 20.
The integrated experiment module Intercarrier test program
will be performed under ambient environmental conditions. No
environmental tests will be imposed on the orbital configura-
tions. The specific objectives of the intercarrier verifics-
tlon test program are:
a Experiment Integration
(I) Verify that all flights AAP 1,2_3 and 4 experl,
ments can be properly stored during _h= I....._=
boost portion of their respective flights.
ments can be properly removed from storage, handled,
installed and activated.
(3) Verify on orbit mission configurations i/2
and 3/4, that experiment performance is within
design tolerances when operated in a normal
mission sequence and integrated into the space-
craft.
b. Support Subsystem Operation
(I) Verify on orbital mission configurations 1/2
and 3/4, that support subsystem performance is
within design tolerance when operated in a normal
mission sequence.
c. Man-Machine Compatibility
(i) verify that the astronauts capability to
operate and maintain spacecraft equipment is not
compromised by spacecraft design.
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d. Spacecraft Module Interface
(I) Verify the design adequacy of carrier to
carrier structural, mechanical and electrical
interfaces.
e. Ground Station Compatibility
(I) Verify the capability of the ground station
to support each of the AAP 1/2 and 3/4 missions.
f. Therma i Balance
(I) By analysis of experiment module thermal
vacuum tests, the cluster configuration scale
model tests and OWS full scale thermal vacuum
test, verify that the environmental control
system(s) employed during the orbital missions
1/2 and 3/4 are capable of maintaining man and
equipment thermal environments within prescribed
to lerance s.
g. Electromagnetic Compatibility
(I) Verify that the launch configured spacecraft of
Flights AAP i, 2z 3 and 4 are not adversely
affected by the launch site electromagne'tlc en-
vlronment.
(2) Verify that the launch configured spacecraft
of Flights AAP I, 2, 3 and & do not adversely affect
other AAP systems. ".........
(3) Verify • ectromagnetic compatibility of the
orbit configu:ed spacecraft of Fllghts AAP i and 2,
and 3 and 4. " "
h. GSE Compatibility
(I) Verify that the launch configured spacecraft
of Flights AAP it 2, 3 and 4 can be controlledp moni-
tored and serviced by the applicable AAP ground .......
support equipment.
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i. Contingencies
(i) Verify equipment performance end procedural
methods developed for the following situations:
(e) Foilure of one or more flights
(b) Malfunctioning of critical equl_eent
(c) Alternate grouping of experiments
(d) Emergencies
4.1.2 Test Configuration
4.1.2.1 Test Articles - The various test article configura-
tions that were envisioned as candidates for the cluster test
program were evaluated in a trade study performed on 23 February
1967 (reference ED-2002-69, "Configuration Trade Study, Cluster
Verification Test"). An excerpt from this trade study, figure
21, graphically shows the percentage of total cluster test ob-
Jectives that can be accomplished by each candidate configuration.
The candidate configurations are shown in figure 22. The
description of test articles utilized in this trade study is
_nc!uded in figure 23.
The conclusion of this trade study indicates the following
nv_fp'r'pnc_, oF r1,,m_v" r".nc'14dat'p rnnf_._,_'m_4nnm. 1 _ 2 7 _,,nd4.
¢ .................................... Q ........... j- j--j.. ......
date configurations 4, 5 end 6 would have to be evaluated further
to determine their value in a cluster test program.
Candidate I is the basis for the intercarrier verification
test program proposed in this plan. Alternates to Candidate 1,
the use of all prototype hardware except the LM&SS, will depend
on integrated experiment module availability, cost and schedule
and the degree of risk that can be tolerated. Determlnationof
the alternates is beyond the scope of this test plan and will be
the subject of s separate study performed during phase D.
4.1.2.2 Cluster Confi_urstlon Orientation - The cluster
configuration will be assembled, starting with the placement
of the S-IVB/IU combination, and followed by placement of the
lower SLA, AM, MDA and CSM along a common centerllne. The orien-
tation of the MDA will be with the _S docking port in the up
position (an LMASS electrical simulator may be utilized for all
tests except the EMC test, wh, n the L_S semlfunctional mockup
is required). When the Flights /__'P i_ 2_ 3 and 4 orbit configuration
is assembled, the LM/A_M rack combination will be added to one
.: ltfARTIN ltfAillJrlr'rA OORPORATI@N
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side MDA port and the RM will be added to the other port (the
bottom port is not utilized).
The ATM/Rack and SLA solar arrays are electrically simu-
lated for all testing except the EMC test program. During EMC
testing the two solar array systems are both electrically and
mechanically simulated.
The centerline of the cluster will be approximately 23 to 25 inches
above the floor level to allow the solar arrays to be installed
on the top and bottom of the S-IVB and to allow the full solar
array to be installed on the ATM/Rack during YMC testing.
(Ref. figure 24.)
Figure 24. End View, Cluster Configuration
With Solar Arrays
4.1.2.3 Support Fixtures - The support fixtures for the
cluster will support each integrated experiment module in a
specific position to allow cluster assembly and test. These
•fixtures will be interlocking to provide a firm base for the
cluster. The fixtures will be made of wood or other RF trans-
parent material to allow antenna system to be operated open
loop with a minimum of reflected interference. The following
is a basic description of each fixture.
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a. Test Fixture for the S-IVB/IU - The S-IVB/IU
will be supported on a fixture in the horizontal
position. This fixture will be set in place by
an overhead crane. The S-TVB/IU will be supported
in this fixture by cradles. This fixture will raise
the S-IVB at least 13 feet off the floor to allow
the EMC test to be performed and to allow access to
all areas of the S-IVB during test.
b. Test Fixture for the SLA/AM- This fixture will
support the SLA and AM (mated) in the horizontal
position and will be set in place by an overhead
crane and locked to the S-IVB support fixture. The
SLA/AM will be attached to this fixture at the IU
attach points and the SLA/AM attach points. (The
fixture will be built in such e way as to allow the
IU and SLA to be mated.) The fixture will support
the SLA/AM high enough off the floor to mate with
the S-IVB (approximately 23-25' floor to centerline
of the SLA/AM). The fixture will have vernier ad-
Justments in the vertical, to the left and right of
the centerline, and along the centerllne.
c. Test Fixtures for the MDA a CM_ SM & I/q - Each
fixture will support the module in the horizontal
positien 3n _-_=_ _LLU W_ De set in place by
an overhead crane and locked to the other support
fixtures for the cluster. Other features of this
fixture are the same as item b - SLA/AM.
d. Test Fixtures for the RM & ATM/Rsck - Each fix-
ture will support the module in the horizontal
position with attachment to the rack structure.
Other features of this fixture are the same as
item b - SLA/AM.
e. Test Fixture,for the I/4&SS - This fixture will
support the LI_S:_ in the vertical position with
the docking coll_r that mates with the MDA in the
down position. The fixture will be set in place
by an overhead crane, with the four support legs
attached to the fixture supporting the MDA. The
I/_SS will be supported at the SLA attach points.
(The four SLA attach point legs on the rack may be
removed and the support fixture tied to the rack
structure.) Other features of the fixture are the
same as item b - SLA/AM.
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4.1.2.4 Internal Platforms and Ladders for Cluster Operation -
Cluster test operations will be performed in a one "_' environ-
ment in an orientation described in section paragraph 4.1.2.2.
In this environment, access and movement inside each cluster
integrated experiment module will require platforms and ladders.
Illustrations of these requirements are shown in figures 25
through 29.
4.1.3 Major Test Description - The basic objective of the
cluster system compatibility test program is to verify the com-
patibility of the integrated experiment modules in the two basic
orbit configurations of Flights AAP 1 and 2 experiment module8 and
Flights AAP I, 2, 3 and 4 experlmen= modules.
The cluster systems compatibility test program will verify
all orbital operations possible, within the constraint of the
ground checkout environment, that are accomplished during these
flights, and in addition, verification of critical malfunction
corrective actions snd emergency procedures and performance of
special tests (i.e., parametric voltage, contingency tests,
etc.).
The cluster test program for the n_-hi't-...... I =_= =?, _n_A _I, 2,
3 s_r!_!h configurations are basically performed in the same
sequence. This sequence is depicted in the following paragraphs.
4.1.3.1 Subsystem/Experiment Compatibility Tests
a. Test ObJec:ives - The basic objectives to be
demonstrated during thls test program are: Experi-
ment Integration, Support Subsystem Operations,
Man-Machine Compatibility, Spacecraft Module,
Interface Ground Station Compatibility, and Limited
EMC (antennas operated closed loop).
b. Prere_uisites - Prior to starting the subsystem/
experiment compatibility test program, EMC moni-
toring systems will be installed at selected loca-
tions to detect any EMC problems that may occur
outside the open loop EMC test program and to pr_
vide information to determine a baseline for systems
operation during the EMC test program.
c. Test SeRuence - The subsystem/experiment com-
patibility test program will start with support
subsystem tests, the individual experiment test
and finally a simulated mission test.
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All support subsystems will be tested prior to any experl-
ment tests. These subsystem will be turned on in a mission
sequence. Support subsystem parametric testing will be performed
during this test phase.
After the support subsystem testing is complete, each ex-
periment will be turned on one at a time in a mission sequence.
This test phase basically verified the individual experiment
and the cluster support subsystem compatibility.
Completion of the individual experiment checkout will be
followed by a mission simulation test. This teat will be per-
formed with the subsystems and experiments operated in a mission
sequence. Simultaneous operation of experiments will be deter-
mined by the experiment operation tlmellnes, however, the operat-
ing times will be abbreviated.
4.1.3.2 EHC Test (Open Loop Antenna Operation)
a. Test Objective - The basic objective of the
EMC test program is to verify the electromagnetic
compatibility of the integrated experiment modules,
support subsystems and experlments whe_-, o_ex-ated
in a mission sequence.
b. Prerequisites
(I) Confi_uratlon - The cluster configuration
for this test will be the same as the previous
test except the S-IVB and A_q/Rack solar array
simulators will be installed and the Ib_SS
semifuncti0nal mockup will be installed. In
addition, the remaining EMC test monitors will
be installed and connected to pcrtable record-
ers or landline instrumentation.
(2) PrereRuiaite Teats - A mlsalon sequen_-e
will be performed with the antennas operated
closed loop and all EMC monitoring equipment
operating to determine a baseline prior to
the start of the open loop EMC test. After
this test is complete, all landline connections
possible will be removed, the airborne power
system transferred to batteries, and the antenna
systems set+'up for open loop operation.
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c. Test Sequence - The EMC test program will
start with the operation of each antenna system
individually and culminate with a mission sequence.
Each antenna system will be operated one at a time
with the experiments not operating. Subsystem
elements will be monitored to detect detrimental
effects.
4.1.3.3
At the completion of this teat phase, a mission
simulation test will be performed with the subsys-
tems and experiments operated in a mission sequence.
Experiments and subsystems will be operated to a
predicted mission timeline sequence, but to abbre-
viated time.
Continsency Tests
a. Test Objective Contingency tests are performed
on the two orbit configuration to verify the follow-
ing :
(I) Demonstrate corrective actions required
due to critical subsystem malfunction which
affect astronaut safety.
(2) Verify that the malfunction analysis of
critical failures is correct.
b. Prerequisites - Prior to starting the contingency
test program, the subsystem/experiment compatibility
and EMC test programs must have been completed to
establish s firm baseline.
c. Test Sequence - The test sequences will be
established after a complete malfunction analysis
has been completed.
4.1.4 Ground Support Eqt:ipment - The cluster test program
will be performed with each cluster control station manned to
simulate orbit operations. M_st of the test will be performed
by either automatic signals sent by cluster sequencing equip-
ment or by the test personnel at the various cluster control
station locations. The ground station will be simulated to pro-
vide simulation of the up links and down links between the cluster
and the ground stations. Some landlines will be required for such
items as airborne power simulation (for solar arrays), ECS heat
sinks, additional instrumentation, etc.
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The actual integrated experiment module GSE, or equipment
simulating this GSE, will be required to checkout the module
prior to its operation in the cluster and in the event that
support subsystem problems occur during the cluster test pro-
gram. This GSE would not be required during the cluster opera-
tion wlth the exception of the GSE required to allow experiment
module operations to be performed because of the ground checkout
environment (i.e., ground heat sinks, solar array power simu-
lators, etc.). In addition to the test and checkout GSE, trans-
port and handling GSE will be required for each carrier.
The major pieces of GSE required for each module to check
out the module prior to the cluster test program and those re-
quired during the cluster test program are identified in figure
30. The DDAS, DEE and Gemini ground station are the main pieces
of GSE utilized during the cluster test program to provide the
RF link with the cluster. Addltionsl monitors may be required
during cluster EMC testing to better evaluate the re_ctlons of
the various subsystems when exposed to the EMI environment likely
to occur on orbit. Critical parameters (ordnance circuits, etc.)
will be monitored continuously probably by carry-on recorders
with data reduction to permit continuous monitoring.
The following paragraphs describe the major pieces of
ground support equipment.
4.1.4.1 Carrier Checkout GSE ReRulrements
a. CSM & LM - The RCA-IIOA system at MSFC in
conjunction wlth ACE type carry-on equipment
will be utilized for the carrier tests. An
interface adapter will be utilized between
the RCA-IIOA and ACE carry-on equipment to per-
form the following:
(i) Adapt the parallel computer information
from the RCA-IIOA to serial bi-phese informa-
tion for input to the carry-on ACE.
(2) Adapt the serial bi-phase information
from the ACE carry-on equipment to parallel
computer information for input to the RCA-
IIOA.
These carriers are to be used principally for
cluster type testing and therefore need not be com-
pletely checked. Areas that likely will not need
checking include the following:
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(i) Guidance and Navigation
(2) Propulsion System Operation
(3) Cryogenic Systems Operation
Fluid servicing equipment will be required during
carrier precluster checkout and cluster test opera-
tions, These tests will generally require pressure/
leak GSE, ground heat sinks and coolant servicing
GSE. CSM and LM fluid servicing GSE will be supplied
by the carrier contractor.
b. ATM/Rack - The ATM/Rack GSE identified by MSFC
will be required to verify that s satisfactory
checkout of the carrier has been performed prior to
any cluster operation. When problems are encountered
on the ATM during cluster tests, the ATM GSE will be
used to verify fixes and/or to isolate the problem
encountered.
There are no modifications anticipated for the
ATM/Rsck GSE hardware. The software required will
be investigated and minimized to expedite the re-
qui_ed Le_ problems.
Special stimuli such as a simulated solar source
will be provided by MSFC. Critical parameters will
be constantly monitored by carry-on recording equip-
ment with data reduction to permit continuous moni-
toring.
Fluid servicing of H20 and LN 2 during cluster
tests will be provided by existing GSE.
c. RM- The RM GSE has not been identified at
this time. An assumption has been made that the
carrier contractor will supply the necessary GSE.
No hardware modificstlons are anticipated for MSFC
testing. Software requirements will be analyzed
and minimized to expedite the carrier verification
as it relates to cluster usage. It is anticipated
that a significant reduction can be made in this
area since little or no resupply will be actually
implemented (no cryogenics, high pressure gases,
etc.) during the cluster test program. RM con-
tractor supplied GSE will be employed.
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d. AM - The GSE required to support the AM will
be that identified by McDonnell and will be needed
in its entirety. Checkout will be performed prior
to cluster testl_g and, when AM malfunctions are
encountered, to verify fixes and/or isolate problems
during cluster testing.
McDonnell presently plans to provide two sets
of GSE - one to be shipped to the MSOB at KSC and
later to the launch complex, the other destined for
MSC for training. The latter set would have to be
diverted to MSFC for cluster support.
Cluster operation will depend on AM ground
power except when performing the RFI portion of
the test. The McDonnell TM ground station will
be needed to monitor and record pertinent data
from the carrier. Critical parameters will re-
quire carry-on recorders with data reduction to
permi_ continuous monitoring.
Fluid servicing GSE will be required for coolant
servicing and to supply a ground heat sink during
cluster testing. All GSE will be contractor fur-
nished.
e. MDA - The MDA GSE has not been identified at
this writing. The required GSE will be nominal
unless the present MDA tasks are expanded consider-
ably. Ground handling, fluid servicing (leak test-
ing) and electrical GSE will not be modified in any
form. The same general concepts employed with the
checkout of other carriers will be followed.
f. LP_SS - The LM&SS:_aemifunctional mockup Utilized
in the cluster and associated tests at MSFC will pro-
vide interface and physical simulation of the actual
carrier. Verification at MSFC prior to use in the
cluster will probably consist of an electrical test
of the interface. It fs assumed that this can be
performed with existing capital equipment for the
most part with possibly some discrete type control
capability also required.
Cluster operation will be handled by TM monitors
and manually implemented stimuli. If critical para-
meters exist they will be handled in the same manner
as proposed for the 124, CaM, etc.
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g. S-IVB/IU - Cluster and associated tests will
include verification of the passivation circuitry
installed in the S-IVB/IU. This circuitry will be
verified by an RCA-IIOA system including existing
DDAS and DEE-3 capabilities. The command llnk
portion will be verified utilizing the existing
command and TMcapability.
4.1.4.2 General GSE Requirements for Cluster Test Operations -
The following GSE, in addition to providing checkout cap_billty
for the individual carriers of the cluster, will be required for
cluster operations. The major items in this category are as
follows:
a. DEE-_____3- This piece of GSE will be utilized to
monitor critical EMC and mission sequence parameters
not normally monitored or that require relatively
fast response capabilities for transient recording.
This system will not be used during EMI testing.
b. DDAS - Four channel DDAS capability is antici-
pated to handle the ATM, I_, CSM and carry-on PCM
svstems_ The _ & c_M _h=_np1_ ,_11 _=q _ -_A_
fications to permit the DDAS (72 KBPS capability)
to be compatible with the 51.2 KBPS PCM train
=,,,_i,ki° _ +_^-^ _a--__i_o.--- _-_,,=complete _y_em
will probably not includeall line drivers, llne
receivers, etc. associated with a standard KSC in-
stallation. Software changes will be incorporated
as required. Complete pre-detection recording and
some post detection recording end display will be
implemented.
c. Carry-On PC}{ System - This system will consist
of one each Mod. 3.1PCM unit, Mod. 410 multiplexer,
Mod. 270 multiplexer and CT-19B RF assembly. The
latter will be needed only during RFI tests when
the cluster should be connected to the ground through
RF links only.
d. Instrumentation Ground Station - This system will
be used in conjunction with the DDAS to receive, de-
modulate, demultiplex, decode and record TM data.
Additional capability exists for accommodating _M
and SSB carriers if the requirement develops.
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e. Ground Power Supplies - Two additional 28V
ground power supplies (one for the ATM and one for
the AM) will be required during cluster tests.
These will not be used, however, during EMI tests
since they would not permit isolation of the cluster
as desired.
f. Gemini Ground Station - A portion of the Gemini
ground station will be utilized during the cluster
test program to provide the RF link between the AM
and ground.
The ground station will also process the RF in-
formation.
4.1.4.3 Special Test Equipment - The special test equipment
required to supplement the GSE identified in the previous para-
graph in support of the cluster test program includes:
Platforms and Access Equipment
a. Inside Work Platforms - S-IVB - Portable work
p!stform8 and 1_dders wi!_ he req-_red _n_de thf_
S-IVB to reach all areas during experiment and sub-
system installation and operstloc.
b. Outside Work Platforms - Work platforms out-
side the test articles will be required for access
on all cluster configurations. The platforms for
access to the cluster will be movable (wheels) and
have one adjustable level. Platforms will support
500 pounds and have an area 3 feet by 5 fset. Plat-
form will extend from ground level to 35 feet high
and will have a 10-foot horizontal travel'.
c. Platforms Inside all Modules to Crawl/Walk -
Platforms to crawl or walk will be required inside
the following modules: AM, RM, MDA, LM, & CSM.
The platforms will be in sections to allow access
to equipment, consoles, etc. under the platforms.
The platforms will be light weight (fiberglass).
These platforms will have a variable 3-foot to 6-foot
length, approximately 2 feet wide. Platform support frames
will be required shaped llke a rr (cross member with
two legs) to lock into the platforms. Support
frames are 2' wide with two adjustable legs (1½ to
3 feet)with padding on the legs.
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Electrical Tools
a. Landline Instrumentation Harness - An instru-
mentation harness connecting all added instrumenta-
tion points on the cluster will be required. This
harness will connect approximately I000 instru-
mentation points to a central data system on the
cluster. Average run 50 feet.
In addition, a landllne instrumentation cable
between the cluster and the instrumentation ground
station will be required. Thls cable will be approxi-
mately 200 feet long.
b. Temporary Lighting Inside Cluster - Temporary
lighting will be required _nside the cluster in all
working areas to allow operations to be performed
when the normal _.-mdule systems are not operating or
during emergency conditions. Areas where lighting
is required ere S-IVB, AM, MDA, LM, RM and CM.
c. Communications System Between Test Locations -
A headset comm,,n!c.tlon__ system will be required
between all stations in the cluster, the outside
GSE test positions, the instrumentation ground
A .......
imately 35 positions are required wlth at least the
selection capability of 8 channels.
d. Central Timin_ Distrlbution System - Central
timing will be distributed to all GSE, ground sta-
tion, and special test equipment which contain re-
cording devices. This _ill allow synchronization
of all recordings. In addition, certain discretes
will be recorded over the same system.
e. Fire Alarm and Safety Szstem Inside Cluster -
A fire or emergency alarm system will be installed
in the cluster during testing. This system will
include a PA system and a bell alarm system. In
addition, standard fire fighting equipment will be
installed, i.e., portable extinguishers, etc.
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Mechanical Tools
a. Fixture to Support Zrectable Equipnmnt Which
Cannot Withstand a One "G" Environment - The
solar panels will require support when extended in
a one "G" environment. In addition, certain booms
which will be extended during testing will also
require additional support. These supports will
be a tripod system, with a smell cradle to support
the deployed device and extendable from 5 to 1O feet,
10 to 20 feet, end 20 to 40 feet.
b. ATM/Rack Solar Panel Simulators - The ATM/Rack
solar panels are required to provide RF reflection
during the cluster EMC test program. These panels
will be fabricated from the same outside material
as the actual panels (parts toward cluster). Four
panels will be required. These panels will be of
the same size and shape as the actual ATM/Rack
panels, but strong enough to support their own
weight.
c. 0WS Solar Panel Simulators - The OWS solar
panels are required to provide RF reflections during
the cluster EMC test program. These panels will be
fabricated from the same outside material as the
actual panels. Two panels are required. These
panels will be of the same size and shape as the
actual panels, but strong enough to support their
own weight (with support at two places along the
panel).
4.1.4.4 Experiment GSE - Experiments will be verified prior
to carrier installation in the experiment accommodations area at
MSFC.
Experiment peculiar GSE will be provided by the experiment
contractor and will be provisioned in the experiment accommoda-
tions area.
Fluid s_rvicing will be provided during cluster operation as
fo Ilows :
a. Experiment M489_ Heat Exchanger Service
H20 and vacuum pump to permit operation longer
than a few seconds.
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b. Experiment M493 1 Electron Beam Welding
Vacuum Pump needed to permit operation.
4.1.5 Facilities
4.1.5.1 Basic Requirements - The building to perform the
cluster test program needs to be large enough to allow complete
assembly of the Flights AAP 3 and 4 cluster in the horizontal position
as described in paragraph 4.1.2.2, "Cluster Configuration Orientation."
In addition, a clearance of 6 to 14 feet from all antennas should
be provided from all building reflective surfaces to obtain the
best results during the open loop EMC test sequence. The building
to accommodate these size requirements has to have an area approxi-
mately 135 feet long, 80 feet wide and 70 feet high to allow in-
stallation of the presently defined configuration shown ifl figure
16.
This building should also include the following items:
a. Pressurization Area - During the cluster test
program, certain subsystem components in the cluster
will be pressurized (3000 psia. N 2 in a 3 cublc-foot volume
or the entire cluster pressurized to 7 ps_g) Th_s
building must be capable of acco._dsting these
test requirements.
b. Overhead Crane - An overhead crane is needed
for the movement of the integrated experiment
modules.
c. Support Equipment Ares - In addition to the test
article, space is required for the cluster support
equipment, i.e., ground station, power supplies and
GSE for the integrated experiment modules and experi-
ments.
Two buildings have been considered for the cluster test
program, building 4708 and building 4755.
4.1.5.2 Building 4708 - Building 4708 has the following
specifications: a floor space area of 177 feet by 80 feet with
an overhead hook height of approximately 33 feet, and a ceiling
height of 43 feet. This area is surrounded by a blast screen
for pressurization testing. The ground station is positioned on
the si_e of the blast screen. (Reference figure 3])
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Figure 31. Building 4708 Floor Plan,
Pressurization Area
This building has the overhead crane, a pressurization
area, and a support equipment area (including a ground instru-
mentation system); howevpr_ the height of the ceiling does not
meet the size requirements. Figure 32 shows that the cluster
configuration can be accommodated. However, use of this build-
ing will have a degrading effect on the open loop EMC test
(i.e., basic structure should be no closer than 2 A from the
antennas or 6 to 14 _eet.
4.1.5.3 Building 4755 - Building 4755 has the follo,_Ing
specifications: A floor space area of 153 feet by 232 feet with an
overhead hook height of approximately 76-fe_t and a ceiling height
of 86 feet.
This building has an overhead crane, a support equipment
area, and adequate size to contain the cluster configuration.
A blast screen would have to be provided. The basic problem
with using this building is the present ground station location
which is in building 4708. At this location, a ground station
landline system will have to be provided between building 4708
ground station and building 4755 (approximately 3000 feet). An
RF llnk could be substituted for some of the landline system.
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4.1.6 Cluster Test Problem Areas - During the formul_tlon
of the cluster test program, several problem areas were identl-
fled. Each problem was investigated to the extent that a solu-
tion could be identified. The problems that were significant
are identified in the following Problem Summary (_Igure 33)
along with the basic solution. A detailed discussion on each
problem area is contained in the "Cluster Verification Test
Justification and Feasibility" technical study =_nd analysis
report, ED-2002-68, dated 17 March 1967.
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4.2 Prerequisites - The test programs to support the
intercarrler verification test program should be complete prior
to the start of the intercarrler tests.
Included in these prerequisites are the following:
a. Completion of the full-scsle mockup program to
determine compatibility of all mechnnical interfaces.
b. Completion of the scale model antenna test program
to determine optimum placement on ell antennas for the
various orbit configurations.
c. Completion of the thermal analysis of the orbital
configurations and/or completion of thermal model tests.
The details of the above test programs are found in the
development test section of this report.
4.3 Launch Configuration Competibilit_ Tests
4.3.1 F li_ht AAP I - The LM&SS is a new integrated experi-
ment mod.le _nd verification of the T-_SS access and servicing
during prelaunch will be performed. The launch configuration
will be assembled utilizing prototype test articles.
The Flight AAP I launch configuration EMC test will be re-
quired. Launch EMC will be performed as part of the flight hard-
ware prelaunch tests at KSC.
The detail of the Flight AAP i launch verification test
program is described in the following flow diagram (figure 34)
and accompanying test descriptions (Table XVI).
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TE ST TITLE
Table XVI.
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Teat Desc_iPtio_s for Fi_u__e__34......................
TEST NUMBER
Flight AAP I Prelaunch Fit Check 34.1
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that for Flight AAP I there are no structural
interface problems for prelaunch checkout.
TE ST CONFIGURATION
i. Prototype flight configured LM&SS
2. Prototype flight configured SLA
3. Prototype flight configured IU
TE ST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The IU/Lower SLA combination will be set up in the vertical
position as follows:
The IU support fixture will be positioned on the floor and the
T11 .n_ T_,.,=r SLA "_°_"°_ o- _ fixture _.....
............. _................... platforms
will be positioned at the same height as the launch platform
levels.
OPERATION
The LM&SS prototype will be lowered on the lower SLA attachment
area. The Upper SLA will be positioned over the LM&SS Rack and
attached to the Lower SLA. Verification will be made that no
incompatibilities exist at the structural interface and that no
interference exists between the LM&SS and SLA/IU.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
No structural interference problems shall exist between the
LM&SS and SLA/IU combination.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. LM&SS transport and handling equipment
2. SLA transport and handling equipment.
3. IU transport and handling equipment.
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Table XVI. (Cont.)
Flight AAP [ Prelnunch Fit Check (continued)
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SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. IU support fixture between floor and rU,
2. Internal work platforms.
FACILITIES
i. Area to perform physical fit to I_M&SS/SLA/IU in vertical position.
2. Overhead crane
3. Platforms for work a_cess (same levels as launch).
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TEST NUMBER
Flight AAP i Prelaunch Access Capability
TEST OBJECTIVE
34.2
Demonstrate Flight AAP 1 prel_unch checkout accessibility to LM_SS
TEST CONFIGURATION
I. Prototype flight configured LF_SS
2. Prototype flight configured SLA
3. Prototype flight configured IU
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The Flight AAP I prelaunch fit check shall have been oerformed and
the LM&SS, SLA and IU will be in the vertical position. Access
platforms will be positioned at the same height as the launch
platform levels. Prelaunch servicing GSE will be installed on
the applicable levels.
OPERATION
Flight servicing GSE will be connected and verification will be made
Lh.t all preiaunch ground servicing can be accomplished in prescribea
sequence. GSE compatibility will be demonstrated. Man-nmchlne re-
lationship will be verified. No fluids will be transferred.
(After test, the LM&SS, SLA and IU will be placed on transporters.)
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
I. Man-machlne relationship will be verified.
2. Prelaunch servicing GSE shall be demonstrated compatible with
flight hardware.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. Flight LM&SS servicing GSE
2. LM&SS, SLA&IU transport & handling GSE
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Internal work platforms
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Flight AAP I Prelaunch Access Cap_billty (continuad)
FACILITIES
I. Area to perform LMbSS/SLA/IU access check.
2. Platforms for work access (same levels as launah).
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TE ST TITLE
Flight A711) ]
TEST OBJECTIVE
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Table XVI.. (.Cont.) .......................
2E ST NUMBER
Lau_tcll 'IIMC 34.3
Demonstrate that launch EMI environment h_s no _dverse effect_,_
on carrier systems.
TE ST CONFIGURATION
The flight CSM and LM&SS will be installed on the lat|_ich vehicle
TEST DESCRIPTION
PRE PARATION
EHC monitoring equipment will be installed o_l the specified
carrier subsystems _nd exper:iments.
0 PE RATIO N
The effects of launch EMI on the c_irriers will be monitored during
the hlunch vehicle/spacecr_ift simulate boost ph_ise test sequence.
This test wiii be a|'Iopen loop [iF Lest. (No_1,,,ii f_puLiL, L__,L.)
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The launch environment sh_111 have no adverse effects oil the
carrier subsystems and experiments.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. GSE to support simulated launch program
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. EHC monitoring equipment
FACILITIES
i. Lau_ich vehicle test areal (normal Apollo test presel_tly
performed).
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4.3.2 F li_ht AAP 2 - The integrated experiment modules in-
volved in Flight AAP 2 are all new or modified and will require
verification of experiment module access and servicing during pre-
l_unch.
The verification of flight article EMC will be performed on
the flight articles at KSC.
The details of the Flight AAP 2 launch verification test
program are described in the following test flow dlagrom (figure
35) and accompanyillg test descriptions (Table XVII).
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TEST TITLE
Table XVII.
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Test Descriptions for Figure_35 ...........
TEST NUMBER
Flight AAP 2 Prelaunch Fit :Check 35.1
TEST OBJECTIVE
Dcmonstr:Ite that for FLight AAP _ there are no _:tructural inber['ace
problems for pre]aunch checkout.
TEST CONFIGURATION
i. Prototype flight configured AM
2. Prototype flight configured MDA
3. Prototype flight configured SLA
4. Prototype flight configured IU
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The IU/Lower SLA combination will be set up in the vertical
position as follows:
iiie J.o _3Li[.i_u/.L iJ.AUULC WJ..LJ. I._ [a U :J .L I,,. .I. ULLL_U ULL Lill_ _UUL iJLll.l Llle
IU and Lower SLA positioned on the fixture. Access platforms
will be positioned _it the s:Ime nelgnt as tile i_uuch platform
ieve is.
OPERATION
The AM prototype will be lowered on the Lower SI_\ attachment
are_. The MDA will be lowered and attached to the AM, then the
Upper SLA will be positioned over the AM/MDA and ntt:iched to
the Lower SLA. Verification will be made that no incompatibilities
exist at the structural interfaces and that no interference exi:;t:;
between the AM/MDA and SLA/IU.
CRIEERIA FOR SUCCESS
No structural interference problems shall exist between the AM/
MDA and SLA/IU combin:Ition.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i.
2.
AM transport and handling GSE.
MDA transport and handling GSE
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Table XVII. (Cont.)
Fli_ht AAP 2 Pr_l_mnch _t Ch_ck (continued)
3. SLA transport and handling GSE
4. IU transport and hsndling GSE
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. IU support fixture between floor and IU
2. Internal work platforms
FACILITIES
i. Area to perform physical fit of AH/MDA/SLA/IU in vertie:11
position
2. Overhead crane
3. P_atforms for work access (same levels _Is launch).
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Table XVII. (Cont.)
TEST TITLE TEST NUMBER
Flight AAP 2 Prelaunch Access Capability 35.2
"rEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate Flight AAP 2 prelaunch checkout accesoibility to
AMIMDA.
TEST CONFIGURATION
i. Prototype flight configured AM
2. Prototype flight configured MDA
3. Prototype fligllt configured SLA
4. Prototype flight configured IU
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The Fligllt AAP 2 prelaunch fit check shall have been performed and
the AM, MDA, SLA and IU will be in the vertical position.
Access platforms will be positioned at the same height as the
iauncn piat_orm ieveis. Preiauncn servicing GSE wiil i_e instaL-
led on the applicable levels.
0 PERAT ION
Flight servicing GSE will be connected and verification will be
made that _qll prelaunch ground servicing can be accomplished in
prescribed sequence. GSE compatibility will be demonstrated.
Man-nulchine rel,gtionship w_lL be verified. No f[ulds will he
tr;Insferred.
(After test, the AM, MDA, SLA and IU will be placed on transportors)
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. Man-machine relationship will be verified.
2. Prelaunch servicing GSE shall be demonstrated compatible
with flight hardware.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i.
2.
Flight AM/MDA servicing GSE.
AM, MDA, SLA, and IU transport and handling GSE.
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Flight AAP 2 Prelaunch Access Capability (continued)
SPECIAL I_ST EQUIPMENT
i. Internal work platforms
FACILITIES
I. Area to perform AM/MDA/SLA/IU access check
2. Platforms for work access (same levels as launch)
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TE ST TI TLE 'I_EST NUMBE R
F iight AAI' :__ I,r_uI_cl, ]!HC 35.3
'LqlST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that lat,nch EMI environment h_s uo adverse effects
on carrier sy:_tems.
TEST CONFIGURATION
The flight S-IVB, AM, MDA, IU, SLA and N_se Cone will have been
installed on the launcll vehicle.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
EMC monitoring equipment will be installed on the specified
carrier subsystems aad cxperimeats.
O PE RAT ION
The effect;; of launch EMI o, the carriers will be monitored du"ing
the launch vehicie/soacecraft s_-vtate boost _,_,se ,eat .._at...._
This test w_L"_ be au opep.. _,._opRF _.-._st_,,._,m_,'. ....l ApI,','L,"-,_,_.'_t).
CRI_RIA FOR SUCCESS
The launch environment shall have no adverse effects on the
carrier subsystems and experiments.
SUPPORT REQ[ IREI_ NTS
GSE
l. GSE to support simulated launch program
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
l. EMC monitoring equipment
FACILITIES
i. Launch vehicle test area (normal Apollo test presently
performed). ,
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4.3.3 Fll_ht AAP 3 - The RM is a new integrated carrier
and verification of the RM access and servicing during prelaunch
needs to be performed in the launch configuration. Th_s veri-
fication will be performed utilising prototype test srticles.
The verification of flight article EMC will be performed on
the flight articles at KSC.
The details of the Flight AAP 3 launch verification test
program are described in the following flow diagrams (figure 36)
and accompanying test descriptions (Table XVIII).
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Table XVIII. Test Descriptions for Figure 36
TE ST NUMBER
F [igilt AAP 3 Prel&unch Fit Check
IEST OBJECTIVE
36.1
D_unonstr_Ite th_it for Flight AAP 3 there art_ no _trucSu_'t_l int,erJ'_,_ce
problems for prelaunch chech_ut.
TEST CONFIGURATION
i. Prototype flight configured RM
2. Prototype flight configured SLA.
3. Prototype flight configured IU.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The IU/Lower SLA combination will be set up in the vertical
position as follows:
The IU support fixture will be positioned on the floor and the
IU and Lower SLA positioned on this fixture. Access ph_cforms
will be positioned st the same height as the launch platform
levels.
OPERATION
The F_4 prototype will be lowered on the Lower SLA att_ichment ar_,_.
The Upper SLA will be positioL1ed over the RM and att_iched to the
Lower SLA. Verification will be m_ide theft no iucomp_itibilitlcs
exist at the structural interface _Ind that no interference exists
between the RM and SLA/IU.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
No structural interference problems shall exist between the RM
and SLA/IU combination.
SUPPORT REQUIRE_NTS
GSE
i. RM transport and handling equipment.
2. SLA transport and handling equipment.
3. IU transport and handling equipment.
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Table XVIII. (Cont.)
Flight AAP 3 Prelounch Fit Check (contim,ed)
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SPECIAL 'I_ST EQUIPMENT
I. IU sl,pport fixture between floor and IU.
2. Internal work pl_Itforms
FACILITIES
i. Area to perform physicsl fit of RM/SLA/IU in verticol posit_o,1
2. Overhead crone.
3. PLatforms for work access (some levels as launch).
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TEST NUMBER
Flight AAP 3 Prelaunch Access Capability 36.2
'lEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate Flight AAP 3 prelaunch checkout accessibility to RM.
TEST CONFIGURATION
i. Prototype flight configured RM
2. Prototype flight configured SLA
3. Prototype flight configured IU
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The Flight AAP 3 preiaunch fit check shall have been performed _nd
the RM, SLA and IU will be i_ the vertical position. Access
platforms willbe positioned _t the same height as the launch
platform levels. Prelaunch servicing GSE will be installed on
the applicable levels.
OPERATIONS
Flight servicing GSE wii[ be com_ected and verification will be
made that oii prelaunch ground servicing con be accompli_,;hed in
prescribed sequence. GSE compatibility will be demonstrated.
Man-machine relationship will be verified. No fluids will be
transferred.
(After test, the RM, SLA & IU will be placed on transportors.)
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. Man-machine relationship will be verified.
2. Prelaunch servicing GSE shall be demonstrated compatible
with flight hardware.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i.
2.
Flight RM servicing GSE.
RM, SLA & IU transport aud handling GSE,
SPECIAL TEST RQUIP*_NT
l. luterua[ work platofrms.
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Table XVIII. (Cont.)
Flight AAP 3 Prelaunch Access Capability (continued)
FACILITIES
i. Are.1 to perform RM/SLA/IU _iccess check
2. Platforms for work _Iccess (same levels _is l_uL_ch).
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Table XVlII.
TEST TITLE
(Cont.)
TEST NUMBER
Flight AAP 3 Launch EMC 36.3
TEST OB4"ECTIVE
Demonstrate that Inunch EMI environment has nu adverse effects
on c_rrier systems.
TEST CONFIGURATION
The flight RM and CSM will be installe_{ on the launch vehicle.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PRE PARATIO N
EMC monitoring equipment will be installed on the specified
carrier subsystems and experiments.
OPERATION
The effects of launch EMI on tile carriers will be monitored
during the launch vehicle spacecraft simulate boost phase test
sequence, This test wi![ be _ op-on loop P_ t.e_t (......,_! ^_!!_
test). "............._ ..
cRITERIA FOR S;JCC___SS
The launch environment shall have no adverse effects on'the
carrier subsystems and experiments.
SUPPORT NEQUIREMENTS
GSE
I. GSE to support simulated launch program.
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPI_NT
i. EMC monitoring equipment
FACILITIES
i. Launch vehicle test area (normal Apollo test presently per-
formed).
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4.3.4 Flight AAP 4 - The integrated experiment modules in-
volved in Flight AAP 4 are all new or modified and will require
verification of experiment module access and servicing during
prelaunch. This verification will be performed utilizing pro-
totype test articles.
The vertficatiou of flight article EHC will be demonetrated
as a normal function of KSC prelaunch activities.
The details of the Flight AAP 4 launch verification test
program are described in the following test flow diagram _
(figure 37) and accompanying test descriptions (Table XIX).
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....Table xIx. Test Descriptions for F!_gure 37 .......................
TEST NUMBER
Flight AAP 4 Prelaunch Fit Check 37.1
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that for F[fght AAP 4 there are no structural interface
problems for prelaunch checkout.
TE ST CONF IGURATTON
i. Prototype flight configured 12d
2. Prototype flight configured ATM/Rack
3. Prototype flight configured SLA
4. Prototype flight configured IU
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The IU/Lower SLA combination will be set up in the vertical
position _is follows:
The IU support fixture will be positioned on tile floor and the
IU and Luwer SLA positioned ut_ this fixture. ._ccess platforms
will be positioned at tile same height as the launch platform
leve Is.
OPERATION
The ATM/Rack prototype will be lowered on the Lower SLA attnch-
ment area. The LM will be lowered and attached to the ATM/Rack,
then the Upper SLA will be positioned over the LM/ATM/Rack and
attached to the Lower SLA. Verification will be made th-_t no
incompatibilities exist at the structural interfaces and that
no interference exists between the LM/ATM/Rock and SLA/IU.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
No structural interference problems shall exist between the LM/
ATM/Rackmd SLA/IU combination,
SUPPORT REQUIREFENTS
GSE
I.
2.
LM transport and handling GSE
ATM/Rack transport and handling GSE
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Flight AAP 4 Prelaunch Fit Check (contiNued)
3. SLA trLnlsport and h_indling GSE
4. IU tronsport and handling GSE
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. IU support fixture between floor and IU.
2. Internal work platforms.
FAC ILITIE S
I. Area to perform physical fit of LM/ATM/Rack/SLA/IU in ver-
tical position.
2. Overhead cr_ne.
3. Platforms for work _eeess (same levels as launch).
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(Cont.)
TEST NUMBER
Flight AAP 4 Prelaunch Access Capability 37.2
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate Flight AAP 4 prelnunch checkout accessibility
to LM/ATM/Rack
TE ST CONF IGURATION
i. Prototype flight configured LM
2. Prototype flight configured A'l_4/Rnck.
3. Prototype flight configured SLA
4. Prototype flight configured IU.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION I
The Flight AAP 4 prelaunch fit check shall have been performed and
the LM/ATM/Rack, SLA and IU will be in the vertical position.
Access platforms will be positioned at the same height _Is the
iaunch piatrorm ieveis. _reiaunch servicing GSE will b_ ill- I
stalled on the applicable levels.
OPERATION
Flight servicing GSE will be connected and verification will be
made that all prelaunch grotnd servicing can be _iccomplished in
prescribed sequence. GSE compatibility will be demonstrJted.
Man-machine rehltionship will be verified. No fluids will be
transferred.
(After test, the LM, ATM/Rnck, SLA & IU will be placed on trane-
portors).
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
I. Man-machine relationship will be verified.
2. Prelaunch servicing GSE shall be demonstrated compatible
with flight hardware.
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
GSE
i.
2.
Flight LM/ATM Rack servicing GSE.
LM, ATM/RAck, SLA & IU transport & handling GSE.
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Table XIX. (Cont.)
Flight AAP 4 Prelaunch Access Capability (continued)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Internal work platfornm
FACILITIES
1. Areo to perform LM/ATM/R_lcI</SLA/IU _|cce,';s check.
2. Platforms for work _ccess (same levels _ls launch).
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................................. T.a!)le XIX. .... (con__t_,) ....................................
'lEST TITLE _ TE,ST NUMBER
Flight AAI) }_ Launch ]'JMC 37. :_
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that launch EMI environment has no adverse effects
o11 c:irrier systems.
TEST CONFIGURATION
The flight LM, ATM/R_Ick and Nose Cone will be inst,q[led on the
launch vehicle.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PRE PARA TIO N
EMC monitoring equipment will be installed ou the specified
carrier subsystems and experiments.
OPERATION
The effects of hlunch EMI on the carriers will be monitored
durinK uhe iaULlCil .... - ...................
sequence, This test wi.l_l be an open loop RF test (normai
Apollo test),
CRITKRIA FOR SUCCESS
The launch environment shall have no adverse effects on the
carrier subsystems and experiments.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. GSE to support simulated launch program.
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. EMC monitoring equipment.
FACILITIES
1. Launch vehicle test area (normal Apollo test presently
per formed).
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4.4 Orbit Configurations
4.4.1 Flights AAP i and 2 Prototype Intercarrler Teats -
Flights AAP I and 2 intercarrier verification test program will
cover all operations performed in space starting with Flight
AAP i modules rendezvous and dock with Flight AAP 2 and continu-
ing through the deactivation of the OWS. The flight CSM/LM&SS
orbit verification test prior to rendezvous and dock to Flight
AAP 20WS will be performed at MSC and is not included in this
plan.
The details of the Flights AAP I and 2 orbit verification
test program are described in the following test flow diagram
(figure 38) and accompanying test descriptions (Table XE).
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Table XX. Test Descriptions for Figur e 38
TEST NUMBER
AM/MDA Thermal Vacuum 38.1
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that the AM/MDA can survive and oper:Ite in :I simulated
splice environment.
'I_ST CONF IGURATIO N
i. Prototype flight Configured MDA
2. Prototype flight configured AM
TEST DESCRIPTION
PRE PARATION
AM will be installed in m thermal vacuum chamber ou :i rigid
fixture which consists of an S-IVB dome, IU nnd lower SLA to
simulate the thermal interface. The S-IVB dome will consist
of simulation of air return to AM (heat exchanger, CO2, contam-
ination, etc.). Thermal, mechanical and electrical by use of the
docking coliars.
MDA will undergo a simul_ited mission to verify that all systems
are operational under ambient conditions prior to the start of
the thermal vacuum test. Shadowing will be simulated.
OPERATION
This test will be performed in their separate test setups:
I. Maximum AM/MDA temperature will be simulated wlth the
test articles in the Mission AAP 1/2 orbit configuration.
The CSM and LM_SS simulators will be installed wlth
minimum shadowing on the AM/MDA.
2. Minimum AM/MDA temperature will be simulated with the
test articles in the Flights AAP I/2/3/4 orbit configura-
tion. The CSM_ LM&SS_ RM, LM and ATM simulators will be
installed with max:mum shadowing on the AM/MDA (ATM solar
array deployed in line with the solar radiation).
3. Nominal AM/MDA temperature will be simulated with the
test articles in the Flights AAP I/2/3/4 orbit configura-
tion. All of the above simulators will be in llne with the
solar radiatlon.
During each test a mission operations sequence will be performed
to verify proper operation. Each operation will be performed
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AM/MDA Thermal Vacuum (continued)
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long enough to allow temperature stabilization.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
All systems will oper_ite properly during the simulated missioL_
performed under a thermal vacuum.
SUPPORT REQUIREI_NTS
GSE
i° MDA handling and transport GSE
2. AM handling and transport GSE
3. Equipment to functionally operate the AM/MDA systems
SPECIAL TEST EQUIP_fl_NT
i. Support fixture to mount AM/MDA to T.V. chamber
2. Instrumentation to monitor temperatures and pressures on
AM/MDA.
3. Mockups to simulate shsdowing on AM/MDA
4. Thermal, mechanical and electrical simulators of RM, LM, ATM,
FACILITIES
i. Fociiicy that conn_i1_s s T.V. chamber iuxlgu uiluugh _o _uc:eivu
an AM/MDA with fixture and simulators.
¢
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TE ST TITLE
Table XX. .....(Co_nt.)_ .......................................
17':ST NUM]_E R
AM/CSM Cryogenic Sub:;y:;tem Actiwltion and
Operation.
:_8.2
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that the AM/CSM cryogenic transfer _ystem oper:ites
within design specifications.
TEST CONFIGURATION
i. Prototype flight configured AM
2. Prototype flight configured CSM
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The AM and CSM will be side by side in the vertical positior in
a cryogenic test area. AM and CSM shall have completed carrier
level qualification tests. Individual components will have been
subjected to proof pressure,*;. GSE will be connected and an am-
_e_ _oLii,_ _,L_uL cryogenic: [f_lllS [_I test
OPERATION
Th_ cryugeuic transfer test program will be performed as follow.';:
i. Connect AM/CSM cryogenic transfer lines
2. Pressurize and leak check all cryogenic syntems
3. Proof pressure all cryogenic systems
4. Load cryogenics (L02, LH2). Demonstrate GSE compatibility.
5. Perform transfer of these fluids in an abbreviated
mission sequence. Demonstrate: (a) Flow rate
(b) Response time
6. Unload and clean systems
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
le
2.
All cryogenic systems shall operate within design specifi-
cations.
All prelaunch GSE servicing equipment shall be demonstrated
compatible with the flight hardware.
SUPPORT REQUIRE_ NTS
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...... Tab le_XX. ......(Con__t_...). .................................
AM/CSM Cryogenic Subsystem Actiwttion _ind Oper_ition (colltimmd)
GSE
i.
2.
3.
AM & CSM prope11_int _md servicing GSE
AM & CSM tr_Itlsport & handling GSE
Am & CSM electrical GSE
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPI_NT
I. Mass spectrometer for leak check
2. Mounting fixtures for AM nnd CSM on test stand
3. Pressurization equJpmen[ to perform subsystem le_ik check
FACILITIES
i. Cryogenic test areal to mount AM and CSM, provide the neces_
sary commodities alld allow sy_;tem pressuriz_tiol_ _ind cryo-
genic tr3nsfer
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TEST TITLE
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TEST NUMBER
MDA/CM Pressure Test
TEST OBJECTIVE
38.3
To demonstrate that the MDA/CM combination is capable of being
pressurized to operational pressure with interface leakage with-
in design specifications.
TEST CONFIGURATION
I. Prototype flight configures MDA
2. Prototype flight configured CM
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The MDA and CM will be mated (horizontal) in an area acceptable
for pressurization. The MDA and CM will be on support fixtures
that will have vernier adjustments to allow mating. An AM
simulator will be utilized to provide a structural cover for the
AM/MDA Interface.
OPERATION
a hellum/nltrogen mixture. Verification will be made that no
structural damage or major leaks have occurred, The pressure
will then be reduced to operational pressure where a mass spec-
trometer test will be performed on the CM/MDA interface.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. There shall be no adverse effects for the proof pressure.
2. Leak rates of the CM/MDA interface shall be within design
specifications.
SUPPORT REQ ]IREI_NTS
GSE
I.
2.
3.
CM handling and transport GSE
MDA handling and transport GSE
Pressurization panel capable of supplying and monitoring a
helium nitrogen mixture of gas
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MDA/CM Pressure Test (contim,ed)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
1. Mass spectrometer for leak test.
2. Pressurization panel capable of supplying and monitoring a
helium/nltrogen mixture of gas.
3. CM and MDA support fixtures.
4. AM interface simulator
FACILITIES
Area to perform CM/MDA proof pressure and leak test.
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TEST TITLE
Table XX. (Cont.)
TEST NUMBER
Flight AAP 2 Carrier Structural Mate
And Interface Connection
38.4
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate mating and interface connection of Flight AAP 2 carrier_.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured carriers S-ZVB. IU, AM, MDA, lower
SLA
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The Flight AAP 2 carriers will be installed on handlln_ fixtures
that have capability of vernier adjustment so physical mate
may be accomplished. The area utilized will be acceptable for
pressurization. The S-IVB and IU will be together on one
fixture, the lower SLA and AM together on a second fixture and
the _A on a third.
Carriers
S- ZVB/AM
OPERATION
The carrlers shall De structurally mated and the carrier
pressure interfaces (_IVB/AM and AM/MDA) connected. Visual
inspection shall be performed to verify proper mate. The
following interfaces will then be connected and the list_id
checks performed:
l
Interface TeSts
Solar Array Power
Electrical Distribution
Display and Control
Communication
Data Management
Voice Data
Life Support
,.4
u
.=
x
x
x
x
x
=
=
o
u u
c
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m
m _
II1 Iit
X X
x X ;
X
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Flight 2 _ i
C_rrler Structural Mote _nd Interfaco Comlection (con_tinugd)
Carriers
S-ZVB/IU
AM/IU
AM/MDA
Interface
Passivation System
Passivatlon System
Data Management
Voice Data
Life Support
Electrical Power
Display and Control
Communication
Data Management
Passivation System
Life Support
Thermal Control
ICRiTERIA FOR SUCCESS
Tests
x
x
x
X
X
x
x
X
X
x
x
x
4J _ .._
0 _
X
x x ,
x
x
shall be made with no incompatibilities between carriers.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
I. $1VB_ IU, AM, MDA, SLA Transportation and handling GSE
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Support fixtures to hold the $-_/IU, lower SLA/AM and
MDA in horizontal position.
2. Internal work platforms for access to interfaces connections
3. Pressurization equipment to perform subsystem leak check.
FACILITIES
I. Area large enough to assemble Flight _a_P 2 carriers into OWS
configuration.
2. External work platforms.
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TEST NUMBER
C_S Pressure Test 38.5
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate OWS pressure integrity between Flight AAP 2 carriers.
TEST CONFIGURATI ON
Prototype flight configured carrlersl
S-I_3, IU, AM,_DA, Lower SLA
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The Flight AAP 2 carriers shall have had the pressure interface
fit ,':heck accomplished.
OPERATION
The OWS will be pressurized with nltrogen/hellum mixture to
on orbit proof pressure in s mission sequence and verification
will be made Chat no scruccual damage or major leaks exist at
pressure interfaces. The pressure will then be adjusted to
on orbit operating pressure and a mass spectrometer leak check
will be performed.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. The OWS pressure interfaces shall show no adverse effects
from the proof pressure test.
2. Leakage shall be within design specifications..
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
None
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Mass spectrometer for leek test.
2. Fixtures to hold S-IV_IU, lower SLA/AM and _DA in the
horizontal position.
3. Pressurization panel capable of supplying and monitoring
a helium/nltrogen mixture.
FACILITIES
i. Area large enough to perform OWS pressure test.
2. External work platforms.
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TEST TITLE
Table XX. (Cont.)
TEST NUMBER
LM&SS Docking Test and Interface Connection 38.6
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate the capability of docking LM&SS with cluster
and making all interface connection.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured carriers!
S-IVB, IU, AM, _DA, Lower SLA, LM&SS
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREP;RRATION
The Flight AAP 2 csrrlers will be mounted in horizontal position
on fixtures to hold them in on orbit configuration with MDA
docking collar for LM&SS in top position. A fixture will be
put in place to hold LM&SS rigid once docking has been performed.
OPERATION
The LM&SS will be lowered by use of an overhead crane until
the LM&SS is in the docked position with the _)A. Visual
inspection will be made to verify that proper fit exists
between the two modules. Connect electrical power interface,
verify proper fit and perform a resistance and continuity
check. Connect display and control interface and verify proper
fit of connectors.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
Docking shall be accomplished per design requirements. Inter-
faces shall be connected and no incompatibilities shall exist.
SUPPORT REQUIREmeNTS
GSE
I. LM&SS transportation and handling GSE.
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
1. Continuity and resistance test equipment.
2. Fixtures to hold Flight AAP 2 carriers in on orbit configuration
3. Fixture to hold LM&SS rigid after docking has been performed.
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LM&SS Docking; Test ond l_iterf_Ice Connection (Col_tlnued)
FACILITIES
i. Area to contain OWS configuration in horizontal position.
2. Overhead crane with sufficient clearance to dock LM&SS
on top MDA port.
3. External work platforms.
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TEST TITLE
(Cont.)
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TEST NUMBER
CSM Docking Test and Interface Connection 38.7
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate the capability of docking CSM with cluster
and making all interface connections.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured carrlerel
S-IVB, IU, AM, _DA, Lower SLA, LM&SS, CSM
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The Flight AAP 2 carriers will be mounted in horizontal position
on fixtures to hold them in on orbit configuration with _)A
docking collar for LM&SS in top position. Docking of LM&SS
shall have been performed. The CSM will be mounted on e
fixture with vernier adjustment that will allow the CSM to
be docked with cluster.
OPERATION
The CSM will be moved in and docked with the end port ot the
_DA. Visual inspection will be made to verify that proper
fit exists between the two modules. The following interfaces
will then be connected and the listed checks performed=
CSM/_DA
I. Electrical power
a. Physical fit
b. Continuity
c. Resistance
2. Display and Control,Communlcatlon and Data Management
a. Physical fit.
. Life Support
a. Physical fit
b. Leak check
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Table XX. (Cont.)
i
CSM Docking Test and l:Iterface Connection (coRtinued)
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CSI_I_)A
I. Electrical Power
a. Physical Fit
_. Continuity
c. Resistance
# Cryogenics (02, H2)
a. Physical Fit
b. Leak Check
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
Docking shall be accomplished per design requirements. Inter-
faces shall be connected and no incompatibilities shall exist.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
I. CSM transportation and handling GSE
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Continuity and resistance test equipment
2. Fixtures to hold Fllght AAP 2 carriers in on orbit configuration
3. Fixture to hold LM&SS rigid after docking has been performed.
4. Fixture to hold CSM for docking process.
5. Pressurization equipment to perform subsystem leak check.
6. Internal work platforms for access to interface connections.
FACILITIES
I. Area to contain OWS configuration in horizontal position.
2. External work platforms.
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Table XX. (Cont.)
TEST NUMBER
Equipment Installation - Mis[_ion AAP i/;! 38,8
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that the support subsystems and experiments can 5e
set up in the ITototype OWS.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight configured carrleral
S-IVB, IU, AM, MDA, Lower SLA, CSM, LM&SS
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The OWS will be in the horizontal position on fixtures to hold
carriers in on-orbit configuration. The inside of the S-IVB
shall have temporary work platforms to allow installation of
subsystems and experiments. Ground air conditioning will be
supplied to the interior of the OWS. Temporary lighting will
be installed until lighting subsystem is activated.
OPERATION
The support subsystems and experiments will be removed from
launch location, moved to orbit location and installed in a
mission sequence. Interferences and fit checks will be made
during this installation.
CRI'_RIA FOR SUCCESS
The experiments and support subsystems shall be installed in
the mission sequence without interference from previously
installed equipment or S-IVB structure,
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE None
SPECIAL TEST EQULP_NT
i. Prototype experiments and support subsystems.
2. Air conditioning for OWS interior.
3, Temporary lighting.
4. Test fixtures to hold the OWS in a horizontal position.
5, Internal work platform.
6. Equipment mobility aids.
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Table XX. (Cont.)
Equipment Installation - Mission AAP 1/2
FACILITIES
I. Area to contain (X_S in horizontal position.
2. External work platforms.
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TEST TITLE
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TEST NUMBER
Support Subsystem Activation and Operation -
Mission AAP i/2
38.9
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate the compatibility and operation of the support sub-
systems installed in the OWS.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype orbit configured carriers: S-IVB, IU, AM, MDA, Lower
SLA, CSM, LM&SS
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The OWS will be in the horizontal position on fixtures to hold
carriers in on-orblt configuration. All subsystems will be in-
stalled. Any subsystems that will not operate in horizontal
position will be simulated. Cryogenics will not be used. Solar
arrays will be simulated. Ground air cunditiuning will be
supplied for OWS interior. GSE will be checked out and connected.
Antenna system will be closed loop; i.e., antenna hats, coax
and amplifiers between antennas _ind Ground Station.
OPERATION
Each support subsystem will be functioned individually and moni-
tored to verify proper operation. GSE and ground station com-
patibility will be verified. Intercarrier compatibility will
be demonstrated. Power characteristics will be demonstrated,
Parametric tests will be performed on each subsystem to verify
operation at design limits.
Following is a list of Mission AAP 1/20WS support subsystems, their
applicable carriers and tests required for activation.
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Support Subsystem Activation nnd Operation - Mission AAP !./2 (ten't)
TE ST
SUPPORT
SUBSYSTEM
X X
X X
X X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
xx
CARRIER
X X
X
X
X
X
!
X
X
X
X
X
.rl
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Electrical Power
Display and Control
Co..m_unica tion
I Data Management
Pa ssivation System
TV Monitor
L igh ting
. C_mera Units
IThermal Control
Water
v ¢_ %. _t_tla
Compressed Air
Oxygen Supply
Waste Management
Life Support
Sensors
Solar Array
Cryogenics
ECS
o
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
w
o
o i
4J
m
_-4 _J 4J
I
X
X X
X
X
X X
X X
X X
X X
Simulated
Simulated
Simulated
m
=
o
==
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
All support subsystems will operate within design specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE :
I. Equipment to support and monitor the OWS subsystem operations.
2. Ground station.
3. Land line ground station.
4. _imulated loads for subsystems,
5. S-IVB Solar Array Simulator.
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Table XX. (Cont.)
Support Subsystem Activation and Oporntion - Mis_ion ......
AAP 1/2 (continued)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT:
I. Simulators for subsystems not operable in horizontal position.
2. Ground air conditioning.
3. Test fixtures to hold OWS in horizontal position.
4. Internal work platforms.
FACILITIES :
i. Area to contain OWS in horizontal position.
2. External work platforms.
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TE ST TITLE
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..............T_ab!e Xx: _ (con___t-)........................
TEST NUMBER
Experiment Performance - Mission AAP 1/2
TEST OBJECTIVE
38.10
Demonstrate OWS experiments one at a time, utilizing the suppor!
i
subsystems.
TEST CglGURATION
Prototype orbit configured carriers: S-IVB, IU, AM, t_A, Lower
SLA, CSM, LM&SS.
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The cluster will be in the activated OWS configuration. Support
subsystems will have been functioned individually. Solar arrays
will be simulated. GSE will be checked out and connected.
Ground air conditioning will be supplied for OWS interior.
OPERATION
The experiment will be operated individually in conjunction with
the support subsystems. Verification will be made that there are
no incompatibilities between experiments and subsystems. Refer
to section 5 for experiment integration test requirements of
these experiments:
DOI2 - Astronaut Maneuvering Unit
DOI7 - Solid Electrolyte Carbon Dioxide Reduction
DOI8 - Integrated Maintenance
DOI9 - Suit Donning and Sleep Station Evaluation
DO20 - Evaluation of Alternate Restraints for Mobility and Maint.
DO21 - Expandable Airlock
DO22 - Expandable Structures for Recovery
MOI8 - Vectorcardiogram
M050 - Metabolic Cost of Inflfght Task_
M051 - Inflight Assessment of Cardiovascular Function
M052 - Bone and Muscle Changes
M053 - }luman Vestibular Function
}4054 - Neurological Study
}4055 - Time and Motion Study
I rll ii
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Table XX. (Cont.)
Experimet_t Performal_cc - Mi_;ston AAP I/2 (cont[nued)
M439 - Star-Horlzon Automatic Tracking
M464 - Onboard Checkout Equipment
M466 - Spacesuit and Lunar Surface Experiment Hardware
M469 - ST-124 Removal
M479 - gero-G Flammability
M486 - EVA Equipment and Hardware Evaluation
M487 - Crew Quarters
M488 - High Pressure Air Expulsion
M489 - Heat Exchanger Service
M492 - Joining Tubular Assemblies in Space Environment
M493 - Electron Beam Welding
S005 - Synoptic Terrain Photography
S006 - Synoptic Weather Photography
S009 - Primary Cosmic Radiation
S018 - Micrometeorite Collection
S065 - Multi-Band Terrain Photography
T002 - Manual Navigation Sightings
TO03 - Nephelometer Experime_ t
T017 - Meteoroid Impact and _roslon
T020 - Jet Shoes
T02! - Mot_nrold V_loe_y _nd ImpRct into Aluminum
T023 - Collection of Surface Absorbed Materials
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
Each experiment will operate within specification when operated
in conjunction with the support subsystem.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
Same as 38.9 plus the following:
GSE :
I. Equipment to support and monitor the operation of each ex-
periment.
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Table XX. (Cont.)
TEST TITLE TEST NUMBER
Operation Sequence - Mi_ _;iollAAP i/2 38.11
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that the experiments and support subsystems are com-
patible when operated in a mission sequence.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype orbit configured carriers: S-IVB, 111, AM, MDA, Lower
SLA, CSM, LM&SS
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARA/'ION
The cluster will be in an OWS configuration after the equipment
(subsystem and experiments) has been installed and activated.
GSE will be checked out and connected. Solar arrays will be
simulated. Ground air conditioning will be supplied to OWS
interior. The subsystem operation and each experiment operation
shall have been demonstrated prior to this test. Any subsystem
that will not operate in horizontal poslt_on w_ll he aimul_ted.
OPEP_T!ON
The test will be performed in the following sequence:
I. The vent and dump of propellant tanks will be simulated by
performing a mission sequence (with dry tanks) and verify-
ing all reactions of airborne systems. Manual override of
vent process by ground station corm_ands shall be demonstra-
ted.
2. S-IVB safing will be performed in a mission sequence to speci-
fied tlmelines (modified by minimum container pressures).
a. The disarming of the destruct system shall be initiated
by ground co_mand. System will be monitored to verify
current signal is received.
b. Verification will be made that all containers to be vented
manually are accessible.
3. Each subsystem add experiment will be operated in the sequence
that they would be operated during the mission. Established
mission timelines will be compressed. Astronaut stations
will be manned for this test. Support subsystem and experi-
ment simulation will be held to a minimum.
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Operation Sequence - Mission AAP i/2 (continued)
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The support subsystems and experiments will perform within
specification when operated to the mission sequence and time-
lines.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
Same as 38.9 plus the following:
GSE
Equipment to support and monitor the operation of each experi-
ment
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
None
FACILITIES
None
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Table XX. (Cont.)
rEST NUMBER
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Orbit EMC Environment Test -
Mi,_'_:ionAAP i/;!
38.12
IEST OBJECTIVE
I. Demonstrate that orbit EMI environment has no adverse
effect on carrier systems.
2. Verify antenna field strength.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype orbit configured carriers!
S-IVB, IU, AM, MDAj Lower SLA, LM&SS, CSM
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
Prototypes wlll be assembled horizontally In the on-orblt con-
figuration. The LM&SS carrier will be in the top port of the
MDA and the cluster wlll be at least 20 feet off the ground.
_..--_v--...o°_=_"= ...._-teris!w_11___be po._oned. .... at specified locations
under the cluster and around support members. GSE will be
checked out and connected. EMC monitoring equipment wlll be
Ins_a_=u at =pacified Iocatlona. Carrier !ev oI _Me _oo_o ,=_11
have been performed prior to this test.
OPERATION
A simulated mission sequence will be performed wlth all antenna
systems operated open loop. Subsystems and experiments wlth
power requirements will be operated and EMC will be monitored
for detrimental effects. Antenna field strength will be
measured.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. Subsystems and experiments will operate with no adverse effects
due to EMI.
2. Antenna field strength shall be within design specification.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS Same as 38.9 plus the following!
GSE
i. Equipment to support and monitor the operation of each exper-
iment
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Table XX. (Cont.)
Orbit EHC Environment Test - Mission AAP i/2 (continued)
Page 316
GSE
2.
3.
EMC monitoring equipment.
Transport and handling GSE for all listed carriers.
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
I. Antenna strength measuring equipment.
2. Fixtures made of RF transparent material to hold center llne
of cluster approximately 25 feet off the ground.
FACILITIES
i. Area to contain the OWS M horizontal position for EMC test-
ing.
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TEST TITLE
Table XX. (Cont.)
TEST NUMBER
Contingency Planning - Mission AAP I/2
(Critical Subsys tern Malfunction Verification)
38.13.1
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate corrective actions required due to critical sub-
system .mlfunctions which may affect astronaut safety.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype orbit configured carriers!
S-IVB, IU, AM, MDA, Lower SLA, LM&SS, CSM
TEST DESCRIPTION
PRE PARAT ION
OWS Operation Sequence - Mission AAP 1/2 (38.11) shall have been
performed prior to this test.
OPERATION
Possible malfunctions derived by system analysis will be simu-
lated and emergency procedures vertfled.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
Emergency procedures against critical subsystem .mlfunctions
shall be verified to be adequate for astronaut safety.
SUPPORT REQUIP_MENTS Same as 38.9
....................................................... ___q.......
...... [i i
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Table XX• (Cont.)
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TEST NUMBER
Contingency Plannln@ Mission AAP I/2
(Alternate Experiment Grouping)
38.13.2
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate identified alternate experiment groupings to be
used in case of experiment delivery problems or changes in
mission objectives.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype orbit configured carrlersl
S-IVB, IU, AM I MDA, Lower SLA, LM6_S, CSM
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
OWS Experiment Performance - Mission AAP i/2 (38.10) and OWS Opera-
tion Sequence - Mission AAP 1/2 (38.11) shall have been performed
prior to this test•
OPERATION
i. Experiments added for this contingency test will be operated
individually in COn4.nrF4on %,deh _k= ....... + _,,_ ........
Verification will be made that there are no incompatibilities
between experiments and support subsystems.
2. Each subsystem and experiment in the alternate group will
be _perated in the sequence that they would be operated
during the mission. Established mission tlmelines will be
compressed and utilized. Astronaut stations will be
manned for this test.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
I. Alternate experiments will perform within design speclflca-
tions when operated with support subsystems.
2. The experiments and subsystems will perform within specifi-
cations when operated to the mission sequence and tlmellnes.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS Same as 38.9 plus the following|
GSE
i. Equipment to support and monitor the operation of each
experiment.
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4.4.2 Flights AAP 3 end 4 Prototype lntercarrier Tests -
The Flights AAP 3 and 4 intercarrler verification test program
will cover all operations performed in space starting with the
reactivation of the OWS and cont£nui_g through the deactivation
of the OWS/ATM system.
The details of the Flights AAP 3 and 4 orbit verification
test program are described in the following test flow diagram,
figure 39, and accompanying test descriptions (Table XXT).
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Table XXI. Test Descriptions for Figure 39
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TEST TITLE
EM/C_4 Docking Test mud Interface Connection
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate docking between _4 and C_4
TF_ CONFIGURATION
Prototype flight conflgt_.ed carrlers:
EM, C_
DESCRI ION
Z P 0N
The ]_4 and CSM will be mounted horizontally on fixtures with
vernier adjustment to facilitate mating.
OPERA_0N
The E_ and CSM will be docked and verification made that no
interference exists between the two modules.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
Docking shall be accomplished per design requlr_ments "._th no
StUPOr Pj_4_J'r_2 S
GSE
None
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
Fixtures to dock EM and CSM in horizontal position
F  .ITIES
Area to perform docking of _4 and CSM in horizontal position
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Table XXI. (Cont.)
TEST TITLE TEST NUMBER
EM Docking Test and Interface Connection
TEST OBJECTIVE
39.2
Demonstrate the capability of docking EM with
cluster and making interface coz_zectlon
TEST CONFIGURATION
t
Prototype orbit configured carriers:
S-IVB,IU, AM, MDA, Lower SLA, IM&SS, C_, EM
TEST DESCRI_ION
PREPARATION
The Flights /IAP 1 and 2 carrier_ will be mounted in horizontal
position on fixtures to hold +_o_ _ _.... _+ _^_ .... _^_ ._
MDA docking collar for I_S in top position. I_M/CSM docking
shall have been accomplished. The I_4/CE_4 will be mounted on a
fixture with vernier adjustment that will allow the _M/CE_4 to be
docked with the cluster.
OPERATION
The EM/CSM will be moved in and the _ docked -_;¢!_..+_the _d _ "_*
_O_
proper fit exists between the }_ and MDA.
CRITERIAFOR SUCCESS
Docking shall be accomplished per design requirements with no
incompatibilities between carriers.
SI_PORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
None
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
1. Fixtures to hold Flights AAP 1 and 2 carriers in on orbit
configuration
2. Fixture to hold EM/CSM fo__ docking with cluster
FACILITIES
i. Area to contain 0WS configuration in horizontal position
2. External work platforms
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TEST TITLE TEST NUMB_
OWS Equipment Transfer - Flight AAP 3 39.3
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that equipment transfer from Flight AAP 3
carriers to the OWS can be accomplished
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype orbit configured carriers:
S-IVB, IU, AM, MDA, Lower SLA, LM&SS, CSM, RM
TEST DESCRII_ION
PREPARATION
The OWS will be in the horizontal position. Platforms will be
installed inside to provide access to various areas where equip-
merit will be stowed. Ground air conditioning will be supplied
to the OWS interior. Temporary lighting will be installed until
lighting subsystem is activated.
The equipment will be removed from the launch location and
transported to proper areas in the O'_S. .Mission _equellce a_d
timellnes snail be u_ilized and verified.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The equipment provided by Flight -_ 3 sh_%ll be installed in bite 0WS
per specified mission sequence and tlmellnes.
SUPPOI_ REQU[_S
GSE
None
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Ground air conditioning
2. Temporary lighting in OWS
3. Test fixtures to hold 0WS in horizontal position
4. Interior work platforms
5. Equipment mobility aids
FACILITIES
i. Area to contain OWE in horizontal position
2, Extez._nal work platforms
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Table XXI.
TEST TITLE
0WS Reactivation
TEST OBJECTIVE
Page 324
TEST NUMBER
39,4
Demonstrate capability of reactivating the 0WS
pressurization and _3S systems after a period of
belz_ secured
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype orbit configured carriers:
S-IVB# IU# AM_ MDA, Lower SL4 I/_S, CSM, I_4
TEST DESCRIP_ION
PREPARATION
Equipment m_._._°_ _ -_._7_g_÷_...__A_3 (_°.3)._. .. .._1! h_,_e been performe(L.
GSE for pressurization and ECS will be checked out and installed.
OPERATION
OWB repressurlzation to orbit pressure will be simulated. ECS
_'_77 %_ _'=ao+9_+=_ _ -=_-_ made +hat system ooerates
F'ope::iy after havir_ been sccured on :_li:_:_i_o:__i ° I/2.
i. Represstuization shall be achieved per desig_ specification.
2. ECS _rlll be reactivated with no discrepancies.
SUPPORm REQU_S
GSE
GSE for functional check of 0WS pressurization system and ECS
SPECIAL TE_ EQUIPMENT
I. Ground air conditioning
2. Temporary lighting
3. Test fixtures to hold OWS in horizontal position
4. Work platform for OWS interior
FACILITIES
I. Area to contain OWS in horizontal position
2. _xternal wo_.k platforms
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Table XXl. (Cont.)
TEST N_CB_
Contingency Plannir_ - Flights A_.' .l./_:'/'_
(Critical Subsystem Mallh/nctlon Verification)
39.5
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate corrective actions required due to
critical subsystem malfunctions which may affect
astronaut safety
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype orbit configured carriers:
S-IVB 3 IU, AM, MDA# Lower SLA3 IM_S_ CEM_ i_4
TEST DKSCRII_ION
_ARATION
OWS Reactivation (39.4) shall have been performed prior to this
test.
OPERATION
•Oossible _alD_n_+_on_ a_.-_o_l _y syst_ _yq_ _ _-
simulated and emergency p_cedures verified.
Emergency procedures against critical subsystem malfunctions will
be verified to be adequate for astronaut safety.
S_JPFOB_ REQUIR_M m_TS
Same as 39,4
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TEST TITLE
I_M/A_M/RACK Structural Mate and Interface
Connectlon
TEST NUMBER
39.6
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate mating and interface connection of LM and ATM/RacK
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype orbit configured carriers z
I_M, A_/Rack
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The LM and A_/Rack will be mounted horizontally on fixtures with
vernier adjustment to facilitate m_i_.
OPERATION
The LM and A_/Rack will be structually mated and verification
made that no interference exists between the two modules. The
_ be cormected and the !_sted checksfo!lo_ing interfaces __
performed:
a. Physical Fit
b. Continuity
c. Resistance
2. Communication, Display and Control
a. Physical Fit
3. Water, Cryogenics (02)
a. Physical Fit
b. Leak Check
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
Structural mate shall be accomplished and interface connections
shall be made with no incompatibilities between carriers.
SUPPOI_ REQUIP_MENTS
GSE
124 s_id A_/Rack transportation and handling GSE
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Pase 327
LM/ATM/Rack Structural Hate and Interface Connection (continued,)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i, Continuity and resistance test equil_nent
2, Fixtures to mount LM and A_/Rack in horizontal position
3, Pressurization equipment to perform subsystem leak cheek
4, Internal work platforms
FACILITIES
Area to perform mating of I_a_L A_}4/Raek in horizontal position
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TEST TITLE
LM/ATM/Rack Docking Test and Interface
Connection
Page 328
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate the capability of docking LM/A_/Rack with cluster
and making all interface connections
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype orbit configured carriers:
S-IVB 3 IU, AM, MDA, Lower SLA, LM_SS, C_M, _, I_/A_/Rac_
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREP_TION
The Flights _ I, 2 _d 3 c_uiers _II be mounted i_i horizo_%al
position on fixtures to hold them in on orbit configuration with
MDA docking collar for LM_SS in top position. The LM/AT_/Rack
will be mounted on a fixture_ith vernier adjustment that will
allow the I_/ATM/Rack to be docked with the cluster.
OPERATION
The LM/A_/Rack will be moved in and docked with a side port of
,..,J..t.,:: _,_.'-_, V..Z. Ol.&e'LJ ..L.J.AO.L._ '..,..L'_'.LA W.t..LJ.. u_ _,l_,u._ _,_, V_..L.J....LV I,_.l_._ .LJl'uI.Jt;.[."
fit exists between the two modules. The follo_rl_g interfaces
will be connected and the listed checks performed:
i. _ergency Power
a. Physical Fii;
b. Continuity
c. Resistance
2. Communication, Display and Control
a. Physical Fit
3. Life Support
a. Physical Fit
b. Leak Check
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
Docking shall be accomplished per design requirements. Inter-
faces shall be connected and no incompatibilities shall exist
between carriers.
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LM/ATM/Rack Docking Test and l_iterface Connection (continued)
SUPPORT RE _grIREV_NTS
GSE
None
SPECIAL TEST E_JI_
I. Continuity and resistance test equil3nent
2. F$xtures to hold Flights AAP i, 2 and 3 carriers in on-orbit
configuration
3. Fixture to hold IM/A_/Rack for docking with cluster
4. Pressurization equil_nent to perform subsystem leek check
5. Internal work platforms
FACLITIES
i. Area to contain 0WS configuration in l_orizontal position
2. External work platforms
IHAR'rlN HARllrT'I'A O011@O,RATION
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TEST TITLE _ NI_BER
EM Redocking Test and Interface Connection 39.8
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate the capability of redockimg HM with
cluster and maki1_ all interface connections.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype orbit configured carriers:
S-IV'B, l-G, AM, MDA, Lower SLA, LM&SS, I_/A_4/Rack, CSM, HM
TEST DESCRIP_ION
PREPARATION
The Flights AAP i, 2 and 4 carriers will be mounted in ilorizontal
position on fixtures to hold them in on-orblt configuration with
MDA docking collar for LM_SS in top position. The HM will be
mounted on a fixture with vernier adjustment that will allow the
HM to be docked with the cluster.
The RM will be moved in and docked with the side port opposite
where the LM/A_/Rack is docked. Visual inspection will be made
to verify that proper fit exists between the _wo moaules. Tile
following interfaces will be connected and the listed checks
performed:
i. Electrical Power
a. Physical Fit
b. Continuity
c. Resistance
2. Communication, Data Management, Display and Control
a. Physical Fit
e Life Support
a. Phys ical Fit
b. Leak Check
_/AM
l. Gaseous 02, N2
a. Physical Fit
b. Leak Check
IWAImT'Iitl IWAI_I4rlMP'_II OOR'_O_I'rSON
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RM Redocking Test and Interface Connection (continued')
2. Cryogenics (02j N2, H2)
a. Physical Fit
b. Leak Check
At the completion of the_Mdocking _ro¢ess+ the CSM_rlll be re-
docked to the end port of the MDA per figure 38, Te_ No. 38. 7 .
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
Docking shall be accomplished per demign requirements. Interfaces
shall be connected and no incompatibilities shall exist between
carriers.
SUPPORT _IREMENTS
GSE
None
SPECIAL TEST E_IS4ENT
i. Continuity and resistance test equi_ent
2. Fixtures to hold Flights AAP i, 2 and 4 carriers in on-orbit
ccr_ei_aratio n
3. Fixture to hold I_4 for docking _.th cluster
4. Pressurization equipment to perform subsystem leak check
FACILITIES
I. Area to contain 0W_ configuration in horizontal position
2. External work platforms
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TEST TITLE
Support Subsystem Activation and Operation
Mission AAP 3/4
TEST NUMBER
39.9
TEST OBJECTIVE
i. Demonstrate OWS support subsystem reactivation after period
of bei_ secured.
2. Demonstrate compatibility and operation of support subsystems
Instal.Led for Mission AAP 3/4.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype orbit co1_igured carriers:
S-IVB, IU, AM, MDA, Lower SLA, LM&SS, C_, RM, LM, ATM/Rack
TEST DESCRIPTZON
PREPARATION
OWS Support Subsystem Activation and Operation - Mission AAP 1/2
(38.9) will have been performed prior to this test. Preparation
for additional Flights AAP 3 and 4 subsystems will be similar to
OPERATION
pii. Re eni_inaent .......... o_ _ _-........
be utilized to reactivate subsystems remaining on orbit from
Mission AAP 1/2. Verification will be made that sufficient
consumables are available for the remainder of Mission AAP
3/4
2. Subsystems unique to Mission AAP 3/4 will be functioned
individually and monitored to verify proper operation.
Intercarrier, GSE and Ground Station compatibility will be
demonstrated. Power characteristics will be monitored.
Parametric tests will be performed on each _bsystem to
verify operation at design limits. ATM solar panel deploy-
ment will be simulated.
Following is a list of Mission AAP 3/40WS support subsystems,
their applicable carriers and test requirements.
ltfAJ_lrlIOIOOIWJmAI_V
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Support Subsystem Activation and Operation Misslolt AAP 3/4
(continued)
Support
Subsystem
Electrical Power
Display and Control X
Communlc atlon
'Data Mmmagement
TV Monitor
Lighting
Camera Units
Thermal Control
Water
Vacuum
Compressed Air
Oxygen Supply
Waste Management
Life Support
Sensors
Reactivation Nitro-
gen
Molecular Sieve ECS
Gaseous Storage
Solar Array
Cryogenics
ECS
Pointing Control
Carrier -' Test
xx x
x x x
X X X
X X X
X X X X
X
X
X
X X
pX
X
i iX
tx
Ix
X
X
X
_X
X
X X X X
X X X X X X
X X X X
X
X ,X
I i
X X
X X
X X
X X
X_X
X
X X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X X
x 1X X
"q" "4" "_
X X X
X X 7[
._ X X
X
X X
X
X
X
X X X
X
X X X X X
: xxxSi _ul iSi _ul I
Si _ulIt: lTe te _ S/S
* Indicates carriers wi ;h 31_ Mr ; £_bs rst_ tc be
reactivated.
I
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Support Subsystem Activation and Operation Mission AAP 3/4
(continued)
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. All OWS support subsystems capable of being reactivated.
2. Mission AAP 3/4 unique subsystems shall operate within
design specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS - Same as 38.9 plus the following:
GSE
I.
.
Equipment to support and monitor the Mission AAP '3/4 sub-
system operations.
ATM solar array simulator.
i
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
Test fixtures to hold all Flights AAP 1/2/3/4 in horizontal
FACILITIES
None
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TEST TITLE TEST NUMBER
Experiment Performance -Mission AAP 3/4
TEST OBJECTIVE
39.lO
Demonstrate experiments one at a time in conjunction
with the support subsystems
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype orbit configured articles:
S-IVB, IU, AM, MDA, Lover SLA, IM&SS, CSM, _4, IM, ATM/Back
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
Experiment Performance -Mis%ion AAP 1/2 (38.10) will have been per-
formed prior to tb_s test as well as support subsystems activa-
tion and operation. Solar arrays will be simulated. GSE will
be ch_.cked out and connected. Ground air conditioning will be
supplLed to the cluster.
O_ATTON
1. Replenishment stipplies provided by Flight AAP 3 carriers rill be
utilized ,t° reactivate experiments reanaining on orbit f_m
s=mnables are available for the remainder of Mission AAP 3/4.
Refer to section 5 for experlment integration test require-
ments of the followingMission AAP 1/2 reactivated experiments:
DO12 - Astronaut Maneuvering Unit
DO18 - Integrated Maintenance
DO19 - Suit Donning and Sleep StatlonEvaluatlon
DO20 - Evaluation of Alternate Restraints for Mobility and
Malnt.
MO18 - Vectorcardlogram
M050 - Metabolic Cost of Inflight Tasks
M051 - Inflight Assessment of Cardiovascular Function
M052 - Bone and Muscle Changes
M053- Human Vestibular Function
M054 - Neurological Study
MO55 - Time and Motion Study
M464 - Onboard Checkout Equilmment
M469 - ST-12_ Removal
M493 - Electron Bemn Welding
S063 - UVAirglowHorlzonPhotography
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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Experiment Performance - Mission AAP 3/4 (continued)
_e
S065 - Multi-Band Terrain Photography
TO13 - Crew Activity Vehicle Disturbances
MSFC 57 - Gravity Simnlation Workbench
Experiments unique to Mi_ion AAP 3/4 will be ope_aLed i_dl-
vldually in conjunction with support subsystems. Verification
will be made that there are no incompatibilities between
experiments and subsystems. Refer to l_ection 5 for experi-
ment integration test requirements of the following M[s_ioJ_ AAP
3/4 experiment s:
SO17 - X-RayAstronomy
SO19 - UV Stellar Astronomy
SOEO - UVX-Ray Solar Photography
B052 - White Light Coronogr_phy
S053A-UVCoronal Spectrograph
SO53B-UV Spectrographic
S054 - X-Ray Spectrographlc Telescope
SO55A- UV Spectrc_eter
S055B- UV Spectrometer (UV 8pectrohellameter)
S055C- UVSpectrometer -H_Telescope
_o_6 - X-Ray Telescope
SO61 - Potato Respiration
TO04 - Frog Otolith Function
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
I. Sufficient consumables will be supplied by Flight AAP 3 caau'iert_
for reactivation of experiments for Mission AAP 3/4.
2. Mission AAP 3/4 unique experiments will operate wit}Lin _peclfi-
cation when operated in con_unctlon with the support subsystem.
SUPPORT RE_JIREMENTS - Same as 39.9 plus the following
GSE
Equil_nent to support and monitor the operation of Mis:Jio_ AAP 3/_I
exp eriment s
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPM_
None
FACILITIES
None
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TEST TITLE
Operation Sequence -Missioll AAP 3/4
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that the experiments and support sub-
systems are compatible when operated in a mission
sequence
TES_ CONFIGURATION
Prototype orbit configured carriers:
S-IVB, IU, AM, MDA, Lower SLA, _S, CS_4,
TEST DE_RI_I_
RM, IM, A_M/Rack
FREPARA_mION
The cluster will be in an 0WS configuration after the equil_aent
(subsystem sad experiments) has been installed and activated.
GSE will be checked out and connemte_. Solar array will be
simulated. Ground air conditioning will be supplied. The sub-
system operation and each experiment operation shall have been
demonstrated p_'lor to thi_ te_t. _.^....o_j_....._ _^_ _._ _^_
operate in horizontal position will be simulated.
OFERATI0_
Each subsystem and experiment will be operated in the sequence
that they would be operated during the mission. Established
mission timelines will be co_pressed. Astronaut stations will
be manned for this test. Support subsystem and experiment simu-
lation will be held to a minimum.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The experiments and subsystems will perform within specification
when operated to the mission sequence and timelines.
SUPP01_ REQUIREMENTS - Same as 39.10
IWAJ_T'IJV JifARI_2rY'A O0_jmOJ_AY'lO_
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T_ TITLE NUMBER
Orbit _C Environment Test -Mi:;sion AAP 3/)_ 39 •12
TEST OBJECTIVE
i. Demonstrate that orbit EMI envlro_m_nt has no
adverse effect on carrier systems.
2. Verify antenna field strength.
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype orbit configured carriers:
S-IVB, IU, AM, MDA, Lower SLA, LM&SS, CS_4, _, LM, A_4/Rack
TES_ DESCRII_ION
PREPARATION
Prototypes will be assembled horizontally in the o_-o_bit con-
figuration. The LM&SS carrier will be in the top port of the
F[DA and the cluster will be at least 20 feet off the ground.
IT._absorbing material will be positioned at specified locations
under the cluster and around support members. GSE _lll be
_rl out _ cor-uectcd. _MC __ ...... "-_'_+ "_
installed at specified locations. Carrier level _D tests will
have been performed prior to t_Is test.
OPERATION
A simulated mission sequence will be p_rformed with all antenna
systems operated open loop. Subsystems and experiments with
power requirements will be operated and _ will be monitored
for detrimental effects. Antenna field strength will be measured.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. Subsystems and experlment_ will operate with no adverse
effects due to _I.
2. Antenna field strength shall be within design specification.
SUPPORT REQUIEEMENTS - Same as 39.10 plus the following
GSE
1.
2.
Transport and handling GSE for all listed carriers.
_4C monitoring equil_nent
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
1. Antenna strength measuring equil_ment.
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Orbit EMC Environment Test - Mission AAP 3/4
2. Fixtures made of RF transparent material to hold centerllne of
cluster approximately 25 feet off the ground.
FACILITIES
Area to contain the OWS in horizontal position for EMC testing.
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TEST TITLE
Contingency Planning - Mi_:io,_ AAP 3/4
(Critical Subsyst_n Malfunction Verification)
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate corrective actions required due to
critical subsystem malfunctions which may affect
astronaut safety
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype orbit configured carriers:
S-IVB, IU, AM, MDA, Lower SLA, IMS_S, CSM, RM, IM, A_d/Rack
TEST DESCRI I_ION
PREPARATION
Operation Sequence - Mission AAP 3/4 (59.11) _]laLl nave Ocen pe1"i'orme_
prior to this test.
OPERATION
Possible malfunctions derived by system _lysis will be _imu-
lated and emergency procedures verlfimd.
CP_rT__RIA Fo_ _T_q_
Emergency procedures against critical subsystem malfunctions
shall be verified to be adequate for astronaut safety.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS - Same as 39.9
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TEST TITLE T'_3T NUMBEE
Contingency Pla/mlng - Mi.'_;';io,_ 'AAt' 3/4
(Alternate F_periment Grouping)
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate identified alternate experiment grouping_
to be used in case of experiment dellveryproblems or
changes in miaslon objectives
TEST CONFIGURATION
Prototype orbit configured carriers:
S-IVB, IU, AM, MDA_ Lower SLA, IM&SS, CSM, EM, IM, A_4/Rack
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
OWS Experiment Performance -Mi'_sio_ AAP 3/I_ (3_). [0) a_d OWS Operation
Sequence -Mi_;ion AAP 3/4 (39.LI) _hall I_ave buc_ pcri'ur,_Led p,'ip,' to
this test.
OPERATION
1. Experiments added for this contingency test will be operated
individually in conjunction with the support subsystems.
_=_u_ wmxx be made that there are no incompatibilities
between experiments and support subsystems.
2. Each subsystem and experiment in the alternate group will be
operated in the sequence that they would be operated during
the mission. Established mission tlmelines will be compressed
and utilized. Astronaut stations will be manned for this
test.
CRITERIA FOR 3UCCESS
i. Alternate experiments will perform within design specifica-
tions when operated with support subsystems.
2. The experiments and subsystems will perform wit.hln specifi-
cations when operated to the mission sequence and tlme.lines.
SUPPORT RE_JIREMENTS - Ss_e as 39.10
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CM/_/MDA Pressure Test
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TEST NUMBER
39.14
TEST OBJECTIVE
To demonstrate that the C_/MDA combination is
capable of being pressurized to operational pressure
with interface leakage within design specifications
TEST CONFIGURATION
i. Prototype flight configured CM
2. Prototype flight configured
3. Prototype flight configured MDA
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The CM/_/MDA will be mated (horizontal) in an area acceptable
for pressurization. The CM, EM and MDA will be on support
fixtures with vernier adjustments to allow mating. An AM simu-
lator will be utilized to provide a structural cover for the
AM/_A interface.
OPERATION
•ne u_,i/m,I/i,m_will be pressurized to proof pressure utilizing a
helium/nitrogen mixture. Verification will be made that no
structural damage or major leaks have occured. The pressure
will then be reduced to operational pressure where a mass
spectrometer test will be performed on the CM/_M/MDA interfaces.
CRITERIA FOR I_UCCESS
I. There shall be no adverse effects from the proof pressure.
2. Leak rates of the CM/EM/MDA interfaces shall be within
design spe clflcations.
SUPPORT REQUII_TS
GSE
i.
2.
3.
CM handling and transport GSE
RM handling and transport GSE
MDA handling and transport GSE
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CM/RM/MDA Pressure Test (contiuued)
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
i. Mass spectrometer for leak test
2. Pressurization panel capable of supplying and monitoring a
hellum/nitrogen mixture of gas.
3. Support fixtures for CM, RM and MDA
4. AM interface simulator
FACILITIES
Area to perform CM/_4/MDA proof and leak test
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TEST TITLE TE_ NUMBER
I_/AM Cryogenic Subsystem Operation 39.15
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demonstrate that the _/AM cryogenic transfer
system operates within design specifications.
TEST CONFIGURATION
1. Prototype flight configured EM
2. Prototype flight configured AM
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The EM and AM will be side by side in the vertical position in a
cryogenic test area. _ _d AM shall l-ave completed ear_,ier
level qualification tests. Individual components will have been
subjected to proof pressures. GSE will be connected and an
ambient functional performed prior to the cryogenic transfer
test.
OPERATION
The cryogenic transfer test p_'ogramwill be perfox_ned as follows:
1. Connect I_/AM cryogenic transfer lines.
2. Pressurize and leak check all cryogenic systems.
3. Proof pressure all cryogenic systems.
4. Load cryogenics (L02, LH2, LN2). Demonstrate GSE compatibility.
5. Perform transfer of these fluids in an abbreviated mission
sequence. Demonstrate: (a) flow rate
(b) response time
6. Unload and clean systems.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
1. All cryogenic systems shall operate within design specifi-
cations.
2. All prelaunch GSE servicing equipment shall be demonstrated
compatible with the flight hardware.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i.
2.
AM and EM propellant and servicing GSE
AM and I_ transport and handling GSE
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RH/AM Cryogenic Subsystem Operation (continued)
3. AM and EM electrical GSE
SPECIAL TEST E_UIPMENT
1. Mass spectrometer for leak check
2. Mounting fixtures for I_ and AM on test _tm_d
3. Pressurization equipment to perform subsystem leak check
FACILITIES
Cryogenic test area to mount EM and AM, provide the necessary
commodities and allow system pressurization and cryogenic
transfer
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TEST _ZTLE
MDA/LM Pressure Test
TEST OBJECTIVE
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TEST NUMBER
39.16
To demonstrate that the MD_LM combination lu
capable o_' beii_ pressurized to operational pressure
with interface leakage within desi_ specifications
TEST CONFIGURATION
i. Prototype flight configured MDA
2. Prototype flight configured I_M
TEST DESCRII_ION
PREPARATION
The M DA/LM will be mated f_^-" ^ _
_z_n_al) in an area acceptable for
pressurization. The LM and MDA will be on support fixtures with
vernier adjustment to allow mating. An AM simulator will be
utilized to provide a structural cover for the AM/MDA interface.
OPERATION
The MDA/LM will be pressurized to proof pressure utilizing a
helium/nitrogen mixture. Verification will be made t]mt no
r_
will then be reduced to operational pressure where a mass
spectrometer test will be performed on t,he MDA/EM interface.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. There shall be no adverse effects from the proof pressure.
2. Leak rates of the MDA/I_M interface shall be within design
specifications.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
1.
2.
LM handling and transport GSE
MDA handling and transport GSE
SPECIAL TEST EQIJIPMENT
i. Mass spectrometer for leak test
2. Pressurization panel capable of supplying and monitoring
a helium/nitrogen mixture of gas
3. Support fixtures for I_M and MDA
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MDA/I_ Pressure Test (continued)
4. AM interface simulator
FACILITIES
Area to perform LM/MDA proof and leak test
ml
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TEST TITLE TEST NUMBER
IM/ATM/Rack Cryogenic Subsystem Operation $9.17
TEST OBJECTIVE
Demohstrate that the LM/ATM/Rack cryogenic transfer
system operates within design specifications
TEST CONFIGURATION
i. Prototype flight configured LM
2. Prototype flight configured ATM/Rmmk
TEST DESCRIPTION
PREPARATION
The LM and A_/Rack will be mated in the horizontal position in
a cryogenic test area. LM and A_/Raek shall have completed
carrier level qualification tests. Individual components will
have been subjected to proof pressures. GSE will be connected
and an ambient functional performed prior to the cryogenic
transfer test.
0 PERATI ON
The cryogenic transfer test program will be performed as follows:
i. Connect LM/A_ cryogenic transfer lines,
2. Pressurize and leak check all cryogenic syst_s.
3. Proof pressure all cryogenic syst_s.
4. Load cryogenics (L02). Demonstrate GSE compatibility.
5. Perform transfer of these fluids in an abbreviated mission
sequence. Demonstrate: (a) flow rate
(b) response time
6. Unload and clean systems.
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
i. The cryogenic systems shall operate within design specifi-
cations.
2. All prelaunch GSE servicing equipment shall be demonstrated
compatible with the flight hardware.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
GSE
i. A_M/Rack propellant and servicing GSE
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LM/ATM/Rack Cryogenic Subsystem Operation (continued)
2. IM and A_4/Rack transport and handling GSE
3. IN and AT_Rack electrical GSE
SPECIAL TEST E_JII_NT
i. Mass spectrometer for leak check
2. Mounting fixtures for AM and CSM on test stand
3. Pressurization equipment to perform subsystem leak check
FACILITIES
Cryogenic test area to hold mated IM/A_4/Rack, provide the
necessary commodities and allow system pressurization and cryo-
genic transfer
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5. EXI_RI_NT INTEGRATION TEST REQUIREI_NTS
5,I General - The following pages delineate the assigned
experiments for Flights AAP i, 2, 3, and 4; the carriers/clusters
on which the experiment is performed (figure 40); and the integra-
tion test requirements (Table XXII). The experiment integration
tests will Verify and demonstrate that:
a. The experiments are compatible wlth the carriers
and support subsystems.
b. The required subsystems are adequate to support
the experiment operation,
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EXPERIMENT
NUMBER TITLE S-IVB!
D012 Astronaut Maneuvering Unit
D017 Solid Electrolyte Carbon Dioxide Reduction
D018 Integrated Maintenance X
D019 Suit Donning and Sleep Station Evaluation X
D020 Evaluation of Alternate Restraints for Mobility and Maintenance X
D021 Expandable Airlock
D022 Expandable Structures for Recovery X
M018 Vectorcardiogram
M050 Metabolic Cost of Inflight Tasks
M051 Inflight Assessment of Cardiovascular Function
M052 Bone and Muscle Changes
M053 Human Vestibular Function
M054 Neurological Study
M055 Time and Motion Study
M423 Hydrostatic Gas Bearing Evaluation
M425 Tracking and Navigation
M439 Star-Horizon Automatic Tracking
M464 Onboard Checkout Equipment
M466 Spacesuit and Lunar Surface Experiment Hardware
M469 ST-124 Removal
M479 Zero-G Flammability
M486 EVA Equipment and Hardware Evaluation
M487 Crew Quarters
M488 High Pressure Air Expulsion
M489 Heat Exchanger Service
M492 Joining Tubular Assemblies in Space Environment
M493 Electron Beam Welding
S005 Synoptic Terrain Photography
S006 Synoptic Weather Photography
S009 ' _riwa_y Cu_mic Radiation
SUIT
S018
S019
_020
S027
S052
S053A
S053B
S054
S055A
S055B
S055C
S056
$061
$063
S065
X-Ray Astronomy
Micrometeorite Collection
UV Stellar Astronomy
uv _-_ay Solar yhotography
X-Ray Astronomy
White Light Coronography
UV Coronal Spectrograph
UV Spectrograph
X-Ray Spectrographic Telescope
UV Spectrometer
[IV Spectrometer (UV Spectroheliometer)
UV Spectrometer - H Telescope
X-Ray Telescope
Potato Respiration
UV Airglow Horizon Photography
Multi-Band Terrain Photography
TO02 Manual Navigation Sightings
TO03 Nephelometer Experiment
T004 Frog Otolith Function
T013 Crew Activity Vehicle Disturbances
T017 Meteoroid Impact and Erosion
TOI8 Precision Optical Tracking
T020 Jet Shoes
T021 Meteoroid Velocity and Impact into Aluminum
T022 Heat Pipe Demonstration
T023 Collection of Surface Absorbed Materials
MSFC 57 Gravity Simulation Workbench
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
CARRIER/CLUSTER REQUIRE_NT
A_'_ ATM/
IU MDA PACKAGE RACK
X
X
X
CLUSTER
1/2
CLUSTER
3/4
Figure 40. Experiment Performance Area
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IntegTatlon Test Requirements ........
EXPERIMENT NLrMBER
Astronaut Maneuvering Unit D012
LAUNCH LOCATION
AM - Flight AAP 2
LM - Flight AAP 4
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
AM/External Flight AAP 2
LM/AM/External Flight AAF 4
CONF IGURATION
[A+ I
•,+ '\ /
AM
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
I. Display and controls
2. Crew systems
3. Data management
EXPERI}ENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
None
INTEGRATION TESTS
I. Physical Fit
a. Storage fit
2. Telemetry Check- Activate AMU and check spacecraft reception.
MARTIN MARIETTA OOR@ORATION
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table XXII. (Cont.)
PaSt 353
EXPERIMENT TITLE
Solid Electrolyte Carbon Dioxide Reduction I)017
LAUNCH LOCATION
CSM Flight AAP I
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
CSM Mission AAP [/2
CONFIGURATION
< C02 _t_ j ...... _'ect_ol_sis Ce_l
02 Out
SUPPORT SUBSYSTE_ RE_JIRED
i. Display and Control
2. Power
3. Data Management
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
EXPERIMENT N'UMBER
. _ ......... _ in Power
......, _n Signal
_._ .... C02, COOut
Exterior
35 mln. @ 200 watts, peak to 320 watts, then gradual
decrease to 210 watts. Total time - 4 hours
INTEGRATION TESTS
I,
.
3.
4.
Phsyclal Fit
a. Storage fit check - basic unit
b. Power cable connection
c. Data cable connection
d. C02, CO exhaumt interface connection
Vacuum Connection Leak Check
Electrical Power Consumption
Operational Check-operate unlt-verlfy output
signals on data channels.
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Tab le XXII. (Cont.)
Page 354
EXPER]34ENT TITLE EXPERIMENT NUMBER
Integrated Maintenance D018
LAUNCH LOCATION
MDA CSM Flight AAP 3 _esupply)
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
OWS Flights AAP 2 and 4
CONFIGURATION
Astronaut performs maintenance tasks monitored by canmra and
recorder; also performs the following experiment{
02 Iz_et
sorption Bed |
.......... _ .......--@___---C-O Power
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM REQUIRED
I. Voice data
2. Power
3. Camera units
4. Display and controls
5. On board checkout (M464)
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
Two 9-hour intervals @ 200 watts
24 hours @ 30 watts
INTEGRATION TESTS
.
o
Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check-aeollte bed, maintenanc@ tools,
astronaut restraining devices.
b. Operational fit check of all hardware
c. Zeolite bed power connection
d, Camera and tape recorder placement
Electrical power consumption
MARTIN MARllrl"rA OORPORAYIOiV
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table XXI[.
EXPERIMENT TITLE
Suit Donning and Sleep Station
Evaluation
LAUNCH LOCATION
MDA CSM Flfght AAP 3 (Re_.pp[y)
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
OWS Flights AAP 2 and 4
CONFIGURATION
(Cent.)
EX_ER_NT NUMBER
D019
Sleep 1 MOL
Restraint _ Spacemuit
Astronaut puts on spaceeuit and utilised sleep restraints -
actions are monitored by camera and tape recorder.
SUPPORT SUBSYSTE_ REQUIRED
i.
2.
3.
Voice data
Camera unite
On board checkout (Fgt64)
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
No ne
INTEGRATION TESTS
Pase 355
. Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check- basic unite and accelsortea
b. Operational location fit check
c. Camera and tape recorder placement
iifARTI_! IWARIETTA OORPORATIOJV
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table XXII. (Cont.)
_age 356
EXPERIMENT TITLE
Evaluation of Alt. Restraints
for Mobility and _llntenance
LAUNCH LOCATION
MDA CSM Flight AAP 3 (Resupply)
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
OWS Flight AAP 2 and 4
CONFIGURATION
Astronaut performs mobile exercises and maintenance
tasks - actions are monitored by camera and recorder
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
I. Voice data
2. Camera units
3. On 5oard checkout (_64)
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND P(_FER REQUIRED
_O ne
INTEGRATION TESTS
1. Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - all equipment
b. Camera and recorder placement
EXPERII_NT NUMBER
D020
MARTIN ltfARIET"rA OORPORATION
DENVER DIVISIO.N
ED-2002-49
7 April67
Tsb le XXII. (Cont.)
Paso 357
EXPERIMENT TITLE EXPERIMENT NUMBER
Expandable Al, lock D021
LAUNCH LOCATION
MDA
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
MDA Flight AAP 2
CONF IGURATION
MDA
J
.....
I!
_ ...._ \ \ _._
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
Airlock
I. Power
2. Voice data
3. D_tm n_l,lA_en_nt
4. Display and control
EXPERII_ENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
5 sec. deployment @280 watts
50 min. @ 40 watts
INTEGRATION TESTS
le
.
3.
4.
5.
Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - basic unit and accessories
b. Operational location fit check
c. Sensor interface connection-temp, and pressure probes
d. 02 supply interface connection
e. Power interface connection - deployment and lighting
f. Camera location
Verify pressurisation
Leak check
Verify sensor operation
Electrical Power Consumption
MARTIN lifARII[TYA OORPORATION
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 358
EXPERIMENT TITLE EXPERIMENT NUMBER
Expandable Structures for Recovery ])022
LAUNCH LOCATION
MDA/AM
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
OWS/AM External Flight AAP 2
CONFIGURATION
I. Astronaut demonstrates ability to deploy and lock an
expandable re-entry capsule structure end install a payload
in it.
2. Demonstration of an in space expansion and rigldlsation
of a chemically rigidized fluted core glass cloth panel.
Actions are monitored by camera and. tape recorder
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
l, AM
b. Data management
c. Power
, OWS
a. Voice data
b. Camera units
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
5 amps @ 28 VDC for 5 sec for initiation
INTEGRATION TESTS
l° Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - basic units
b. Operational location fit check - collapsed and
deployed
c. Return storage fit check
d. Camera and tape recorder placement
e. Power cable connection
MARTIN liirARIi[TrA OORPORATION
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 359
EXPERIMENT TITLE EXPERIMENT NUMBER
Vectorcardiogram M018
LAUNCH LOCATION
MDA CSM F1 [ght AAP 3 (Rt,st,pp1y)
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
OWS Flights AAP 2 and 4
CONFIGURATION
{lee ..... _ ..... ,_ :r •
5rodes / ( Electrode
Connector
Paste for electrodes
U_J
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
EED Signal
Conditioners
Lead Network
Z-Pneumograph
CWG Belt
.... h .___9 Power
_--_.___c-o To tape
recorder
I. Data management
2. Power
3. Display and controls
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
1 wact per 40 mln. duration
INTEGRATION TESTS
I.
,
3.
Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - basic unit and acceBsories
b. Operational location fit check
c. Cable connection to tape recorder
d. Power cable connection
e. Subject cable harness connection to electrode connector
Electrical Power Consumption
Calibration Check - Simulate known input to electrodes -
record on tape - compare tape results to input.
MARTIN llfARIgTTA OORPORATION
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
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Tab l.e XXII. (cont.)
Page 360
EXPERIR_NT TITLE
Metabolic Cost of In Flight Tasks
LAUNCH LOCATION
MDA CSM Flight AAP 3 (Resupply)
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
OWS Flights AAP 2 and 4
CONFIGURATION
I ..... }
Flow
Mou%h _ ...., . (Meter _ _--Piece _..... ".....
Power QE> -__
G_s
Analyzer
P_ogrmmmer
EXPERIMENT NUMBER
M050
To transmitter
!. Data management
')
_.. Power
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
40 mln. per day @ 6 watts 6 days
INTEGRATION TESTS
,
,
3.
Physical Fit
a. Storage Fit check - basic unit and accessories
b. Operatlotml location fit check
c. Cable connection to telemetry equipment
d. Power cable connection
Electrical Power Consum)tion
Calibration Check - Introduce a known volume ratio of 02 & CO 2
gas through the mouthpiece - compare gas analyzer readout and
telemetry data with input.
llfARTIN IWARIEY'I'A OORPORATIOlil
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table XXll, (Cont.)
Page 361
EXPERII_NT TITLE EXPERId4_NT NUMBER
Inflight Assessment of Cardiovascular
Function
M051
LAUNCH LOCATION
MDA CSM Flight AAP 3 (Resupply)
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
OWS Flights AAP 2 and 4
CONFIGURATION
Electrocardiogram
ECG ..... To tape
Body [EC-G Sig, _---_ , _ recorder
trodes IIL.......... j _ ._ Power
Air l_Dwe r
Blood pres- ,,,
, \ pressure !BlOod .........3- <D
o£4. = _L&*.L _, _ I P_es sure i
.'>L IMeasuring |_. . TO tape
' " recorder,, • [ As sembl/{___J .... ( _
/ ]
: Microphone ( C-_q- Air Interface
& cable
Lower Body Negative Pressure
Around Waist
!
: Pressure 2> -_ To Tape
Press. Xducer _ Assembly _ _, _ Recoraer
/
Around Leg -_ _ _ _[...._ ......... I
2
'......... >-_ Power
Recorder ) ___
Air Vacuum
Supply
MARTIN llfARIEYl"A OORPORA "rlON
DENVER DIVISION
ED-200e-49
7 April 1967
Tab le XXII. (Cont.)
Page 362
SUPPORT SUBSYST_4S REQUIRED
i. Data Manage_nent
2. Power
3- Camera u_n[ts
4. Compressed air
[_. Vacuum
EXPERIMENT IgagBER
M051 (cont 'd)
.L'/XP_f ACTIVATION AN]) POWER E]':QUII@D
Three 4_ m]J,ute sessions - one per day
i0 mln. (_ 25 watts
35 mln. _ 1.7 watts
INTEGRATION TESTS
i. Physical Fit
a. Storage Fit Check - basic units and accessories
b. Operational Location Fit Check
c. Power Cable Connections
d. Tape Recorder Cable Connections
e. Air Interface Connections
f. Vacuum T_+er_ce Connections
g. Body Electrode Ca'Die Cormection
2. Air Connection Leak Check _nd Pressure Check
4. Electrical Power ConL:umption
5- Operational Check
Stimulate input wlth kno_ quantities or data
and compare with output tape
A,_A oro'lAw O0_P'_ _ Y
DENVER, COLORADO
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table XXII. (Cont.)
Pase 363
EXPERIMENT TITLE EXPERII_NT NUMBER
Bone and Muscle Changes M052
LAUNCH LOCATION
MDA Flight AAP 2 CSM Flights AAP i and 3
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
OWS/CSM Flights AAP 2 and 4
CONFIGURATION
ZNSTALL_X) BkI?ORE LAUNCH
Power
^
r
I Blood, urine and
save
.... r-I I_.
IiRefrigerator I _.--I fecal ssmples s.re
I | LO 2 Interface collected at intervals
and preserved.Jl
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
I. OWS
a. Power
b. Waste management
. CSM
a. Power
b. Thermal control
c. Crew systems
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
Refrigerator on at all times
INTEGRATION TESTS
_°
2.
LO2, interface leak check
LO 2 flow rate
MARTIN IlfAR!Jrl'rA OORPORATIOIIf
DEN 'ER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 364
EXPERIMENT TITLE
Human Vestibular Function
LAUNCH LOCATION
MDA CSM Flight AAP 3 (Rcstxpl,ly )
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
OWS Flights AAP 2 and 4
CONFIGURATION
Power __
F
J
J
[1
I
_ggles
-L ..... _J \
Fiber
Chair
J I
=.i •
EXPERI_NT NUMBER
M053
Signal
,_,_ To
ec°rder, l Telemetry
Power
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
I. Voice Data
2. Data management
3. Power
4. Camera units
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
Each test ½ hr. @ 500 watts
INTEGRATION TESTS
Io
,
Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - basic unit and accessories
b. Operational location fit check
c. Power cable connection
d. Signal cable connection
Electrical power consmnptlon
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
DENVER DIVISION
ED=2002 -49
7 April 1967
Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 365
EXPERIMENT TITLE EXPERIMENT NUMBER
Neurological Study Mg54
LAUNCH LOCATION
MDA CSM Flight AAP 3 (Resupply)
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
OWS Flights AAP 2 and 4
CONFIGURATION
r---- ....................
| Special
Head I HelmetProbes EEG
EOG
L .............
Body
Probes
• Impedance I
" " IPnetun°gr_phi
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
CW_
I
t ........JReoorde 
Power
.
2.
3.
Data management _iomed recorder)
Powe r
Onboard checkout (M464)'
EXPER]I_ENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
Periods of 4 hours and 8 hours @ 1.7 watts
INTEGRATION TESTS
I. Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - basic assemblies and accessories
b. Operational location fit check
c. Power cable connection
2. Electrlcal power consumption
3. Calibration check - simulate known input to probes -
compare tape results to input.
MARTIN MARIETrA OORPORATION
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 366
EXPERIMENT TITLE
*rime and Motion Study
LAUNCH LOCATION
MDA CSM Flight AAP 3 (l{,'St,l)l)l.y)
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
OWS Flights AAP 2 and 4
CONFIGURATION
Astronaut performs varlo_s physical tasks - action| are
monitored by camera and tape recorder
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
I. Voice data
2. Camera units
E,_V_,R!T_._rrACT!VAT!ONAND POWER P_IP_D
None
INTEGRATION rESTS
i. Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - equipment for time study ta|ks
b. Operational location fit check
c. Camera and recorder location
EXPE RIq_NT NUMBER
M_55
MARTIN MARIEI"f'A OORPORATIOItl
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 Aprll 1967
Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 367
EXPERIMENT TITLE
Hydrostatic Gas Bearing Evaluation
LAUNCH LOCATION
IU Flight AAP 4
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
IU Flight AAP 4
CONFIGURATION
Power _ 3-
I--1
.... _--_- Gas
Bearing ]
__IElectronics ._
[..... J
EXPERIMENT NZIMBER
P_J.23
- _ To tape recorder
_:r.=,_=_.., ,_ SL_SYSTEI'_ REQUIRED
I. Data management
EXPERI_NT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
4_ hours @ 84 watts
INTEGRATION TESTS
I. Physical fit
a. Tape recorder cable connection
2. Electrical Power Consumption
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
DENVER DIV'SION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 368
EXPERIMENT T I'I_._E E KI_RII_NT t_MBER
Tracking and Navigation M425
LAUNCH LOCATION
IU Flight AAP 4
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
IU Flight AAP 4
CONFIGURATION
Power
Si gn_l s
Control
, L
FAROD*
'{ Sensor
_ystem
Tracki_4-_ Fii _ers
_- Clock & Timing/
/
/
" ............. -_ Adapter 1
/ ............ _ (Computer) 1.........
T
Dat_ Cha_ne! s
Telemetry
To AROD command
and control functions
"'.I'_..L'UUI"II_ -'_J:_1.h_ VL'UJ. U _ Dt_I"/LLLrl_I, b.L(311
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
I. Power
2. Data Management
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
150 watts for 15 mln.
INTEGRATION TESTS
I. Physical Fit
a. Storage/Dperatlonal location f£t check
b. Data cable connections
c. Power cable connections
2. Electrlcal power consumption
lifAR?IN lifARIEI"rA OORPORAI"IOItl
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 369
EXPERII_NT TITLE
Star-Horison Automatic Tracking
LAUNCH LOCATION
CSM Flight AAP 1
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
CSM Mission AAP 1/2
CONFIGURATION
EXPER_NT b1_R
M439
Apollo Optical
TT_4+ _+_+_
Output
Tracker
Di splay
&
Control
' < _ Power
CM
...............Computer
Recorder
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
I. Display and Control
2. Power
3. Data Management
EXPEEIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
Unknown
INTEGRATION TESTS
le Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - basic unit
b. Operational location fit check
c. Power cable connection
d. Interface connection with CMcomputer and
photometer
IJfARTIIW IWARIET'I'A OORPORATIOItl
DENVER DirtS1014
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 370
EXPERIMENT TITLE EXPER_NT NUMBER
Onboerd checkout Equipment M464
LAUNCH LOCATION
MDA CSM Flight AAP 3 (Resupply)
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
OWS Flights AAP 2 and 4
CONFIGURATION
/
3round
Station
Onboard Checkout
SLrPPORT SUBSYSTEMS RE QUIRED
Data
, O Power
Experiments
811d/or
Subsystems
Under Test
Phases II &III
I. Data Management
2. Po%_r
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
Checkout Power
Phase I - 15 mln/day @ 475 watts
Phase II - 30 mln/dey @ 475 watts
Phase IIl - 1 hr. 45 min/day @ 665 watts
M_nltor Power
1.2 sac. @ 300-380 watts
Standby Power
5 watts
INTEGRATION TESTS
.
*
3.
.
Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - basic unit
b. Operational location fit check
c. Power cable connection
d. Interface connections with selected experiments or
Subsys tams
Electrical Power Consumption
Operational check - simulate experlment/subsystem input with
known data and compare with output
Verify OWS can be operated from ground systems
lifARTIItl IWARIETTA OORPORATION
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002 -49
7 Aprll 1967
Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 37 L
EXPERIMENT TITLE
_Spacesuit and Lunar Surface Experiment
Hardware
LAUNCH LOCATION
MDA
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
OWS Flight AAP 2
CONF IGURAT ION
Astronaut performs various tasks utilf_ing lunar spacesultp
speelal tools and hardware under a 1/6 "g" environment -
actions are monitored by '_ and _ovle cameras.
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS RE _JIRED
I. Voice data
2. Data manage_nt
3. Camera units
None
INTEGRATION TESTS
I. Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - all equipment and accessories
b. Camera placement
EXPERIMENT NUMBER
1_66
IRARTON lifARIET'Ir'A OORPORATIOItl
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 372
EXPERII_ENT TITLE
ST-124 Removal
LAUNCH LOCATION
EXPERIMENT NUMBER
1_69
IU/MDA Flight AAP 2 CSM Flight AAP 3 (Resupplyi
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
IU/OWS Flight AAP 2
CONFIGURATION
C_S Flight AAP 4
Astronaut removes ST-124 system from IU with special tool|p
and moves to OWS. The ST-124 will be disassembled and
certain selected components removed. Actions are monitored
by TV and movie camera.
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
I. Voice data
2, Data management
3. Power
4. Camera units
EXPERII_ENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
No ne
INTEGRATION TESTS
B Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - TV camera, movie camera, tool kit,
ST-124 stowage after removal
b. Tether attachment and length
c. Operational camera set-up
MARTIN I)ftlRIE_r'A OORPORATION
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
T_ble _II. (Cont.)
Page 373
EXPERIFENT TITLE EXPERIMENT NUMBER
Zero-G Flammability _79
LAUNCH LOCATION
MDA
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
OWS Flight AAP 2
CONFIGURATION
: He 1
l
' 7"__CO2 ;, t_7 -- __
/
r , ' . ,
-| Exhaust
,Ii ...................
Combustion
Chamber
-,.'_q------ 0 2 Inlet
............................... Timer
Meter
Camera
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
Power
i. Voice data
2. Data management
3. Power
4. Camera units
5. Oxygen supply
6. Vacuum
7. Onboard checkout
• °
(M464)
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
87 sec. each test
igniter - 2 SaC @ 560 watts -7
controls - 25 sac @ 56 watts #
camera - 60 sec. @ 140 Watts J
Total of 5.4 hours testing time
Common
Start
INTEGRATION TESTS
I.
,
3.
Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - basic unit and accessories
b. Operational location fit check
c. Power cable connection
d. Exhaust interface connection
Electrical Power Consumption
Verify Exhaust Operation
MARTIN IRARIETTA OORPORATIOlil
DENVER OqVlSlON
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table XXIIo (Cont.)
Pase 374
EXPERIMENT TITLE
EVA Equipment and Hardware Evaluation
LAUNCH LOCATION
MDA
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
OWS Flight AAP 2
CONF IGURATION
Mobility aids and EVA equipment are evaluated by monitoring
actions on TV and movie cameras.
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQULRED
I. Voice data
2. Data management
3. Po_r
4. Camera units
5. Onboard checkout (M464))
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
3 hour session
2 sessions per day for 6 days
INTEGRATION TESTS
i. Physical Fit
a, Storage fit check - mobility alds, hardware and
accessories
b. Operational location fit check
c. Camera placement
EXPERI/_ NT NUMBER
M486
MARTIN It_IARIET'rA OORPORATION
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 Aprll 1967
Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 375
EXPERIMENT TIr[IE
Crew Quarters
LAUNCH LOCATION
MDA
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
AM/OWS Flight AAP 2
CONFIGURATION
EXPERIMENT ND'MBER
Z.'_.87
Astronauts erect various structures for living quarters
in S-IVB. Actions are monitored on TV and .-_vle cameras.
SUPPORT SD3SYSTEMS REQUIRED
I. Voice data
2. Data manage_nt
3. Power
4. Camera units
5. Onboard checkout (._64)
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND _C_ .W_T7=_
-%--
48 hours setup time
INTEGRATION TESTS
I. Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - all structures, assemblies end
accessories
b. Operational location fit check
c. Camera placement
ltfARTIN MARIETTA OORPORA TION
DENVER DiVISiON
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 376
EXPERIMENT TITLE EXPERIMENT NUMBER
High Pressure Air Explusion M688
LAUNCH LOCATION
MDA
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
OWS Flight AAP 2
CONFIGURATION I Tape Recorder , ]
Finned , . . ..... Orifice
S 02 )kUnfinned ........ _-': :_-t _1--- Temp. & Press.
i /"' i I_------- Sensors (T}[p. _)
(Va!ve . " -
Typ. 2) Press. Reg.
(_. 2)
I. Data management
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
20 mln. @ 18 watts
INTEGRATION TESTS
i,
,
3.
Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - basic unit and tanks
b. Operational location fit check
c. Power cable connection
Electrical power consumption
Sensor Calibration - Introduce a gas whose thermodynamic
expulsion characteristics under I "g" are know. - compare
tape data with known data.
lifAIIT'lN lifAROlrT'rA O011PORATION
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002 -49
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Table _II. (Cont.)
PaSe 377
EXPERII_NT TITLE EXPE RIl_ NT NUMBER
Heat Exchanger Service
LAUNCH LOCATION
M489
MDA
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
OWS F].ight AAP 2
CONFIGURATION
Power .-,>
ecorde_
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
I. Voice data
2. Data management
3. Power
4. Camera units
5. Vacuum
ICamera
Heat Exchanger
Water
Supply
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
16 hours
5 to 630 watts intermittently
INTEGRATION "_STS
350 watts average
l#
e
3.
.
Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - basic unit and accessories
b. Operational location fit check
c. Power cable connections
d. Tape recorder connection
e. Exhaust interface connection
f. Camera location
Electrical power consumption
Calibration check
Operate under i "g" condition - check known or expected
result with tape data,
Verify Exhaust Operation
JtfARTIN ltfAIIIJrTT'A OORPORATION
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table XXII. (Cont.)
]FaKe 378
EX]_ERIMENT TITLE
Joining Tubular Assemblies in
Space Environment
LAI_CH LOCATION
MDA
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
_S F1igilt _P 2
CONFIGURATION
EXPERIMENT NUMBER
M_.92
hamber i Welder --
< _ Power
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
I. Voice data
2. Camera units
_. On board checkout (_64)
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATIONAND PO_RREQUIRED
No power data.
This experiment is performed simultaneously with M493
1½ hours total time for both
INTEGRATION TESTS
i, Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - basic unit
b. Operational location fit check
c. Powercable connection
2. Electrical Power Consumption
liqARTIN IUIARIET"rA OORPORATION
DENPER DIVISION
=.
ED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 379
EXPERIMENT TITLE
Electron Beam Welding
LAI_NC H LOCATION
MDA CSM Flight AAP 3 (l{es.pply)
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
OWS Flights 2 a.d 4
CONF IGURATION
EXI_RZI_NT _R
_93
/ Vacuum , Electron Beam
Q Chamber 1 Welder __IC°ntr°ls !_
.... _ T -7 .................. _ Power
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
Be
2.
3.
Voice data
Camera units
Onboard checkout (_64)
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
No power data.
This experiment is performed slnmltaneously with M492
on Flight AAP 2.
1½ hours total time for both
INTEGRATION IESTS
Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - basic unit
b. Operational fit check
c. Power cable connection
2. Electrical Power Consumption
MARTIN llfARIg'r'l'A OORPORATIOlll
DENVER OIVISION
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Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 380
EXPERI_NT TITLE
Synoptic Terrain Photography
LAUNCH LOCATION
CSM Flight AAP I
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
CSM Mission AAP 1/2
CONFIGURATION
EXPERIMENT NUMBER
S005
I Cap,era
i
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
I. Voice data
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
Performed in conjunction with S006
INTEGRATION TESTS
I. Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check camera and accessories
b. Operational location fit check
MARTIN I_ARIE'r'I'A OORPORATIOltl
DENVER DtVlStON
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Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 381
EXPERIMENT TITLE
Synoptic Weather Photography
LAUNCH LOCATION
CSM Flight AAP I
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
CSM Mission ILAP I/2
CONF IGIFRATION
I Camera
j
.............J
EXPERIMENT NUMBER
SO06
SI_PORT SUBSYSTE.MS RE(_JTRED
I. Voice data
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER RE_JIRED
Performed in conjunction with S005
INTEGRATION TESTS
I. Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - camera and accessories
b. Operational location fit check
I_IAR'rIN IWARIETY'A OORPORATIOIW
DEN% ER DIVISION
bED-2002-49
7 April 1967
Tab Ie XXII. (Co n t. )
Pese 382
EXPERIMENT TITLE EXPERIMENT NUMBER
Primary Cosmic Radiation S009
LAUNCH LOCATION
CSM Flight AAP 1
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
CSM Mission AAP [/2
CONFIGURATION
Experiment.
Airiock
I
•-r-V
•-i •
i
•[-..... -7
,! !
!b __
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
Emulsion Carmister in
deployed posi tion
CM
/
• #_ . •
Emulsion cs_mister in
I. Power
2. Thermal Control
3. Display and control
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
Total of 300 hours @ 2 watts
INTEGRATION TESTS
I, Physclal Fit
a. Storage fit check - basic unit
b. Operational locatlon fit check
c. Heater power cable connection
2. Electrical power consumption
MARTIN lifARIETTA OORPORATION
DENVER DIVISION
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Table XXII. (Cont.)
EXPERIMENT TITLE
Page 383
EXPERIMENT NUMBER
X-Ray Astronomy S017
LAUNCH LOCATION
LI_SS Rack
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
RACK - Scheduled on Flight AAP 4
CONFIGURATION
Display
l
IElectronics
d .......
/
/
Package I
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
I. Power
2. Data management
3. Display and control
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
30 min. intervals @ 7 watts
I0 hour duration
INTEGRATION TESTS
le Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - basic unit
b. Operational location fit check
c. Power cable connection
2. Sensor alignment with respect to spacecraft
3. Electrical Power Consumption
MARTIN MARIET"rA OORPOIEATION
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
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TAble XXII. (Cont.)
Page 384
EXPERIMENT TITLE HXPE RII_NT NUMBER
Micrometeorlte Collection SOl8
LAUNCH LOCATION
CSM Flight AAP i
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
CSM M_s._ [on AAI' I/2
CONFIGURATION
- CM
I .....
I . \\.
_Der_ ment
Airlock
Deployment device
Deployed Experiment
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
I. Voice data - deployment and retrieval
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
No power requirements
INTEGRATION TESTS
I. Physical Fit
a. Storage flt check - basic unit and accessories
b.: Operational location fit check
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 385
EXPERIMENT TITLE
UV Stellar Astronomy
LAUNCH LOCATION
CSM Flight AAP 3
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
CSM Mission AAP 3/4
CONFIGURATION
Thermal <_'r-." " -
Control
ExperimentPacksxe l
,:.... -d_
SbTPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
I. Powe_
2. Thermal Control
3. Data Management
EXPERI_NT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
6-2/3 hours @ 2 watts
INTEGRATION TESTS
l,
.
3.
Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - basic unit
b. Operational location fit cheek
c. Thermal Control Interface
d. Power Cable Connection
Verify Thermal Control Operation
Electrical Power Consumption
EXPERIMENT NUMBER
S019
Power
MARTIN llfARIEIT"A OORPORATIOlll
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!EXPER_L_T TITLE
Table XXII, (Cont.)
_XPERIM_NT NUMJ3ER
Page 386
UV X-Ray Solar Photograpliv
IAUNCH LOCATION
ATM/I_ack
P.L_}_'()tKMAN(:[_ I_)CAT .ION
ATM/I_ck Flight AAP 4
CON]?IGUI_T ION
Power
-?
Camer_
I
LI020
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
i. _OWer
EXPERTMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER I_EWUI]_FA9
6 hol_rs @ 1 watt
INTO] IK&TION TESTS
I. Physical l,_it
a. Storage fit check - c_u_era a,ld fl]x
DENVER DIVISION
E0-20o2-49
7 April 196'{
Table XXlI. (cont.)
Page 387
EXPERIMEWT TITLE
X-Ray Astronolr_
IALrNC]I IX)CATION
IU Flight AAP 3
PEmPORMANCE LOCATION
177 Flight AAP 3
CONFIGURATION
Installed before launch
I_ Sensor
.i Package
i -
_vm _m
_D_P_WI_Ff ACTIVATION AND POWFT_ RN_UIRED
4.5 to 7.0 hours @ 21 watts
]3_EGRAT ION TF_TS
(D Signal
L. .._a_ Power
i. Sensor Package - spacecraft aligament
_. Power Constnnp tion
3. Operational Check
I,ZP _.RIYL_Wr NUMBER
So27
iilARTII_ MARIi[T'rA O011PORATIOIV
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
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Tabb XXII. (Cont.)
Page 388
FXP_{ [Mh]NT T[TL],:
Wiltl;e I,igJ_l;Covo_lal<rapI_y
LAUNCH LOCATION
ATM/[_ack
PERFO [_MANCE LOCATION
ATM/Rack Flight AAP 4
CONFIGURATION '
I'XPI_/RIMt.:NT NUM [_R
¢ _ C'-%
• ())_'.
Camera i Coronagraph
and
Sensors
I
....? ....._ Power
]
..... N m i'-
tcontrol 1
,,_................. J
SUPPORT SUBSYSTF/<S }{EQUII{ED
i. Power
2. Display and control
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUII_ED
2 iweeks @ 3 watts with 8 watt peaks
INTEC _ATION TESTS
i. Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - basic unit and accessories
b. Operational location fit check
c. Power cable connections
2. Electrical Power Consm_ption
3- Operational check
a. Sti,m_late sensors and monitor display panel
z 0 Power
#If_IO_7"8#_ #W#A_OOrY'O'A O00_lmOl_l'O'#Ol_l
DENVER DIVI$1*ON
FD-2002-49
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Table XXII. (Cent.)
Page 389
F_PFJ_IMENT T I'9LE
UV Corona]. Spectrograph
LAUNCH LOCATION
ATM/Rack
PF_RFORMANCE LOCATION
ATM/Rack Flight AAP 4
CONFIGURATION
Installed before launch
...................
Spectroheliograph ;
L............... j
TIXP],_IMENT NUMB[o,R
:;053A
L- iControl ,, _ _ Power
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
1. Power
2. Display and control
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER [_EQUIRED
i0 see @ 30 watts
200 times intermittently
INTEGRATION TESTS
i. Spectroheliograph - spacecraft alignment
2. Electrical Power Consun_tion
3- Operational Check
MARTIN MARIETrA OORPORATION
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Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 390
EXPER_ TITHE
UV Spectrograph
LAUNCH I_OCAT-[ON
ATM/H:Ick
L"I,_1{l,'¢)1_MANCI,: I_)CATI()N
ATM/IhLck FLight AAP 4
CONFIGURATION
Installed before launch
.,..... iControl
]'XPERIMJ,3kr_NUMI._ER
zo53B
•---CT_ Power
SUPPORT S_3YGTI_I_ REQUIRED
i. Power
2. Display and Control
EXPF_IMj_Ff ACTIVATION AND POWE]_ REQUIRED
20 hours @ 5 watts with infiemllifitent peaks to 20 w_tts
INTEGRATION TESTS
1. Spectrograph- spacecraft alignment
2. Electrical power consumption
3. Operational check
MARTIN llfARIETTA OORPORATION
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Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 391
EXPERIMENT TITLE,
X-R_u.y Gpt_ctrogrtq)hic Tclczco.pc
IAIINCI[ LOCATION
ATM/Rack
P F_RFORMAN CE LOCATION
AN/Rack Flight AAP 4
CONF IGURAT ION
Installed before launch
i Telescope
, i
i As sembly i
IDisplay &
IControl
I,]XP'I_IMEt_. NUMBER
:;o54
I
I/. <0 Power
]
SUPPORT SUBSYSTemS REQUIRED
i. Power
2. Display and Control
3. Data Management
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
l0 to 48 watts with spikes to 63 watts
INTEGRATION TESTS
1. Telescope - spacecraft alignment
2. Electrical power consumption
3. Operational check
lifARTII_ MARIE77"A OORPORA'rlON
DENVER DIVISION
ED-200e-49
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Table XXII° (Cont.)
Page 392
EXPERIMENT TITLE
UV Spectrometer
LAUNCH LOCATION
ATM/Rac k
P_,'O [_4ANCE IX)CATION
ATM/Rack Flight AAP 4
CC)ICFIGUP_T ION
Installed before launch
f
F_P_ IM_T NUMBER
sO55A
i. Power
2. Display and Control
3- Data Management
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER I_EQUIR_
]2 rain. @ '_ watts for each observation
INTEGRATION TESTS
i. Spectrometer - spacecraft aligrm_ent
2. Electrical Power Consumption
3. Operations Check
<0 Power
MARTIN lifARIET'rA OORPORATION
DENVER DIVISION
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Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 393
EXPER]]V_T TITLE
UV '3pectrometer (U]tra-vtolet ;;pectroheliomeber)
IAUN(U[ IX)CATION
ATM/I{tLck
Pl,llll,'oltr_3qCE I,()C_A.TION
ATM/l_ack Flight AAP 4
CONF IGURAT 10N
Installed before launch
{ i _spla,j
1 Spectr°meter '_' I Control
_X PERIM]_T NUMBER
So55B
Z_-4P Power
srrPPOr_ SUBSYSTEMS REQUIBED
i. Power
2. Display and Control
3- Data Management
EXP_II_ENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
5 man. @ 20 watts for each observation
2.3 watts standby
INTEGRATION TE_TS
i. Spectrometer - spacecraft alignment
2. Electrical Power Consumption
3. Operations Check
llfAIITIN llfARllr'l'1"A OORPO,RATIO#
DENVER DIVISION
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Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 394
EXP_ _4ENT TITLE
UV Spectrometer- He< Telescope
LAUNCH LOCATION
ATM/Rac k
PERFOEMANCE LOCATION
A_4/Raek Flight AAP 4
CONFIGURATION
Installed before launch
I
I Spectrometer
kXPER_ ITLKvlBER
._o550
l [Disl I
' ......, _ pay& ! Power
SUPPORT SUBSYST_4S REQUIRED
i. Power
2. Display and Control
3. Data Management
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWF/_ Ek_UIRED
90 _:dn. @ 1.5 _tts av_.
INTEGRATION TES_
1. Spectrometer - Spacecraft Aligrnnent
2. Electrical Power Consumption
3. Operations Check
_i,¸
MARTIN ilfARIETTA OORPOR,4TIO_I
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Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 395
EXPERIMENT TITLE
X-Ray Telescope
LAUNCH LOCATION
ATM/Rack
PIlift"Of{MANCM I,OCATION
ATM/l{ack F! Ight AA]' 4
CONFIGURATION
Installed before lauxlch
[: T............................l
[. ]
Signal
l
.--<_ Power
EXP_ IMA%[9 NUMBER
so56
SL_rPPORT SUBSYST]9_9 REQUIRED
i. Power
2. Display
FXPF_{IMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER I{]_UIRED
45 h_rs @ 15 watts with peakn of mlknown n_gnitude
INTEGRATION T_TS
1. Telescope - Spacecraft Alignment
2. Electrical Power Consmnption
3- Operational Check
MARTIN MARIi[T"I'A O011PORAYION
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Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 396
EXPERIMENT TITLE,
Potato Resporat ion
LAUNCH LOCATION
CSM Flight AAP 3
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
CSM Mission AAP 3/4
CONFIGUPJITION
so61
Po we r _-_
Signal
_UPPORT SUI/]YST_4S P/_QUTPED
i. Power
2. Data Management
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
0.7 watts/_mit for duration of experiment
I_FfEG_AT ION TESTS
i. PDysical Fit
a. Storage fit check- basic unit
b. Operational location fit check
c. Power cable connection
d. Data cable connection
ltfAl_Tllll lifARIETTA OORPORATIOltl
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
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Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 397
EXPERIMENT TITLE
UV Airglow Horizon Photograpl:\y
IAUNCI[ LOCATION
CM F11ght AAP 3
I'!,;I{],'(>RMAN(' I,; I L_CA_PI'()N
I¢_DA Flight AAP 4
CONFIGURATION
EXPER_ NUMBER
s_xS3
_Camera 1
!,
! ]
/ ,' ) ,'-' ' ' "__-7-
i. Data management
2. Displays and controls
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
None
INTEGRATION TESTS
le Physical Fit
a. Storage Fit Check - camera, bracket and accessories
b. Operational location fit check
MARTIN llfARIETTA OORPORATION
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Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 398
_XP_{IMENT TITLE
Multi-Band Terrain Photograpt\¥
LAUNCH LOCATION
COM Flight AAP [
CSM Flight AAP 3 (Rcs,,pp/y)
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
CSM Mission AAP I/2
CSM Mission AAP 3/4
CONFIGURATION
•_-- C_m_er as
//"
[ ] tIir.........-] _-/---,1I _--]
..... •-.-7_..... i._
IXPERIM],_NT NUMBF_
_m65
S!LPPO_ SIFRgYST_W_ REQTrTn_
i. Data management
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
None
INTEGRATION TESTS
1. Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - cameras and accessories
b. "0perational. location fit check
MA RTIlil MA RIETTA I=ORPORA TIORI
DENVER DIVISION
_-2oo2-49
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TabLe XXII. (ConL.)
Page 399
EKP_<IMENT TITLE
Manual Navigation Sightings
LAUNCH LOCATION
CSM Flight AAP i
PRRI_ORMANCI_ LOCATION
C,CJ_Mission AAP L/2
CONFIGUIIAT ION
I_PI_{ IY_,_T NUMBER
TO02
H_d Held
Sextant Event Timer System Cord
i. Daga Maunagement
_XP_I_T ACTIVATION AND POWF.R I_EQUI.R_
None
INTEGRATION T_
1. Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check- basic unit
b. Operational location fit check
c. Data cord connection
liirARTlltl litARIETTA OORPORATION
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 A1_r_l 1967
T=ib[e XXII. (Cont.)
Pogc 400
_PERIMENT TITLE
Nephelometer Focperiment
LAUNCH LOCATION
CSM Flight AAP 1
PERFO}_4A_NCE LOCATION
CSM/OWS Flight AAP 2
CONFIGURATION
I_I'MR]]MF/_ NUMt{1,]R
TO03
..................... [
Nephe!ometer ........_ - _
, i
SU'B,qYSTF/_Z REQUYRF/)
i. CSM
2. OWS
a. Power
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
1 w_tt for 12 mln. per d_y
INTEGRATION TESTS
i. Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - basic unit
b. Operational location fit check
c. Power cable connection
2. Electrical Power Consumption
l_o_ger
iifARTIIII MARIETTA OORPORATIOItl
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
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EXP],]{_ TITLE,
Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 40t
FXPFR llvDiR_F_I B ,I_R
Foot,; ()toll I;h I"u.nctton ,l:oc)h
IAUNCI[ I/OCATI()N
CSM Flight AAP 3
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
CSM Mission AAP 3/4
CONFIGURATION
Power
| .... i
I
!Display-!_
&
i Control "
l
/
I
!
J
i Multiplexer
_1_mnqa
0=
' I _ | Control
I Supp°rt |
"_ ISY stam !
, I .......... ]
SUPPORT SUBSYST_iS REQUIRED
I. Data Management
2. Thermal Control
3. Display and Control
EXPER]]V[ENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
5.3 watts continuous
3 watts, 27.5 VDC for 8 n_n/session
15 watts, 115 VDC for 22 sec/session
Total of 44 sessions in 72 hours
INTEGRATION TESTS
i. Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - basic unit and accessories
b. Operational location fit check
c. Power cable interfaces
d, Signal cable interfaces
e, Antenna cable interface
2. Electrical Power Consumption
3. Operational Check -simulate input with known quantities or
data and compare with output
IIfAlrT"lN AfAR'I,E'7"rA OORPORA'rlON
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2OO2-lj.9
'{Al,t'[l 19(,7
Table KXII. (Cont.)
Pl, g_, 402
EXPERIMENT T_fLE
Crew Activity Vehicle Disturbances
LAUNCH LOCATION
MDA
PERFOI_/_NC E LOCATION
OW',-_F'light AAP 4
CONFIGURATION
Anthro-
pometric
Apparatus
.<o
Signal
Cable
I ,'_Pli,_U_IJ}_P1' I',[,'1_13_
TOI3
Power
I Recorder i
,.. ,:(>Power
To
CO
Trams-
mltter
SiPPORT SO--_YST_'_S i{EV_D-I]{ED
i. Power
2. C_nera Units
3. Data Management
EXP_{IMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER }{EQUIRED
i hour @ 50 watts
INTEGRATION T_STS
i. Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - basic tmit and accessories
b. Operational location of tape recorder and camera
c. Cable connection to telemetry equipment
d. Signal cable connection to tape recorder
e. Power cable connections for recorder and anthropometric apparatus
2. Electrical Power Consumption
3. Calibration Check
Induce known displacements in the anthropometric apparatus -
compare tape results to input
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
DENIV E_ DIVIStON
ED-2002-49
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Tnble XXII. (Cont.)
Page 403
.FXP_ _D_f TITLE,
Meteoroid Impact :.md Ero_ion
IAUNCH LOCATION
MDA External
PFJRFORMANCE LOCATION
AM/MI_A External Flights AAP 2 aud 4
CONFIGURATION
Polished vycor glass panels mo_mted before launch
SUPPORT SUBS_B T_ [iNQUIRED
i. Display and control
PXPERINIENT ACTIVATION AND POWER I_EQUI[I_D
None
INTEGRATION TESTS
i. Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - folded panels
b. Deployed location fit check
2. Operational Check
a. Deplo_nent control
I'XP]i[R ]3V[l'_ Dl._l,]]t
T_)17
MAR'I'IN MARIEI-r_I OORPORATION
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Table XX!I. (Cont.)
Page 404
EXPERIMENT TITLE
Precision Optical Tracking
LAUNCH LOCATION
IU Flight AAP 4
] ,,h[,(')l_L/_qCl,: LO(,AI J. N
lit Flight AAP 4
CONFIGURATION
Laser
Beam
Ground I \"
Station [
!
__J
/- .. |
Reflection
E)
Z
FA_PER IMENT NUMBER
TO18
I ..___ PrLsm
J (Typical 4 places
I
1 on IU)
I
J
SUF_O_ SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
None
_P]_{IMENT ACTIVATI(_ AND POWER RP_UIIKE_
None
INTEGRATION TESTS
1. Physical Fit
a. Storage/operational locaticm fit check
MARTIN MARIET'rA OORPORATION
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
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r'E_PER_ TITLE
Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 405
_PER IM[_ NUMI_ER
Jet Shoes TO20
lAUNCH LOCATION
PERFOI_ANCE LOCATION
0WS Flight AAP 2
C0NF IGURAT ION
Astronaut maneuvers in S-IVB and actio_Is are monitored by csmler_
and recorder,
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED
i. Voice data
2. Camera units
3. Onboard checkout (M464)
_HiMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER H_QUiHK_o
None
INTEGRATION T[_TS
i. Physical Fit
a. Stowage fit check - basic unit and accessories
b. Camera and recorder location
#Nl WI l_' lr" l ltl I_l AI Aq, l _ "r'r_ O 0 _ P O R _I T I O I_
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
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T_ib le XXII. (Cont.)
Page 406
EXPERIMENT T lq_/_: I_P 'I_{IM_IT NO.
Meteoroid Velocity and Y_rl])acbInto
Alum 1._[tun
To2]
LAU_(]H I_)(]ATIk)N
i I..... .......I&CATION
G_4/MDA External Flights AAP 2 and 4
CONFIGURATION
Power
Flight
Oscillator
SUPPORT SU_;YST_I_{ _{EQUI_{KD
Direction of Impact
]
_o To recorder
Thin film
capacitor matrix
_IST TTALLED BEFORE
LAUNCH
i. Power
2. Voice data
3- Data *_%nagement
4. Display and Control
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
13 days @ I0 watts
90 watt surges @! impacts
INTEGRATION TESTS
i. Physical fit
a. Tape recorder cable connection
b. Return storage fit check
2. Electrical Power Consumption
3. Control operational check - verify protective covers can be
removed _d experin_nt can be turned on
MARYIN MARIETTA _ORPORAT'IO#
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
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Table XXII. (Cont.)
Pog(, 407
EXPERIMENT TITLE
_P._ I_fl_ NUMB_
Heat Pipe Demonstration T022
lAUNCH LOCATION
177 Flight AAP 4 AAP 2
PERFOI_&4NCE LOCATION
IX/ Flight AAP 4 AAP 2
CONFIGURATION
ii Condenser
,i
Heater
.... J
%
...... -.-t Electronics
INSTALLED B_ORE LAUNCH
7_
!
t
, L -
_0
•_ Recorder
Power (IU
_' batteries)
SU_PORT SU_YST._¢_ _u_W,u±_au
i. Data management
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
2 hours @ 120 watts
INTEGRATION T_TS
i. P1_ysical Fit
a. Tape recorder cable connection
O
_.. Electrical Power Consumption
II#ARTIIW MARIETTA @ORPORATION
OENVER O|VIS|ON
ED-eO0e-49
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Table XXII. (Cont.)
Page 408
EXPERD4ENT TITLE
Collection of Surface Absorbed Materials
LAUNCH LOCATION
S-IVB Exterior Flight AAP 2
P],]P_FO[_WANCE LOCATION
S-IVB Exterior FLight AAP 2
COITFIGURATION
Specimen collection slides pl_ced at several strategic locati_s
on S-IVB_ secured by al_m[ntun brackets. Slides collected after
orbit is achieved and placed in collection box for return.
SLrP_POR_ SUBSYSTemS P_UIP_D
i. Thermal Control
EXPERIMENT ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
None
1. Physical Fit
a. Storage fit check - collection box
b. Thern_l control interface
EXP__ NUMBER
T023
llfAIt'TIN IWARIET"rA OORPORATIOIW
DENVER DIVISION
ED-2002-49
7 April 196 7
TAble XXII. (Cont.)
Page 409
EXPERIMENT TITLE
Gravity Substitute Workbench
I_UNCH LOCATION
ATM Rack
PERFORMANCE LOCATION
Ok_ Flight AAP 4
CONFIGURATION
Powcr _
Direction of Flow
J 7" f
•............ _____ I/ k,
\-- Fan
SIH_PORT SUBSYST_WS REQU_
i. Power
EXPE]{_ ACTIVATION AND POWER REQUIRED
Unknown
INTH_,RATION TESTS
i. P1_ysical Fit
a. Storage Fit Check
b. Operational location fit check
c. Power cable connection
2. Electrical Power Consumption
FXPERI_NT NUMBER
_SFC 57
Screen Table
OENVER O_V_BION \
